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Preface

The Institute of Safety Research (ISR) is one of the five scientific institutes of
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf e. V.. The Forschungszentrum Rossendorf is a member of the
"Wissenschaftsgemeinschaft Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz". As such it is funded by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research and by the Saxon Ministry of Science and Arts with 50%
each.

The work of the institute is directed to the assessment and enhancement of the safety of large
technical plants and to the increase of the effectiveness and environmental sustainability of
those facilities. Subjects of investigations are equally nuclear plants and installations of
process industries. To achieve the above mentioned goals, the institute is engaged in two
scientific fields, i. e. thermo-fluid dynamics including magneto-hydrodynamics (MHD) and
materials/components safety.

To analyse thermo-fluid dynamic phenomena during normal plant operation and during
accidents, basic physical models and computer codes are developed for one and two-phase
flows, and for the space and time dependent heat release (neutron kinetics and chemical
reaction kinetics.). That theoretical work is based on experimental investigations of chemical
reaction kinetics including runaway reactions, and of transient two-phase flows. The institute
has started the construction of the multi-purpose TOPFLOW (Transient, Two-Phase Flow)
experimental facility. It shall be the specificity of TOPFLOW that it applies advanced two-
phase measuring techniques which are developed in the ISR and which allow deep insight
into the flow characteristics over a wide range of the void content and flow velocities.

MHD is relevant to flows of electrically conducting fluids, reaching from liquid metals to salt
water, when there are inherent electromagnetic fields or when they can externally be imposed.
The understanding and modeling of MHD effects offers technological and safety related
applications in crystal growth, metallurgy, and other areas. However, the Rossendorf MHD
department also deals with basic effects like the self-excitation of the magnetic field of the
earth. For that, the Institute of Physics in Riga together with the Rossendorf group designed
and constructed a sodium flow experiment in Riga. The first experiments of  November 1999
showing the self excitation of a magnetic field in a suitable liquid metal flow could be proved
by repeated experiments in July 2000. Beyond self-excitation the flow could be driven up to
saturation of the magnetic field.

In materials safety, the institute is specialised to the investigation of irradiated nuclear reactor
materials. The susceptibility of the mechanical properties against neutron and gamma
irradiation and the effect of thermal annealing is evaluated by mechanical tests. The
microstructural mechanisms of materials degradation are studied by highly resolving methods
of structural analyses like TEM and SAXS and by more integrating methods like SANS.
Monte Carlo methods for radiation field calculation have been developed and validated to get
reliable information about the fluences to which the components have been exposed.
Improved covariance analysis and spectrum adjustment methods are used to adjust the
calculated fluences to activation measurements.
Starting from the estimated accident loads (pressure, temperature) and from the mechanical
and thermal properties of the concerned components structural models are developed to assess
the integrity of those components in the considered scenario. One scenario that particularly
has attracted interest is the in vessel retention of molten corium in  LWR. Together with the
Royal Institute of Technology (RIT) in Stockholm where the experiments are being



performed, a finite element model was worked out that allows the prediction of the failure
mode and the failure time of the reactor vessel.

The ISR together with the Dresden University of Technology and Hochschule für Technik,
Wirtschaft und Sozialwesen (HTWS) Zittau/Görlitz constitutes one of the German centres of
competence for nuclear energy and nuclear safety. As such it also takes care for the
conservation and promotion of expertise in nuclear engineering.

In 2000, the work of the ISR and of the whole research centre was assessed by a commission
of the German Scientific Council (Deutscher Wissenschaftsrat). As a result, the main fields of
research and the general orientations of ISR were positively evaluated. The non-nuclear
activities shall be reinforced by strengthening the work on magneto-hydrodynamics and on
two-phase flows. Nevertheless, the institute shall and will go on to play its role as centre of
competence in nuclear engineering in the framework of the German Association for Nuclear
Competence.

The following graphs give an overview about the sources and deployment of funding between
the different research tasks. In 2000 35% of the total budget came from external sources, with
28% from public research grants and with 7% from research orders mainly by the industry.
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PRACTICABILITY OF LINEAR SUPERPOSITION TECHNIQUES FOR
COOLANT MIXING STUDIES FOR PRESSURIZED WATER

REACTORS

Gerhard Grunwald, Thomas Höhne, Sören Kliem and Horst-Michael Prasser

1. Introduction

In hypothetical accident scenarios connected with asymmetric perturbations in the primary
circuit of a nuclear power plant (NPP) like overcooling of one loop due to a steam line break
or local boron dilution events, 3D effects have to be considered. Usually, the computational
analysis of such scenarios is performed within three off-line coupled steps, each of them
carried out independently. First of all, a thermohydraulic analysis of the transient is carried
out by means of an advanced thermohydraulic system code. From that calculation, boundary
conditions are derived for an analysis of the 3D mixing processes inside the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code. The results of this
calculation (temperature or boron concentration distribution at the core inlet) are used in a 3D
neutron kinetics analysis of the reactor core behaviour.

Recently, 3D neutron kinetics core models have been coupled with advanced thermohydraulic
system codes. To be able to turn from the above described three step off-line approach to a
fully coupled analysis of the whole process, the implementation of a model is necessary,
which links the thermohydraulics of the system code with the thermohydraulics of the core
model, simulating the 3D mixing effects in the RPV in a realistic way. Due to the large
computation time, a direct coupling with CFD-codes is presently not practical. Therefore, the
realisation of a simplified mixing model is the preferred way to describe the coolant mixing in
an appropriate manner.

In this paper, the practicability of a linear superposition technique as a basis for the simplified
mixing model is investigated.

2. Derivation of the simplified coolant mixing model

In general, the RPV from the inlet nozzles through the downcomer and the lower plenum up
to the core inlet presents itself as a highly non-linear system with multiple inputs and outputs.
The input signals are time-dependent values for the coolant velocity, enthalpy and boron
concentration at each of the inlet nozzles, which generally can behave in an independent
manner. The output signals are the same quantities at each fuel element position together with
bypass positions. The geometrical and constructional details of the RPV determine the
transfer properties of the system in a dominant manner. The only chance to derive a suitable
model for the description of the coolant mixing, meeting the requirements for use in coupled
codes, is the conversion of the described system into a simplified system with linear transfer
properties.

The elimination of the influence of geometry and construction by concentrating on one
reactor type simplifies the work. In the first step, only the processes during the start-up of the
first main coolant pump after flow stagnation will be considered. For that special case the
number of inputs to the system reduces to one. The splitting of the system into subsystems
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(for each fuel element position one) creates a group of systems with one input and one output,
but different transfer properties.

The disturbance of such a system by a Dirac impulse is an appropriate method for the
determination of these unknown transfer properties. A disturbance of the system by a function
of any form (for instance: a plug of coolant with lower boron concentration) can be
represented by a linear combination of a sequence of such Dirac impulses. Assuming linearity
of the transfer, the same linear combination can be applied to the reconstruction of the answer
at the output of the system.

The transfer properties can be determined experimentally or analytically. In this work, an
experimental approach has been applied. For that purpose, experiments at the ROCOM test
facility [1] were carried out. This experimental facility was designed and built especially for
the investigation of coolant mixing phenomena in the downcomer and the lower plenum of
the German 1300 MW KONVOI reactor. The facility is a 1:5 linearly scaled model equipped

with four loops with fully controllable coolant
pumps. Beginning from the cold leg 1 m
(corresponding to 5 m in the original) before the
entry into the RPV, the inlet nozzle, the
downcomer, the lower plenum, the perforated drum
up to the core support plate including the
corresponding penetrations, the model represents
the original reactor with all constructional details in
the given scale. The facility is operated with water
at room temperature and is equipped with different
wire-mesh sensors. The working principle of these
sensors is based on the measurement of the
conductivity. Water with different conductivity
simulates the differences in the boron content or
temperature. Particularly, the measurements of two
sensors are used for the determination of the
transfer functions of the above introduced systems.
One is located in the reactor inlet nozzle of one
loop (pos. 1, fig. 1), the other one measures the
concentration at each fuel element inlet position at

the lower core support plate (pos. 2). From the data provided by the sensors dimensionless
mixing scalars can be derived with a time resolution of 0.05 s. These scalars are defined as

follows: 
0

0

σσ
σσθ

−
−=

P

i
i , where i is the current measurement position; σi the conductivity at that

position, σ0 the conductivity of the water before the experiment and σP the conductivity in the
injected plug.

For the derivation of the transfer functions, experiments were carried out, where water with a
high conductivity over a short time (nearly 0.1 s) was injected into the loop with the starting-
up pump. A special mixing device, located at the injection position, ensures that the injected
water is equally distributed over the cross section. It has to be taken into account, that due to
the considered pump start-up process the transfer behaviour changes. Therefore, the time
position of the injection in the pump start-up ramp has been varied in the different
experiments. The time dependent mixing scalar was measured at each fuel element position.

Pos. 1

Pos. 2

Fig. 1 Sectional view of the
ROCOM RPV-model with
the positions of the wire-
mesh sensors
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The impulses of three experimental series are shown on fig. 2a, the answers to these impulses
measured at a certain fuel element position are shown in fig. 2b.

As can be seen from fig. 2a, the transfer functions of the above introduced systems were
exposed to an input signal, nearly being a Dirac impulse.

Fig. 2a: Examples for the experimental Fig. 2b: Mixing scalars (answer to 2a) at a
impulses certain fuel element position

For an adequate representation of a plug, the limited number of experimental impulses is not
sufficient. Therefore, additional impulses were derived by interpolation between the
experimental ones. This was performed to the input and the output signals of the systems in
the same manner. An example for the combination of experimental and interpolated impulses
is shown in fig. 3.

The time course F(t) of the plug to be modeled at the reactor inlet can be reconstructed from
n impulse functions by the following formulae:

)()(
1

tgatF j

n

j
j ⋅=�

=
(1)

where gj(t) is the time course of the jth
 impulse, aj  is a weight coefficient, determining the

contribution of the jth
 impulse to the requested plug. The number n depends on the volume of

the plug to be modeled. The coefficients aj  are obtained as solution of a least squares
deviation problem between measured and approximated plug.

Supposing, that the linearity of the system is ensured, the transient course of the mixing scalar
at each fuel element position can be derived in a similar manner using the same
coefficients aj. The time course of the mixing scalar Hk(t) for each k of the 193 fuel element
positions can be calculated by:

)()(
1

thatH j

n

j
jk ⋅=�

=
(2)

where hj(t) is the time course of the jth
 answer function at the corresponding fuel element

position.

The described linear superposition technique is the main part of a calculation program, called
Semi-Analytical Plug Reconstruction (SAPR) model.
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3. Verification of the model

A numerical analysis of a hypothetical deboration event in a German PWR has been
performed [2]. A plug of lower borated coolant, which goes through the reactor inlet nozzle
from t = 7 s to t = 14 s during the start-up of the first main coolant pump was assumed in that
work.

The same boundary conditions were used for generic experiments at the ROCOM test facility.
The experimentally created plug is shown on fig. 3.

The pulse shape reconstructed
by means of the model using
equ. (1) (red) coincidences
practically with the
experimental one (green).

Due to the turbulent
fluctuations of the mixing
scalar observed earlier [1], the
experiment was repeated
several times to average over
these fluctuations. The results
of the single realisations were
used to carry out a statistical
analysis of the experimental
data.

Additionally, by means of the CFD code CFX-4 a calculation was carried out using the
experimentally obtained plug shape as boundary condition. So, the semi-analytical model can
be compared with the experimental data and the CFX-results.
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Fig. 4: Average and maximum value of the mixing scalar at the core entry in comparison
between experiment, semi-analytical model (SAPR) and CFX-calculation (with
confidence intervals)

Fig. 4 shows the transient course of the average value of the mixing scalar at the core entry.
Two confidence-intervals (68.3 % and 95.4 %) are shown, too. The curve calculated by the
SAPR-model shows practically the same behaviour like the experimental curve. The
maximum is reached at the same time. In the later part of the transient, the calculated
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Fig. 3: Experimental plug and reconstruction
using equ. (1)
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concentration is slightly higher than the measured one, but always inside the 95.4 %-
confidence interval. In the CFX-calculation, the concentration increases more slowly and the
maximum is reached later. In the further course, the CFX-values are also in the 95.4 %-
confidence interval (lower boundary).

The transient course of the maximum value is shown on fig. 4. In the experiment as well as in
the calculations, the maximum value is determined at each time step over all fuel element
positions. Therefore the position can vary, which has (in the experiment) also an influence on
the width of the confidence intervals.

In both calculations, the course of the maximum concentration at the core inlet, is very close
to the experimental data. After reaching the maximum in time, the value calculated by the
SAPR-model belongs mostly to the upper part of the 68.3 %-confidence interval, the CFX-
value to the lower edge of the 95.4 %-confidence interval.

Table 1 summarises a quantitative assessment of the calculated data in comparison to the
experiment. The semi-analytical model is not only able to predict integral values (average or
maximum over the core). The comparison of the maximum values reached at each fuel
element position during the transient shows, that the values for 129 fuel elements (more than
60 % of all positions) belongs to the experimentally determined confidence interval of
95.4 %, 68 of them even to the very narrower interval of 68.3 %, what is better than for the
CFX-calculation.

Tab. 1: Some key parameters of the comparison
Experiment SAPR-

model
CFX-
calculation

Number of fuel elements with a maximum
mixing scalar of > 50 %

56 72 16

Number of fuel elements, which maximum
belongs to the 68.3 %-confidence interval of
the experiment

- 68 20

Number of fuel elements, which maximum
belongs to the 95.4 %-confidence interval of
the experiment

- 129 45

In addition to this table, the transient course of the mixing scalar at one fuel element position
from the outer part and one from the middle of the core is shown on fig. 4. For both fuel
element positions, the curves calculated by the SAPR-model are mostly inside the inner
confidence interval. The maximum values are reached practically at the same time.

Both curves, calculated by CFX increase more slowly. The maximum values reached during
the transient are smaller than the experimental data and the values calculated by the SAPR-
model.
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Fig. 5: Mixing scalar at different fuel element positions in comparison between
experiment, SAPR-model and CFX-calculation

4. Outlook

The work on the semi-analytical model for the description of the coolant mixing in the
downcomer and the lower plenum of KONVOI-type reactors will be continued including
additional scenarios. In the near future, the model is to be implemented into the coupled code
DYN3D/ATHLET, so that the influence of the coolant mixing on the neutron kinetics can be
investigated. The capabilities of the model have to be assessed in a systematic manner: The
influence of the number of basic impulse functions will be investigated. A further refinement
is possible (for instance: enhancing the number of experimental basic functions included into
the model). The possibility of creation of basic impulse functions for the model by means of
the CFD- code CFX-4 should be taken into account, too. That would also allow to create
models for the description of the coolant mixing in different geometry and under various
conditions without performing additional experiments.
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TIME RESOLVING GAMMA-TOMOGRAPHY FOR PERIODICALLY CHANGING
GAS FRACTION FIELDS

Dieter Baldauf, Jürgen Fietz, Uwe Hampel, Dietrich Hoppe, Horst-Michael Prasser,
Cornelius Zippe, Jochen Zschau, Michael Christen1 and Gotthard Will1

1. Introduction

During the last decade, there is a growing interest in pumping two-phase mixtures. A promi-
nent example is the tendency to utilise the gas evolved at oil wells, which was usually burned
on site in the past. Often the most economical way to transport the gas is to deliver the oil-gas
mixture instead of separating it from the crude oil. Beside displacement pumps, which are
determining the state of art in this field today, the use of turbo pumps may be of benefit, too.

Fig. 1: Scheme of the axial pump test facility of the Technical University in Dresden

The present work aims at the development
of a non-intrusive method to visualise the
gas fraction distribution inside the rotating
impeller of an axial pump delivering a two-
phase flow. The pump test facility (Fig. 1) is
located at the Technical University of Dres-
den. Its impeller (Fig. 2) has three helical
blades, the diameter is 220 mm, the pump
operates at approximately 1500 revolutions
per minute (25 Hz). Air-water mixture is
used as model fluid, created by a gas dis-
tributor upstream the pump inlet nozzle.

2. State of art in gamma-tomography

In case of the gamma-tomography, projections of the density distribution inside the object
area are obtained by measuring the transmission of gamma-radiation. For this purpose, a
gamma-source is placed on one side of the object, and the distribution of the radiation flux
arriving at the other side is measured by one or more detectors. The flux of the emitted
gamma quanta decreases exponentially with growing integral gamma absorption along the

                                               
1
 Technical University Dresden, Institute of  Energy Machines and Machine Laboratory

Fig. 2 Impeller of the axial pump
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chord between source and detector. Classical arrangements consist of a fan-beam source and a
row or an arc of detectors to obtain a one-dimensional projection of the measuring cross sec-
tion. A set of independent projections for different aspect angles is obtained by rotating
source and detector array around the object. In some cases, the object is rotated instead of the
tomography system [1]. The distribution inside the measuring cross section is calculated from
the measured projections using tomographic image reconstruction methods.

Usually, the acquisition of the projections is a time consuming process. At first, the statistics
of the gamma-decay has to be considered. Depending on the activity of the source, obtaining
one projection with the necessary accuracy usually takes from several seconds to minutes.
The acquisition of the number of independent projections necessary for the image reconstruc-
tion (≈102) leads to measuring periods in the range of minutes, which cannot be decreased
without limitations, even if very strong gamma-sources are applied, because the mechanical
rotation of the source around the object is the only way to change the aspect angle. This is the
main problem of applying gamma-tomography to fast transient processes in two-phase flows.

For the visualisation of the instantaneous gas distribution in an axial pump, the framing rate
must be in the range of the rotation frequency divided by the desired angular resolution. In
case of 1500 revolutions per minute a complete set of projections must be obtained within
time intervals of about 100 µs, if an angular resolution of 1 deg is required. A single projec-
tion must therefore be acquired within less than 1 µs. This has been not reached by any kind
of gamma or X-ray tomography up to now, and it must me doubted whether it is feasible at
all. The most advanced X-ray tomography systems worldwide allow to obtain an image
within 500 µs [2]. The corresponding X-ray device consists of 66 pulsed X-ray tubes, placed
around the object. These sources are flashing in a successive order to produce a complete set
of projections within the imaging period. Beside the problem of further decreasing the meas-
uring period, the use of comparatively weak X-ray radiation is limited in the case of technical
machines like our axial pump due to the high absorption in constructional materials. The latter
requires higher energies of the radiation which can be obtained with moderate efforts from
gamma emitting nuclides only, so that pulsed source techniques cannot be used.

A possible way out is to refrain from the visualisation of instantaneous gas distributions and
to restrain to obtain time-averaged void fraction distributions. In order to visualise the void
distribution inside the rotating impeller we decided to develop a gamma tomograph with a
time resolving radiation detection system and to take advantage from the periodicity of the
gas fraction distribution inside the impeller in order to perform an ensemble-averaging.

3. Measuring principle

The measurement is based on counting the pulses delivered by the detectors synchronised to
the rotation of the impeller. One revolution of the impeller is divided into a number of equal
angular intervals ∆γ. Each detector responsible for a given angular interval ∆ψ of the detector
arc is connected to several counter units via signal switches (Fig. 3). The counters are grouped
into counter banks, the number of which equals to the number of required angular intervals.
Each counter bank corresponds to an angular interval i, which is defined as (i-1).∆γ < γ < i.∆γ.
Signal switches (S) perform the successive connection of the detectors to the currently acti-
vated counters. The successive closing of the switches is organised by a control unit. Each
counter is activated for the period of 100 µs which is defined by the clock signal of 10 kHz.
The synchronisation is carried out using a trigger pulse generated at each revolution of the
impeller. The arrival of the trigger pulse defines the zero angular position γ=0 and forces the
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control unit to terminate the successive activation of the counters and to restart the counting
process in the counters of the first bank.
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Fig. 3: Working principle of the time resolving tomography

To achieve a sufficient statistical accuracy of the counting results N(i.∆ψ,j.∆γ) the measuring
procedure is continued over a large number of pump revolutions. Due to the synchronisation
it is guaranteed that each counter collects pulses originating from the detector for the corre-
sponding aspect angle ψ, which arrive in the time interval corresponding to the impeller rota-
tion angle γ defined for the bank the counter belongs to. Therefore, the device is able to obtain
ensemble averaged projections of the gamma absorption density distribution, which are re-
solved according to the rotating
angle of the impeller.

If a uniform or radially-sym-
metric distribution of the gas frac-
tion at the inlet nozzle of the
pump can be assumed, the gas
fraction distribution inside the
rotating parts of the pump is
quasi-stationary related to the
moving co-ordinate system due to
symmetry. In this case the rota-
tion of the gas fraction field itself
can be used to obtain the neces-
sary set of independent projec-
tions, while the tomography sys-
tem can stand still. This situation
is similar to the technique to ro-
tate the object instead of the to-
mography system [1], but with a
very high revolution speed. Fig. 4 Sketch of the gamma tomography system
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The situation is different, if the gas fraction distribution at the inlet of the axial pump is de-
pending from the azimuthal angle in the laboratory co-ordinate system. In this case the void
fraction distribution cannot be regarded as quasi-stationary in the rotating co-ordinate system
of the impeller. The only property which can be used is periodicity in time, i.e. it can be as-
sumed that the void distributions found in identical intervals of the rotation angle of the im-
peller can be treated as quasi-stationary. To obtain the necessary projections for an imaging of
this distribution, the tomography system must be rotated around the object, too. The image
has to be reconstructed from a set of projections for one and the same interval of the impeller
rotation angle obtained at the different angular orientations of the tomography system θk =
k.∆θ. In this way, for each interval of the impeller rotation angle γj = j.∆γ an individual image
can be reconstructed. The resulting series of images can be used for an animation of the peri-
odically changing void fraction distribution inside the impeller.

4. Technical realisation of the
tomography system

The tomograph consists of a
gamma source, a detector arc
(Fig. 4), a mechanical structure
allowing to rotate both source
and detector array around the
object, a mechanism to move
the tomograph along the axis of
the pump, power supply units
for the high voltage needed for
the photomultipliers and a signal
acquisition unit connected with
a personal computer. A total
view of the device is shown in
Fig. 5 Source and detector arc
are fixed to a metallic double
ring resting on four ball bear-
ings. The rings can be rotated by
a toothed wheel mechanism
equipped with a handle. For the
axial movement, the entire con-
struction rests on ball bearings
rolling on rails. A rack mecha-
nism with a handle allows to
perform the translation.

A Cs-137 source with an activ-
ity of 185 GBq (Eγ = 662 keV, 5
Ci) is used. The source con-
tainer is equipped with a fan-
beam collimator. The detector
arc consists of 64 scintillation
crystals of Bismuth-Germanate
(BGO) with a front face of 10 x
10 mm² and a length of 30 mm.

Fig. 5 View of the tomography system at the axial
pump test facility
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Photo-multipliers are coupled to the side planes of the crystals. The dimensions of the crystals
allow to achieve a resolution of about 5 mm inside the measuring plane. The length of 30 mm
is important for a high quantum efficiency at the comparatively high gamma energy.

Preamplifiers with energy discrimination cascades are connected to the photo-multipliers. The
binary pulses are counted by two banks of 64 hardware counters with a width of 8 bit. The
banks are swapped periodically each 100 µs. One bank is working in counter mode while the
accumulated counts of the second one are transferred to the data acquisition PC. The counter
banks shown schematically in Fig. 3 are represented by a two-dimensional data array of four
byte long integer values. The counts from the instantaneously non-active hardware counter
bank are added to the corresponding elements of this array, allocated in the RAM of the PC.
After completing the data transfer the hardware counters are set to zero. A data acquisition
during 10 000 revolutions of the impeller (i.e. during a measuring period of about 7 min) is
sufficient to obtain total count results in the order of magnitude of 104

 for each of about 400
rotation angle intervals and each of the 64 detector channels.

5. Results

Preliminary measurements were carried out at the operating pump in single phase mode (wa-
ter) and in the two-phase mode, i.e. during symmetrical air supply. For calibration purposes,
some measurements were taken for the case of the pump filled with air. The obtained tomo-
graphic data were processed under the assumption of a
void fraction distribution, which is quasi-stationary in the
co-ordinate system rotating together with the impeller.
The measurement of effects caused by the unsymmetrical
air supply due to stratification in front of the pump are
planned for the future.

The image reconstruction was carried out by filtered
back-projection,  applying a modified Shepp-Logan filter
[3]. When the data obtained during single-phase operation
with plain water are used for the reconstruction, the im-
peller structure inside the measuring cross section as well
as the Aluminium pipe serving as pump housing are
clearly reproduced (Fig. 6). The axis of the impeller is
hollow, which is also reflected by the reconstructed im-
age.

The void fraction distribution can be visualised only by means of differential tomography. For
this purpose, the set of projections obtained for the case of two-phase operation is related to
the case of plain liquid (Fig. 7). The test was carried out at a volumetric gas fraction at the
pump inlet of about 10 %. The resulting tomographic image shows only those parts inside the
measuring plane, where the gamma absorption density changed between the two working re-
gimes, i.e. impeller and pump house structures disappear. The contours of these structures are
overlaid to the tomographic images in Fig. 7.

The measurements were taken at different axial positions along the pump. In the measuring
plane A areas with air concentration are observed close to the back surface of the impeller
blades. There is some evolution of the distribution in axial direction. Regions of increased
void fraction are still observed in the wakes of the impeller blades (cross section C).

Fig. 6 Tomographic image of
the impeller structure
(pump with plain water)
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6. Conclusions

A new kind of time-resolving gamma tomography was developed and applied to visualise the
void fraction distribution inside the impeller of an axial pump operating in two-phase mode.
The method of data acquisition synchronised to the rotation of the impeller was successfully
tested in preliminary experiments. Next steps are calibration of the device to generate quanti-
tative void fraction distributions, investigation of the degree of asymmetry of the void fraction
profile at the pump inlet, measurements with void distributions non-stationary in the rotating
co-ordinate systems and systematic investigation of the influence of changes of the working
point of the pump to the void fraction distribution inside the impeller.

Fig. 7: Differential tomographic images of the void fraction distribution inside the impeller of
the axial pump working in two-phase mode (average void fraction about 10 %)
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TOPFLOW - A NEW MULTIPURPOSE THERMALHYDRAULIC
TEST FACILITY FOR THE INVESTIGATION OF STEADY STATE

AND TRANSIENT TWO PHASE FLOW PHENOMENA

Andreas Schaffrath, Anne-Kathrin Krüssenberg, Frank-Peter Weiß,
Enno Frerich Hicken1, Horst-Michael Prasser

1. Introduction

The Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) e.V. is building a new large-scale test facility for
thermal hydraulic single effect tests, the TOPFLOW facility. The acronym stands for Tran-
sient Two Phase Flow Test Facility. It will mainly be used for the investigation of generic and
applied steady state and transient two phase flow phenomena in power- and process indus-
tries. Main research activities are the investigation of:

•  transient flow regimes in horizontal, vertical and inclined tubes,

•  the dynamic behaviour of interphase areas in gas-liquid flows,

•  critical mass flows and oscillations during depressurization of chemical reactors,

•  natural convection in large pools with local heating,

•  natural convection in parallel channels and feed pipes and

•  condensation phenomena.

It is our strategy to use TOPFLOW as a central experimental basis for the nuclear competence
centre, rejoining FZR, the Technical University of Dresden and the University of Applied
Sciences Zittau-Görlitz (HTWS) and to offer it to working groups throughout Europe. They
will be invited to come to Rossendorf with their ideas and to perform their experiments here
making use of the parameters (power, water and steam mass flow, pressure range, measuring
instrumentation) and the multipurpose character of the test facility.

2. Embedding of TOPFLOW in the matrix of thermal hydraulic test facilities in
Western Europe

TOPFLOW stands in the tradition of single-effect tests in large-scale models of safety relevant
components of nuclear plants performed at the NOKO test facility successfully operated at the
Forschungszentrum Jülich for many years. The new test facility in Rossendorf will be
constructed using parts of NOKO, which will be transferred to the new site. With a series of
important new test sections, the profile of TOPFLOW will be shifted from previous investi-
gations of passive safety systems for a new generation of nuclear power plants carried out on
NOKO to more generic work for both nuclear safety and chemical plant safety and efficiency.
Special attention is paid to the experimental support of the development of a new generation of
best-estimate computer codes for safety analyses, based on three-dimensional CFD techniques.

Main components of NOKO, which are taken over, like the electrical heater and the condenser
tank, are determining the power, pressure and mass flow ranges of the facility. TOPFLOW and

_______________________________
1
 Forschungszentrum Jülich, Institut für Sicherheitsforschung und Reaktortechnik
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NOKO are therefore very close in respect to their scale, which is for many tests close to in-
dustrial scale.

The construction of the NOKO test facility was decided by the Ministry for Research and
Technology, SIEMENS, the German Utilities and the Forschungszentrum Jülich in 1993. In
the first time it was aimed at studying experimentally and analytically the effectiveness of the
SWR 1000 emergency condenser. From 1996-1998 the facility was used for a project within
the 4th

 FWP of the EU "European BWR R&D-Cluster for Innovative Passive Safety
Systems"; 7 partners participated. In 1997, in addition, 7 partners of an Concerted Action
"BWR-CA" took part in this project [1]. This was followed by studies of the behaviour of the
building condenser, the passive pressure pulse transmitter of the SWR1000 designed by Sie-
mens (see [1] and [2]).

In Fig. 1, the most important European test facilities capable to perform thermal-hydraulic
tests of passive safety systems are shown. It is evident that the wide range of power and pres-
sures will allow the test of the same component in several facilities of different size and thus
increasing the confidence in the assessment of the effectiveness of this component. It has to
be mentioned that the PANDA test facility has a higher volume than the other test facilities.

Fig. 1: European test facilities to perform thermal-hydraulic tests of passive safety systems
[2].

In 2000, it was decided to decrease substantially the safety research at the Forschungszentrum
Jülich. To maintain the experimental competence in two-phase flow main components of
NOKO will be transferred to Forschungszentrum Rossendorf by the beginning of the 2001,
where they shall be used to build the new TOPFLOW thermohydraulic test facility.

The main objectives of TOPFLOW will be oriented towards more generic research: investiga-
tion of steady state and transient two phase flow phenomena especially transient two phase
flow patterns, the generation of a data basis for Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)-Code va-
lidation, testing of heat exchangers and the development of two-phase flow instrumentation.

NOKO/
TOPFLOW
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3. TOPFLOW test facility

The TOPFLOW facility is designed for pressures up to 10 MPa and temperatures up to 300
°C. The max. steam mass flow is up to 2.6 kg/s, achieved with an electrical heater of 4 MW.
The maximum water mass flow less than 50 kg/s.

The flow diagram of the TOPFLOW facility is given in fig. 2. Additionally, a front view is
shown in fig. 3. The main test sections are:

•  two vertical pipes (D = 50 and 200 mm, L = 9 m)

•  the condenser (L = 6 m, D = 2 m, V = 20 m³, p < 1.5 MPa)

•  the steam drum (L = 5 m, D = 1.5 m, V = 8 m³, p < 7 MPa)

In the vertical pipe with DN200 the following superficial phase velocities can be reached:
steam < 2.2 m/s at 7 MPa and <15 m/s at 1 MPa, water < 2.2 m/s.  

Further, several junctions are foreseen for the connection of additional test sections e.g. a
PWR hot leg model.
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of the TOPFLOW test facility.

 TOPFLOW will be equipped with advanced two-phase instrumentation mainly adapted and
developed at Rossendorf, such as wire-mesh sensors, needle-shaped conductivity probes with
integrated thermocouple, gamma and X-ray tomography and passive ultrasonic droplet
probes. Additionally, laser-doppler anemometry and a phase-doppler particle analyser will be
available. The Rossendorf wire mesh sensors provide a quasi tomographic visualization of the
two phase flow [3].
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 It is planned to apply this type of fast flow visualisation to different test sections of the TOP-
FLOW facility. In the first experiments, the flow pattern in a vertical pipeline of 200 mm dia-
meter will be studied. A specially developed sensor will allow a spatial resolution of 3 mm at
a measuring rate of 2.5 kHz and consist of 64 transmitter and 64 receiver wires (64x64
measuring matrix).

Fig. 3: Front view of the TOPFLOW test facility.

4. Planned experiments

The planned experiments have already roughly been listed in chapter 1. In the following the
investigation of two phase flow pattern in vertical pipes is described in detail. The tests were
prepared by small scale experiments at the MTLOOP at the Institute for Safety Research
performed in the frame of the running research project BMWi 1501215 “Flow Pattern and
Models for Transient Two Phase Flows”.

4.1 Phase distribution and flow pattern in vertical tubes

The known models and flow diagrams for the prediction of the phase distribution and flow
pattern in vertical tubes are not universally available, because most of them were developed
from adiabatic water-air experiments in small tubes (< 50 mm) and atmospheric pressure. The
experiments were performed in transparent tubes and the flow pattern classification is based
on visual observations. Therefore an extrapolation outside the experimental conditions is not
possible. Based on stability analysis it is assumed, that comparable flow patterns cannot exist
in large tubes. This missing of reliable, universal criteria for prediction of phase distribution
leads to numerous empirical and semi-empirical models for the determination of pressure
losses, heat and mass transfer.

The flow experiments in TOPFLOW will be performed with water steam mixtures under high
pressures (< 7 MPa) and in tubes with diameters up to 200 mm and length up to 9 m. The cor-
responding L/D-ratios are 45 for DN200 and 180 for DN50.

Front View
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In the first step steady state flow conditions will be investigated for the verification of exist-
ing flow pattern maps. The evaluation of void fraction and velocity profiles as a function of
the distance from the vapour injection shall be measured as well as two phase parameters,
which characterize the structure of the two phase flow and allow to derive objective and
reproducible criteria for flow pattern classification. The experiments are performed under
steady state boundary conditions (pressure, phase mass flow). This kind of flow investigations
shall be extended to bends, junctions, isthmuses and dilations.

4.2 Droplet entrainment and deposit in a PWR hot leg

A typical example for the above mentioned topic is the droplet entrainment and deposit
during the end of the blown-down phase of a large break LOCA. After reaching a system
pressure less then 2.6 MPa water is injected by the accumulators in both - hot and cold leg of
the primary circuit.

The water injected into the hot leg flows through the upper plenum to the core. Due to the
wetting of the fuel pins 100 - 150 kg/s steam is produced and flows through the hot legs to the
steam generators. In the steam large amounts of liquid droplets (up to 500 - 750 kg/s) are
entrained. Most of these droplets are deposited in the upper plenum, only 50 kg/s are
deposited in each hot leg. The scenario described above take places at 0.4 - 2.6 MPa.

The deposit of the droplet in the hot leg mainly happens in the bend at the steam generator
(Fig. 4.). Due to inertia the droplets are impacting against the bend wall. At the bottom of the
bend the liquid collects and flows back to the pressure vessel. A stratified, counter current
steam liquid flow establishes in the tube. From its surface liquid droplets can be entrained
again.

steam generator
upper plenum

hot leg

deposit

entrainment

water droplets
ca. 50 kg/s

steam
40 kg/s

Fig. 4: Entrainment and deposit of water droplet in a PWR hotleg [6].

The effective liquid transport from the upper plenum to the steam generator inlet chamber de-
pends on these two strongly interacting phenomena entrainment and deposit. It is strongly
safety relevant, because the cold emergency cooling water entrained into the steam generators
is evaporated there. This evaporation leads to a pressure increase, which impedes the flooding
of the reactor pressure vessel (so called steam binding). Therefore, the transport of the liquid
from the pressure vessel to the steam generators characterises the effectiveness of the flooding
of the primary circuit.

Entrainment and deposit in the hot leg shall be investigated in a 1:3.75 scaled model of a
PWR hot leg. The hydraulic backlash of the steam generator inlet chamber is modelled by a
second bend. The instrumentation of the hot leg model allows the determination

•  of droplet velocities and size (approx. 0.01 - 0.1 mm)
•  size and shape of the phase interface and
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•  local velocities in the liquid film.

For the visualization of the flow pattern and the liquid film in the bend, a wire-mesh sensor
with 32 ×32 wires is arranged vertical in the center of the tube. Velocities in the liquid film
can be measured by tracer injection. Additionally two further wire-mesh sensors will be
arranged in front and behind the first bend. They will be used for the measurement of the void
fraction distribution and the phase velocities.

A

A-A

A

A

A

surge
line

wire mesh sensor
at middle plane

ceramic
support

wire mesh
sensor in tube
cross section

wire mesh
sensor in tube
cross section

tracer-
injection

Fig. 5: Arrangement of wire mesh sensors in the PWR hot leg model [6].

Droplet detection, shape and velocity measurement shall additionally be performed with
LDA/PDPA-laser measurement via glasses in the tube wall. These laser measurements will be
combined with passive droplet wave guides arrays at the hot leg inlet and outlet.

4.3 Condensation at high temperature differences

At the NOKO test facility series of experiments were started to study steam condensation in
horizontal and slightly inclined tubes. These experiments were aimed at the test of the
efficiency of the passive heat removal system for the boiling water reactor SWR1000. A spe-
cial characteristic of the condensation process is the high temperature difference between
steam and water in the geodetic flooding pool and the resulting high power density. In coope-
ration between FZ Jülich and FZR the scope of the experiments was extended to investiga-
tions of the transient flow pattern in the heat exchanger tubes. For this purpose, NOKO was
equipped with an additional single-tube, which was instrumented with advanced void probes.

After a series of preliminary tests with standard void probes produced in FZR, a new type of
probe was developed. In these special probes the sensitive electrode wire was replaced by a
micro-thermocouple. Beside the phase detection through the conductivity measurement, a fast
temperature measurement is possible. The shroud of the thermocouple is serving as probe elec-
trode. Phase identification and temperature measurement is carried out in the same place. This
allows to define whether the measured temperature has to be related to the gaseous or to the
liquid phase. The depth of immersion of the probes can be changed during the experiments by
stepping motors developed by FZ Jülich. By periodically moving the probes through the boun-
dary layer, the condensate layer thickness and the temperature  profiles were recorded. From
these results, the distribution of the condensate layer thickness along the pipe perimeter can be
deduced. The probes furthermore clearly indicate, when noncondensible gases are present. In
this case, the temperature remains below saturation, while the conductivity measurement
clearly identifies gas at the tip of the probe.
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The positive results of a series of experiments performed with these probes have shown that
further tests are very useful and necessary. Experiments of this kind are therefore included into
the research programme for TOPFLOW.

5. Conclusions and outlook

The new multipurpose thermal hydraulic test facility TOPFLOW (Transient Two Phase Flow
Test Facility) is under construction at  Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) e.V. The recon-
struction of the building has started in October 2000 and will be finished probably in July
2001. The disassembly of the NOKO test facility will take place from January up to February
2001. All components, which will be reused are moved to FZR. The construction of
TOPFLOW starts in March 2001 and will be finished at the end of the year. After a 3 months
commissioning phase, the experiments shall start in April 2002.

In the first configuration, TOPFLOW contains three test sections. These are a large pool with
a volume of 20 m³ and a design pressure of 1.1 MPa, a steam drum with a volume of 8 m³
and a design pressure of 7 MPa and two vertical test sections with DN50 and DN200, each 9
m long. The first experiments aim at the determination of the phase distribution and flow
pattern in large vertical tubes under high pressure conditions and the evaluation of the phase
distribution as a function of the distance from the gas injection. Further experiments will
include bends, junctions, isthmuses and dilations as well as condensation experiments. This
kind of experiments requires new high resolution two phase flow measuring devices (e.g.
needle shaped conductivity probes, wire mesh sensors or γ-ray tomography).
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Fig. 1: Working principle of the CWHTF and
quantities used for the simulation of the
acceleration phase

THE COLD WATER HAMMER TEST FACILITY (CWHTF)

Eberhard Altstadt, Thomas Mössner and Rainer Weiss

1. Introduction

The rules for pipeline systems of nuclear power plants [2] require the consideration of fluid-dyna
mic loads in the design phase. These loads will occur e.g. with water hammers. If water hammers
happen the fluid mass is decelerated in a very short time, this leads to a strong increase of the
pressure. The influence of the fluid-structure interaction on the magnitude of the loads on pipe
walls and support structures is not yet completely understood. In case of a dynamic load caused
by a pressure wave, the stresses in pipe walls, especially in bends, are different from the static
case. The propagating pressure wave may cause additional non-symmetric deformations that
increase the equivalent stresses in comparison to the symmetric load created by a static inner
pressure. On the other hand, fluid-structure interaction causes the structure to deform, which
leads to a decrease of the resulting stresses. 
In the past the pipe design was based on analytical calculations and/or one-dimensional simula-
tions [3, 4]. Newer investigations consider the influence of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) on the
pressure amplitudes and on the local material stresses [5, 6]. These simulations are based on 3D
finite element models for straight and curved pipes. The results of the 3D simulations were used
develop advanced analytical equations for design considering the FSI effects.
The lack of experimental data obtained at well defined geometric boundary conditions is a
significant obstacle for the validation of
codes which consider fluid-structure in-
teraction. Furthermore, up to now the
feedback from structural deformations to
the fluid mechanics is not fully implemen-
ted in existing calculation codes. There
fore, at FZR a cold water hammer test
facility (CWHTF) was designed and built
up. The experimental work at CWHTF is
done in the frame work of a project fun-
ded by the European Community. 

2. Construction and working principle
of the water hammer test facility

The CWHTF consists of a pressure vessel
(tank), a pipe line with two straight sec-
tions (one horizontally and one vertically
oriented), two 90� bends (curvature radi-
us 306 mm) and a fast opening valve. The
total length of the pipe line is about 3 me-
tres, the outer pipe diameter is about 219
mm and the wall thickness 6 mm. The
vertical pipe region is terminated by a lid
flange which acts as a bouncing plate.
Figure 1 shows the principal construction
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of the facility.

The water level in the vertical part of the pipeline is adjusted in a certain distance from the lid
flange. This free volume above this level is evacuated (p << 1 bar) through a hole in the bouncing
plate. During this time the fast acting valve is closed. After the fast opening of the valve the fluid
is accelerated until bouncing against the upper lid of vertical pipeline. At that time a water
hammer is induced. The pressure in the tank may be increased by pressurised air (up to 6 bars) to
increase the amplitude of the pressure waves generated. The generated pressure wave travels
back through the bend, causing a strong structural response of the pipe system.

The valve is connected to a spring mechanism which allows the quick opening of the turning plate
within a defined time. The opening time can be varied between 0.02s and 0.5s by changing the
pre-stress of the springs. The opening mechanism is hydraulically initiated by loosening the arrest
of the pre-stressed springs. This makes no counterthrust onto the pipe system, so the excitation
of vibrations is rather low.

The frame is connected to foundation via bolts. The valve flange is also connected to the ground.
At the lid flange (bouncing plate) the connections for vacuum pump and for the pressurised air
can be seen. Table 1 contains the principal parameters of the pipe and of the tank:

Table1: Main parameters of the CWHTF

Pipe line

Outer diameter 219 mm

Wall thickness 6.0 mm

Curvature radius of the bend 306 mm

Total pipe length 3.285 m

Internal volume 124 Litres

Design pressure 60 bar

Pressure of plastification 90 bar

Pressure of break 226 bar

Vessel

Outer diameter 800 mm

Wall thickness 6.0 mm

Volume ca. 750 Litres

Design pressure 10 bar

3. Instrumentation

The pipe line is instrumented with a number of sensors between the lid flange and the valve.
Dynamic pressures, strains, void fractions and acceleration can be measured. Figure 2 shows the
arrangement of the measurement positions. The needle probes measure the conductivity of the
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Fig. 2: Instrumentation and measuring positions.

medium at its tip. If the-
re is high conductivity
the measuring tip is sur
rounded by water; if there
is low conductivity the
surrounding medium is
air or steam. Therefore,
the needle probe signals
give information about
position and velocity of
the water front during
the acceleration phase
(before the water ham-
mer). The dynamic pres-
sure sensors detect the
pressure change at the
inner side of the pipe
wall. The acceleration
sensors measure the mo-
tion of the pipe line at
the bouncing plate in 3
spatial directions. Strain
gauges are mounted at 7
axial locations of the
outer surface of the pipe
line. At each axial locati-
on there are at least two
pairs of strain gauges
(one axially and one tan-
gentially oriented gauge
per pair) at the circumfe-
rential positions 0� and
180�. At some locations there is an additional pair at the 90� position (cf. Fig.3). The maximum
sampling frequency is 10 kHz for all signals. The measurements are performed at room tempera-
ture. 

4. Estimation of the pressure amplitudes of the water hammer

The following test parameters can be varied to influence the pressure amplitude of the water
hammer (shown in table 2).

Table 2: Variation of the test parameters

Evacuation pressure 20 mbar ...... 1 bar

Evacuation height 0.1 m ..... 1 m

Valve opening time 0.02 s .... 0.5 s

Pressure in the tank 1 bar ..... 6 bar

To estimate the bouncing velocity and the amplitude of the initiated pressure wave a 1D numeri-
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cal model for the acceleration phase is developed which is based on the following assumptions:

• incompressible, frictionless fluid (density � = const)
• one dimensional velocity field (constant over cross section)
• evacuation pressure in the free volume remains constant until the impingement of the fluid

front

Figure 1 shows the geometrical and physical quantities used in the model equations. The momen-
tum balances for pipe and vessel are:

The motion of the fluid level in the vessel zB can be expressed by the motion of fluid level in the
vertical pipe z (continuity):

where A and AB are the cross section areas of the inner pipe volume and of the tank respectively.
Combining equations (1) and (2) leads to the second order differential equation for the motion of
the fluid front z:

The pressure loss at the valve is approximately:

where AV is cross section which corresponds to the opening degree of the valve. If the vessel is
closed the pressure in its gas volume develops according to:

Equation (3) is solved with a 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm after inserting equations (4) and
(5) and transforming it into a system of two 1st order equations. As a result of this simulation the
bouncing velocity vend and the time tend from valve opening till fluid impingement are calculated.

The pressure amplitude can then be estimated from the extended Joukowsky formula:
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�p v cF end F= ⋅ ⋅ ′ρ (6)

Fig. 3: Bouncing velocity versus valve opening time; lower
curve: short acceleration phase (small evacuation
height); upper curve: long acceleration phase (large
evacuation height).

where c‘F is the reduced sound velocity of water (consideration of the elasticity of the pipe).
Table 3 shows the values which in maximum can be expected with different test parameters.
 

Table 3: Bouncing velocity and pressure amplitude in dependence on evacuation height and
vessel pressure (valve opening time 0.02 s)

Evacuation height
 H1 - H0

Vessel pressure
p3,0

Bouncing velocity
vend

Pressure amplitude
(Joukowsky)

0.155 m 1 bar (open) 2.97 m/s 36.5 bar

1.19 m 6 bar 18.3 m/s 225 bar

1.30 m 8 bar 21.8 m/s 268 bar

The values for vend and p are upper limits since the assumptions made in the beginning of this
section are not fulfilled. Furthermore this simulation does not consider the global FSI effects
resulting from the bending flexibility of the pipe line (junction coupling). Figure 3 shows the
influence of the valve opening time topen. For small values of topen the bouncing velocity is cons-
tant, only if the opening time ex-
ceeds a critical value the bouncing
velocity is reduced. The critical
opening time depends on the other
test parameters such as evacuation
height and vessel pressure. At an
opening time of 0.02s ... 0.03s the-
re is only an insignificant reduction
of the bouncing velocity even for
short acceleration phases.

5. First experimental results

The first experiments were carried
out with an open vessel (i.e.
p3(t) = bar = const) at room tempe-
rature. The water level in the verti-
cal pipe and in the vessel (before
evacuation) varied between 0.15 m and 0.35 m for the different test series. The valve opening
time was some 0.0265 s. The free volume beneath the bouncing plate was evacuated to evapora-
tion pressure (p1 = 0.023 bar). A sampling frequency of at least 5 kHz is necessary to see the
dynamic effects and to get reproducible results. With an evacuation height of 0.155 m a pressure
amplitude of some 25 bars was obtained. Figures 4 and 5 show the pressure at measuring
positions 1 and 7 (cf. Fig. 2). Figures 6 and 7 show the strains at measure positions 1 and 6. The
time between trigger (start of valve opening) and bouncing (initiation of the water hammer) is
about 110 ms. This fits very well to the pre-calculation using the model of section 4
(tend = 104 ms). After the main pressure wave there are some additional smaller pressure peaks.
This might hint to cavitation due to the sub-pressure in the reflection phase of the main pressure
wave. The circumferential strains are in the linear-elastic range. As expected in the straight pipe
they follow the pressure signal. In the pipe bend range an ovalization of the cross section occurs,
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Fig. 4: Black: pressure (bar) at MP1-90� (right ordinate axis); orange: horizontal
(in-plane) acceleration [m/s²] of bouncing plate; blue: needle probe signal at
MP1; green: trigger (valve opening phase); test with v0 = 3 m/s, topen = 26.5
ms, T = 20 �C, H1-H0 = 0.155 m

Fig. 5: Black: trigger (valve opening phase - right ordinate axis); red: pressure (bar)
at MP7-90� (pipe bend crown); green: pressure at MP7-0� (pipe bend
intrados); blue: pressure (bar) at MP7-180� (pipe bend extrados); test with
v0 = 3 m/s, topen = 26.5 ms, T = 20 �C, H1-H0 = 0.155 m

consequently at the intrados position (0�) and the extrados position (180�) circumferential tension
is observed, whereas at the  270� position circumferential pressure strain is detected at the outer
wall surface. Due to the junction coupling effect the pipe system is excited to vibrations by the
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Fig. 7: Tangential strains; green MP6-0� (pipe bend intrados), red: MP6-270� (pipe
bend crown), blue: MP6-180� (pipe bend extrados); test with v0 = 3 m/s,
topen = 26.5 ms, T = 20 �C, H1-H0 = 0.155 m

Fig. 6: Tangential strains at MP1-0� and MP1-180�; test with v0 = 3 m/s, topen =
26.5 ms, T = 20 �C, H1-H0 = 0.155 m; 

bouncing fluid what is also clearly visible in the strain signals of the pipe bend (MP6). In the pipe
bend the strain amplitudes caused by junction coupling are higher than those caused by the
pressure wave itself. 
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6. Conclusions

At the FZR a cold water hammer test facility has been installed. Pressure amplitudes of up to 200
bars can be generated. First test have shown that it works as expected. A one-dimensional model
for the acceleration of the fluid was developed and validated with the results of the first experi-
ments. The bouncing velocity is predicted quite well by this model, whereas the pressure am-
plitude is over-estimated by some 30-50% since the effect of the junction coupling is not in-
cluded.
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PRE- AND POST-TEST CALCULATIONS OF 

SCALED CORE-MELTDOWN EXPERIMENTS

Eberhard Altstadt, Jürgen Böhmert, Gudrun Müller and Hans-Georg Willschütz

1. Introduction

Assuming the hypothetical scenario of a severe accident with subsequent core meltdown and
formation of a melt pool in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) lower plenum of a Light Water
Reactor (LWR) leads to the question about the behaviour of the RPV. One accident management
strategy could be to stabilize the in-vessel debris or melt pool configuration in the RPV as one
major barrier against uncontrolled release of heat and radio nuclides.
To get an improved understanding and knowledge of the melt pool convection and the vessel
creep and possible failure processes and modes occurring during the late phase of a core melt
down accident the FOREVER-experiments (Failure Of REactor VEssel Retention) are currently
underway at the Division of Nuclear Power Safety of the Royal Institute of Technology
Stockholm [1]. These experiments are simulating the behaviour of the lower head of the RPV
under the thermal loads of a convecting melt pool with decay heating, and under the pressure
loads that the vessel experiences in a depressurization scenario. The geometrical scale of the
experiments is 1:10 compared to a common LWR.
Due to the multi axial creep deformation of the vessel with a non-uniform temperature field these
experiments are on the one hand an excellent source of data to validate numerical creep models
which are developed on the basis of uniaxial creep tests. On the other hand the results of pre-test
calculations can be used to optimize the experimental procedure and can help to make on-site
decisions during the experiment.
Therefore an axisymmetric Finite Element (FE) model is developed based on the multi-purpose
code ANSYS/Multiphysics®. Using the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) module the
temperature field within the melt pool and within the vessel wall is evaluated. The transient
structural mechanical calculations are then performed applying a creep model which takes into
account large temperature, stress and strain variations.
Additionally metallographic post test investigations of the experiments are conducted to improve
the numerical damage model and to adjust the correlation between the metallographic
observations and the calculated damage. 

2. Experimental setup and issues related to the pre-test calculations

The hemispherical bottom head was made of the French RPV steel 16MND5 with an internal
diameter of 188mm and a wall thickness of 15mm. The applied oxidic melt was a CaO-B2O3

mixture (30-70 wt.-%) which has a solidus temperature of Ts=1250K. To model the internal
decay heat generation special designed heater rods fixed to an internal insulation-reflector-lid are
immersed into the melt from the top (Fig .1). The latest heater design can provide a heat genera-
tion of more than 45kW. After melt pouring the melt injection orifice in the vessel lid is closed
and the vessel inside can be pressurized by Argon. Due to the thermal and the creep expansion of
the vessel the volume of the hemisphere is increasing approximately to the third power of the
increase of the radius. This causes a decreasing melt level and as a consequence in the experiment
C2 the uppermost parts of the heater rods were no longer immersed in the pool. Therefore they
burned out and the power supply was stopped. But with decreasing temperatures it was not
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Fig. 1:  Principal experimental setup - not to scale.

possible to fail the vessel. (For
a detailed description of the
experiment see [1]).
After performing successful
post-test calculations of the
experiment  FOREVER-C2
[2], the model was applied to
develop a promising heat gen-
eration and pressure load
schedule for the experiment
EC-FOREVER-2, which was
conducted on 2nd of November
2000.
According to the experience
gained in the 3 prior experi-
ments the following issues
were related to the pre-test
calculations:
- Evaluation of the temper-

ature field, for assessment
of the thermocouple read-
ings.

- Expected transient dis-
placement at the positions
where the displacement is
measured.

- Evaluation of the risk of a
prompt plastic failure, due
to high temperatures in
the  welding  between
hemisphere and cylinder and the cylinder itself, especially at the beginning of pressurization.

- Calculation of the melt level drop due to the expansion of the vessel, so that the critical time
of uncovering of the heater is known. And finally:

- Time and location of failure.

3. CFD analysis of convection and heat transfer

For the evaluation of the temperature field within the vessel wall the CFD-module FLOTRAN®

of the FE-code ANSYS® is used. A 2D-axisymmetric model with appropriate boundary condi-
tions and material properties is developed. A pure homogenous melt pool is assumed inside the
vessel with the surface level set 10mm below the welding joint between hemisphere and cylinder,
which compensates the melt drop due to the thermal expansion of the vessel. A homogenous
volumetric heat source is assumed which is applied to the volume within which the heaters are
installed. Especially at the very bottom the distance between the heater and the vessel wall has a
significant influence to the crust formation.
Figure 2 shows the temperatures for the vessel inside and outside surfaces calculated at a heating
power of Q=38kW compared to the measured outside  temperatures after reaching thermal
steady-state (t=260min). Due to the melt convection inside, the hottest region of the vessel wall
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Fig. 2:  Measured external and calculated external and internal wall temperatures for a power
input of Q=38kW and a melt level 10mm below the welding. T in [°C], abscissa starts at very
bottom centre and shows the chord length L in [mm] to the top of the cylinder. Triangles refer
to measurement positions.

is the upper part of the hemisphere just below the surface of the melt. The local temperature
difference over the vessel wall corresponds to the local heat flux. The calculated maximum
temperature difference is around 80K, which corresponds to a heat flux of some 140kW/m2. The
measured temperatures at the outside show lower values than calculated because the
thermocouples are mounted at the wall and cannot exactly measure at the surface, but qualita-
tively the agreement between experiment and calculation is very well.
The inside measurement is much more difficult. Because of the aggressive melt the
thermocouples were protected by stainless steel tubes fixed to the wall. The measured tempera-
tures at the inside were several hundred degrees higher than calculated. This can be due to the
very thin boundary layer of the melt at the wall. Additionally some of the tubes lost their wall
contact and may have been very close to the heater rods. It was decided not to use these mea-
surements for comparison. But due to the integral character of the FOREVER-experiment the
calculated temperature field is assessed again indirectly by the mechanical response of the vessel
to the pressure load, which will be discussed later.

4. Damage modeling in the transient mechanical calculation

The material damage due to significant creep and plastic strains is modeled by a damage measure
"D" which is incrementally accumulated at the end of a time step. D=0 means "no damage" and
is the initial value for all elements. This damage also includes the prompt plastic deformation of
the structure. The damage increment is:
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with  being the creep fracture strain of the uniaxial creep test at constant stress and tempera-ε frac
cr

ture and  being the plastic fracture strain at the corresponding temperature. Rν is a functionε frac
pl

which considers the damage behaviour in dependance on the triaxiality of the stress tensor [3] :

where ν is the elastic Poisson´s ratio,  is the hydrostatic stress and  is the von-Misesσh σ eqv

equivalent stress. The damage increment is calculated for each element by averaging its nodal
equivalent creep strains. The accumulated damage is:

If the element damage reaches the value of D=1, the element is killed by setting its death flag to
1, i.e., this element does no longer contribute to the wall strength. The implementation of this
model is described in [4].

5. Structural analysis model for the vessel creep

The FE-model has 8 elements over the wall in the high temperature region of the vessel. A
sufficient number of elements over the wall thickness is necessary to model the changing material
properties and the body load due to the temperature field which is taken from the CFD analysis.
To save computational time, regions of lower temperatures were meshed with 4 element layers
over the wall thickness.
Because of the large spatial and transient temperature and stress changes within the vessel wall
an advanced approach for the numerical creep modelling has been developed. Usually creeping
is described by analytical formulas (creep laws) with a number of  free coefficients. The coeffi-
cients are used to adapt the creep laws to creep test results performed at constant load and
temperature. However, it is difficult to achieve a satisfying adjustment for a wide range of
temperatures and stresses with only one set of coefficients. Therefore a supplementary tool for
the ANSYS® code has been developed which allows to describe the creep behaviour of a material
for different stress and temperature levels independently. Moreover, the damage is calculated as
described above. The Digital® Fortran Compiler (Rev. 6.1A) was used for programming and for
generating the customized ANSYS-executable on a Windows/NT® platform [4]. The creep data
base has been generated using an experimental results analysis performed  by Ikonen [5]. Due to
the uncertainties of the creep fracture strains measured in the uniaxial tests the creep fracture
strain was set to 60% for temperatures above 600°C.  The plasticity of the material isε frac

cr

modelled by using the multilinear isotropic hardening option of ANSYS®. The plastic fracture
strain is taken from the upper end of the stress-strain curve. With these values the damageε frac

pl

increment (cf. eq. (1), (3)) can be calculated.
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6. Results of the pre-test calculation and comparison with the experiment

There was a power supply problem in the experiment, which limited the heat generation rate to
some 20kW instead of the scheduled 38kW (cf. Fig. 3). To initiate the creep process despite of
this, the pressure was increased from the designed 25bar to 40bar, but then the heat generation
was stopped and after 1:30h the designed heat generation rate could be applied. From this time
also the designed pressure was kept. In contrast to this experimental sequence with a lot of
transients the pre-test calculation assumed a steady-state temperature field in the vessel wall
generated by a power of 38kW, when the pressure is applied constantly at 25bar. Therefore the
mechanical calculation is compared with the experiment over the time when the full power was
regained. This is shown in Fig. 3: the thick curve represents the measured  displacement of the
bottom centre. At t=12,360s the power was regained and the pressure was decreased to p=25bar.
The beginning of the ANSYS-calculations is referred to this point. The small difference between
calculation and measurement is mainly caused by the cooler vessel wall in the experiment, i.e. less
thermal expansion. Some 30min after power was regained a quasi steady-state temperature field
was reached, i.e. the temperature distribution corresponded to that shown in Fig. 2. The first
ANSYS-curve entitled "38kW 25bar" is a pre-test run, failure is predicted at 4:05h after initiation
of the creep process, which corresponds to  t=27,060s in the experiment. In fact, failure happened
48min earlier in the experiment, therefore the second ANSYS-curve shows the displacement
progression, if the whole temperature field is increased by only +10K (post test run). Then the
calculation predicts failure 6min earlier then it occurred in the experiment. This indicates that the
mechanical response of the vessel is very sensitive to small temperature changes. This confirms
also that the calculated temperature field is quite reasonable and that the thermocouples do not
measure the temperature exactly at the wall surface (cf. Fig. 2). Another reason for the relatively
fast failure of the vessel compared to the pre-test calculation is a possible "pre-damage" caused

Fig. 3: Measured and calculated total displacement at the very bottom over time. Additionally
the measured power input and pressure are shown.
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Fig. 4: Creep strain (left side, max. 45.13%) and damage (right side, max.
0.9993) at the calculated rupture begin after t=4:05h (38kW, 25bar). The black
triangle indicates the expected failure initiation position.

by the transients, which were not considered in the calculations.
Figure 4 shows the creep strain and the accumulated damage at failure time. The horizontal lines
indicate the initial welding line. The maximum creep strain is some 45%, i.e., the first element is
killed before reaching the assumed uniaxial creep fracture strain of 60%. One reason is that there
is a small contribution to the damage by plastic strain, but the main reason is the triaxiality factor
(cf. eq (2)), which  was around 1.3. The expected failure position is also shown in Figure 4. The
most damaged element is some 60mm below the welding, on the vessel outside. On the outside
the triaxiality factor was larger than on the inside. These results correspond very well to the
failure position observed in the experiment, where a horizontal crack of some 150mm length
occurred about 50mm below the welding.
According to the calculations the failure position is independent on the temperature shift (+10K),
i.e. it is nearly independent on the time of failure.

7. Metallographic Observations

Complementing the working programme metallographic post test investigations have been added.
Such investigations provide insights into the material processing during the experiment. Firstly,
damage mechanism due to environmental effects, e.g. reactions between melt and vessel, are
revealed. Secondly, the evaluation of creep damage can be identified.
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Fig. 5: Micrograph of a polished, non etched sample just above the final crack position
(ca. 50mm below the welding). Dark areas indicate voids: creep pores and cracks.

Fig. 6: Contour plot of the damage
parameter D [ - ] just before calculated
failure.

Metallographic examinations of samples taken from different positions of the vessel wall were
performed in order to detect experiment-induced microstructural changes. Additionally, annealing
experiments with subsequent microstructural investigations, microhardness measurements, ion
microprobe analysis and scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray analysis of
selected samples were also carried out (FOREVER C1 and C2, [6]). In this way the temperature
regime and the temperature profile could be determined with an accuracy of +/- 20°C.
The result of the metallographic examination is a
two-dimensional profile of the microstructure
over the wall thickness and along the height posi-
tion. Regions of microstructural appearances that
are correlated to special transformation tempera-
tures or environmental effects could be defined.
In this way the region of highest thermal loads
could be identified and the axial and radial ther-
mal gradient could be proven. The investigations
revealed that creep pores are formed at highly
loaded positions. They indicate a remarkable
creep damage.

Figure 5 shows a cross sectional view over the
vessel wall just above the final crack position in
EC-FOREVER-2. On the left side, i. e. vessel
inside, nearly no creep pores are found. Towards
the outside the number of pores increases signifi-
cantly and finally the coalescence of the growing
pores is clearly oriented horizontally and small
cracks are formed. Figure 6 shows a detailed
damage contour plot of the most damaged region
(cf. Fig. 4) for comparison. Qualitatively, the
agreement between the microscopically observed
damage distribution and the calculated damage
parameter "D" is quite well.
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8. Conclusions

The on-line evaluation of the according pre-test calculation was a quite reasonable help during
the experiment. Finally it can be stated that the developed Finite Element Model is roughly
validated for this kind of scaled experiments. Additionally microscopic investigations were made
to get insights into the complex structural behaviour within the vessel wall and the distribution of
the creep pores. The microscopic examinations have proven to be a valuable tool for the analysis
of the conditions and the sequence of the FOREVER experiments. Qualitatively, the agreement
between the metallographic and the numerical results is quite well.
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RADIAL GAS FRACTION PROFILES IN VERTICAL PIPE FLOW

Eckhard Krepper, Dirk Lucas and Horst-Michael Prasser

1. Introduction

One-dimensional codes are frequently used for the simulation of two phase flow in the field of
design, optimization and safety analysis of nuclear and chemical plants. Most of the
correlations used by these codes e.g. for pressure drop or heat and mass transfer are valid only
for a given flow regime. The definition of these flow regimes is based on steady state flow
regime maps. Steady state flow maps, however are not able to predict the flow pattern in case
of transient flows. Recently attempts were made to solve this problem by the introduction of
additional equations for the bubble density or corresponding parameters like bubble diameter,
bubble volume or interfacial area. Bubble coalescence and break-up rates, which form the
source terms in these equations, are determined by local events. That means, they depend on
local parameters of turbulence as well as on the local bubble size distribution. 

Forces acting on bubbles in a gas-liquid flow strongly depend on the bubble diameter. This is
well known for the drag force, which was investigated by many authors. In the field of the
so-called non-drag forces, which act perpendicular to the flow direction, there are still open
questions. Recently, it was found, that the lift force changes its sign at some critical bubble
diameter [1], e.g. in a vertical upwards pipe flow, small bubbles are moved towards the wall,
while bubbles with a diameter greater than the critical migrate towards the centre of the tube.
Concerning the other non-drag forces, i.e. the lubrication force and the turbulent dispersion
force, there are also still needs to complete the models. 

The experimental input for the study of these forces comes mainly from the observation of
single bubbles. In this paper a method is introduced, that allows to effectively analyse the
motion of bubbles depending on their size in a multi-disperse flow. For this purpose,
measurements applying a wire-mesh sensor developed in Forschungszentrum Rossendorf [2],
[3] in a vertical upwards flow were carried out. A method to measure bubble size distributions
by evaluating wire-mesh sensor data was presented [4]. The bubble identification algorithm
can be used to decompose radial gas fraction profiles according to bubble size classes.
Measurements taken at different distances from a gas injection show the evolution of the gas
fraction profiles for different bubble size classes separately. This makes it possible to study the
net motion of the bubbles in the direction perpendicular to the flow, and to check theoretical
models of the non-drag forces in a realistic multi-disperse flow [5].

A one-dimensional model is presented, which predicts the radial volume fraction profiles from
a given bubble size distribution [6]. It bases on the assumption of equilibrium of the non drag
forces acting on a bubble perpendicularly to the flow path. This model together together with
appropriate models for local bubble coalescence and break-up could be used for the prediction
of the flow pattern.
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2. The experiments

2.1. Processing of the wire-mesh sensor data

The tests were performed to study the evolution of the bubble size distribution in a vertical tube
of 51.2 mm diameter. Air-water flow at a temperature of 30 °C was investigated. The
superficial velocities were varied in the range of 0 < Jgas < 4 m/s and 0 < Jliquid < 12 m/s. The
distance between sensor and air injection was varied from 0.03 m to 3.5 m. This corresponds to
related inlet lengths of 0.6 = L/D = 70.

The wire-mesh sensor delivers a sequence of two-dimensional distributions of the local
instantaneous conductivity, measured in each mesh formed by two crossing wires (see [3], [4]).
Local instantaneous gas fractions are calculated assuming a linear dependence between gas
fraction and conductivity. The result is a three-dimensional data array (i,j,k where k is the
number of the instantaneous gas fraction distribution in the time sequence. The indices
correspond to co-ordinates x,y of the local measurement in the cross section and the time t.

. Averaging the local gas fractions over the time, radial gas fraction profiles, i.e.
average gas fractions in dependence on the distance from the tube centre may be determined. In
the case of steady flow conditions, the time axis can be transformed into a virtual z*-axis by
scaling it with the average phase velocity of the gaseous phase: .

At moderate flow velocities, the high time resolution allows to perform a bubble size
measurement, because individual bubbles are mapped in several successive frames.
Furthermore, gas fraction portions belonging to bubbles the dimensions of which exceed the
electrode pitch are found in more than one mesh of the sensor. A detailed description of the
method can be found in [4] or [5].

2.2. Decomposition of radial gas 
fraction profiles

The bubble identification algorithm
allows to identify the elements [i,j,k]
of the gas fraction distribution εi,j,k

that belong to a given bubble. Since
the bubble diameter is known after
the summation of all elements, it is
possible to decompose the gas
fraction distribution according to the
belonging bubble diameter. Partial
radial gas fraction profiles are
obtained, which consider only
bubbles from a given range of
diameters [5].

The left column of Fig. 1 represents a
virtual sectional side view of the
sequence of gas fraction distributions
measured by the sensor. The upper
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 Fig. 1: Decomposition of radial gas fraction profiles 
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right plot shows the bubble size distribution. In the lower left column the bubbles are labelled
according to their diameter: If the diameter is less than 5.5 mm, they are painted green, in the
opposite case red. Now, the initial sequence can be divided in sequences of gas fraction
distributions considering only bubbles with Dbub < 5.5 mm (column with only green bubbles)
and Dbub > 5.5 mm (column with only red bubbles). These decomposed data sets are taken to
calculate time averaged gas fraction distributions.

2.3. Influence of primary gas fraction profile and primary bubble size distribution on the 
evolution of the two-phase flow 

Three different types of air injecting devices were used (see
Fig. 2): A - an array of 19 capillaries of 0.8 mm inner
diameter, the ends of which were bent into the flow
direction and equally distributed over the cross section, B -
36 orifices in the tube side wall with 1 mm inner diameter
and C - 8 orifices in the side wall of 4 mm diameter.

The described decomposition of radial gas fraction profiles
was applied to data obtained in experiments at superficial
velocities of Jliquid = 0.4 m/s and Jgas = 0.06 m/s, which
were carried out with all three air injection devices (see Fig.
3). The inlet length was varied from L/D = 0.6 (H = 30 mm)
to L/D = 60 (H = 3133 mm).

The measured bubble size distribution at L/D = 0.6
indicates, that in case of injection A all primary
bubbles have an equivalent diameter smaller than
5.5 mm. The gas injection through the 1 mm
orifices in the wall also produces small bubbles
with a diameter mainly below 5.5 mm, while the 4
mm orifices generate larger primary bubbles of
about 8 mm. Along the flow path, the bubble size
distributions remain almost constant in case of
injection A and B, while the larger bubbles
produced by the 4 mm orifices (C) start to
coalesce. The bubble size distribution is changed
from the initial mono-modal one to a bimodal.
Both large bubbles of about 30 mm diameter as
well as small bubbles with a diameter significantly
less than the initial bubble diameter are found at
the end of the test section (L/D=60).

In case of the capillary injection (A), bubbles
larger than the critical diameter of 5.5 mm are not
present in the initial distribution. The decomposed
radial gas fraction profiles in Fig. 4 clearly show
the tendency of the small bubble fraction to move
towards the wall. At H = 30 mm, the profile is still

 Fig. 3: Bubble size distribution 

(Jliquid=0.4m/s; Jgas=0.06m/s)
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strongly determined by the gas fraction maxima found at the places where capillaries are
located. With growing distance, the gas fraction represented by the small bubble fraction shifts
towards the wall. The increase of gas fraction near the wall leads to an intensification of
coalescence, which leads to a generation of bubbles with Dbub > 5.5 mm in this region. These
bubbles experience an inverse lift force, pushing them towards the centre of the pipe. A
pronounced wall peaking of the total gas fraction profile is observed, caused by the peak of the
partial gas fraction of the small bubble class. The large bubbles (Dbub > 5.5 mm) tend to form a
central maximum. Despite of the completely different initial gas fraction profile produced by
the equally distributed capillaries (A) and the wall orifices of 1 mm diameter (B), the
decomposed radial profiles converge with growing distance (Fig. 4). At a relative length of L/D
60, the profiles become identical.

The gas fraction profiles obtained for the injection device C (4 mm orifices) behave completely
different. Here, the primary bubbles are larger than 5.5 mm. Closely above the injection they
are still found at the periphery, since they have been generated at the wall. With growing
height, a generation of bubbles smaller than 5.5 mm and larger that 12.5 mm is observed. Since
bubbles with a diameter less than 5.5 mm are not generated at the gas injection orifices, they
must be the result of fragmentation events. Bubbles larger than 12.5 mm are the result of
coalescence. The bubbles of both classes of large bubbles (5.5 mm < Dbub < 12.5 mm and

 Fig. 4: Measured bubble radial gas fraction distribution
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12.5 mm < Dbub) are quickly shifted to the centre of the pipe. Although the small bubbles are
transported towards the wall, they are almost uniformly distributed at the end of the test
section. This can be explained by a source of small bubbles due to fragmentation in the central
region.

During the test presented in Fig. 4, injection device B and C represent the same primary gas
fraction profile and device A and B the same primary bubble size distribution. In Fig. 4 the gas
fraction profile at the end of the tube is almost the same for injection devices A and B. That
means, that the primary bubble size distribution has a larger influence on the evolution of the
two phase flow than the primary gas fraction profile.

3. The model

Forces acting perpendicular to the flow direction determine the formation of radial
distributions of the bubbles. The classical lift force is shear-induced and acts toward the wall.
Related on the unit volume it can be calculated as

 (1)

with a positive lift force coefficient CL. ρL is the liquid density, wg and wl the gas respective the
liquid velocity. Tomiyama et al. [1] proposed another kind of transverse lift force, which is
caused by the interaction between the wake and the shear field. It acts to the opposite direction,
that means it is also calculated by equation (1), but has a negative coefficient CL. Tomiyama
expresses both forces summarized as a net transverse lift force with the experimentally
determined coefficient CT, which depends on the bubble Eötvös number. For the water-air
system at normal conditions CT changes its sign at the bubble diameter Dbub=5.8 mm, i.e. the
net transverse lift force acts towards the wall for bubbles with a diameter less than 5.8 mm and
it acts towards the pipe centre for larger bubbles.

The lubrication force, introduced by Antal et al. [7], drives bubbles away from the wall.
Tomiyama [1] developed an modified equation for this force per unit volume:

 (2)

with wrel as the velocity difference between liquid and gas, R the tube radius and r the distance
of the bubble from the tube centre.  is the normal vector to the wall. The coefficient CW also
depends on the Eötvös number.

The model does not consider single bubbles, but the radial distributions of volume fractions for
single bubble classes. The turbulent dispersion force considers the smoothing of these radial
gas profiles caused by turbulence. Lahey et al. [8] derived an equation for the force per unit
volume as 

 (3)

with kl as the turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid and  the gradient of the gas volume
fraction. Following [1] there is a fluctuating motion of single bubbles, which increases with the
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Eötvös number. It is caused by the deformation of the bubbles. These fluctuations cause an
additional smoothing of the profiles, which is not taken into account by the dispersion force
according to equation (3). For this reason a second dispersion force is introduced, which
depends on the Eötvös number. As reported in [1] the fluctuations were observed at bubbles
with Eötvös numbers larger than about 1. For this reason we stated

 (4)

for the new Eötvös number dependent dispersion force.

The parameter CD,Eo is the only new model parameter. According to integral experimental data
(see below) CD,Eo = 0.0015 m2/s2 is assumed for Eo>1. For Eo<1 CD,Eo is set to zero.

The radial balance of forces applying equations (1)-(4) results in

 (5)

This equation is a first order differential equation with respect to the volume fraction of a
bubble size class αi(r). It is solved separately for each bubble class. The sum of these profiles is
the radial gas fraction profile. The radial profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy of the liquid kl
and of the gradient of the liquid velocity dwl/dr are still needed to solve the equation.

The radial profile of the liquid velocity is calculated for a given radial gas distribution using the
model of Sato et al. [9]. They subdivided the eddy diffusivity into a component, which
considers the inherent wall turbulence and a component, which considers the turbulence caused
by the bubbles. This causes a feedback between the radial gas profile and the radial profile of
liquid velocity. The complete model equations as well as a scheme for a numerical solution
procedure can be found in [9].

For the calculation of the turbulent kinetic energy the equations of the k-ε model are used. A
common non-linear differential equation of second order for the steady state turbulent kinetic
energy k of the liquid can be derived using the following assumptions:

• The time averaged liquid velocity has only a component in axial direction.
• The time averaged liquid velocity is only a function of the radius and does not depend on 

the azimuthal position and the height.

There is a very sensitive feedback between the velocity profile and the gas fraction profile. For
this reason they are calculated within an iteration procedure. An underrelaxation is necessary to
guarantee the stability of the iteration. Calculations with an assumed velocity profile according
to a 1/m-law typical for turbulent flow through a tube have shown, that this feedback is not
negligible. In case of a flow with bubble sizes below 5.8 mm the feedback smoothe the radial
gas profiles. The bubbles are located preferably at the wall. For this reason the liquid velocity
near to the wall is increased. This smoothe the velocity profile apart from the wall and reduces
the lift force in the core region of the flow, which acts towards the wall. Otherwise, if a
considerable fraction of bubbles with a diameter larger than 5.8 mm occurs, there is a positive
feedback between the gas and velocity profiles. The bubbles in the centre accelerate the liquid.
For this reason the velocity gradient in the central region increases. This again causes an
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increase of the lift force, which acts
bubbles with a diameter larger than
5.8 mm towards the pipe centre in the
calculation. The turbulent component of
the dispersion force is not strong enough
to distribute the large bubbles over the
cross section of the pipe. Obviously,
another mechanism is dispersing the
bubbles. The fluctuating motion of the
large bubbles, as observed by Tomiyama
[1], may be such a mechanism. Therefore
the additional dispersion force according
to equation (4) was introduced. The
parameter CD,Eo was tuned to achieve a
good agreement between calculated and
measured radial profiles for large
bubbles.

The results of the model were compared with experimental data for a number of gas and liquid
superficial velocities. Measured bubble size distributions were taken as an input for the model.
There is a good agreement between experimental and calculated radial profiles. In particular
the change from wall peaking to central peaking is well predicted. As an example Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 show a comparison of experimental and calculated data. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of
radial volume fraction profiles for bubbles of different size. The good agreement confirms the
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 Fig. 5: Measured bubble size distribution and 

radial gas profiles Jliquid = 1.0167 m/s, 
Jgas = 0.0574 m/s

 Fig. 6: Measured bubble size distribution and 
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results from [1] concerning the bubble size dependency of the lift force and following the radial
profiles.

4. Conclusions

The presented model allows the prediction of radial gas profiles in vertical pipe flows. In
particular the model allows a prediction whether wall peaking or core peaking occurs in
dependence of the gas and liquid superficial velocities and the bubble size distribution. The
good agreement between experimental and calculated data confirms the dependency of the
radial forces acting on a bubble on the bubble size as reported by Tomiyama [1]. The
correlations for these forces as well as the model for the radial velocity profile were taken from
literature without any change of the empirical parameters. The only extension was the
introduction of a Eötvös number dependent dispersion force. The dependency of radial forces
on bubble size is very important for the modelling of the transition between bubble flow and
slug flow. It is supposed, that the attempts for a one-dimensional modelling of bubble
coalescence and bubble break-up suffer from neglecting the radial profiles of the particle
densities for the single bubble classes. This assumption will be proofed in a next step by
including correlations for bubble coalescence and break-up into the presented model. Further it
will be proofed, whether a few-zone model (e.g. core region - wall region) is sufficient to
reflect the radial profiles. Such a model could be used in one-dimensional transport codes.
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VERIFICATION OF THE CODE ATHLET BY POST-TEST
ANALYSIS OF TWO EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED AT THE

INTEGRAL TEST FACILITY CCTF

Eckhard Krepper and Frank Schäfer

1. Introduction

In the framework of the external validation of the thermo-hydraulic code ATHLET, which has
been developed by GRS (Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit mbH), post test ana-
lyses of two experiments were done, which were performed at the Japanese test facility CCTF.
The experiments C2-04 and C2-19 simulate a double ended break in the cold leg of a PWR with
emergency core cooling (ECC) injection into the cold leg and with combined ECC injection into
the hot and cold legs. The main phenomena are the quenching of the hot fuel rods and the con-
densation of steam by cold ECC water under strongly thermodynamic non-equilibrium condi-
tions. The movement of the quenchfront and the core cooling are calculated very well.

2. The CCTF test facility

The CCTF test facility (Fig. 1) is a
1:25 volume-scaled model of a
1000 MW pressurized water
reactor, [1-2]. The test facility is
designed to investigate the refill-
reflood phenomena after a large
break loss of coolant accident. All
four loops of the reference reactor
are modelled in the test facility.
The broken cold leg is connected to
two containment tanks. The reactor
core consists of 1824 electrically
heated rods. In the core a radial and
axial power profile is simulated.

3. Thermohydraulic model 

The presented calculations were performed with ATHLET Mod 1.2 Cycle C, [3]. The input
deck (see Fig. 2) models the four loops of the test facility by a two-loop representation, one loop
for the broken loop and one loop for the three intact loops. The reactor core is modelled by two
channels. 62% of the specified power are related to the central channel C1, 38% to the periphery
channel C2. Using this nodalization, radial effects caused by the radial power profile can be sim-
ulated. In both channels the axial power profile of the test facility is modelled. In all control vol-
umes the 6-equation two-phase flow model and the flow regime pattern dependent condensation
model were used. For calculation of the rewetting process, in the reactor model the quenchfront
model was applied. The containment tanks were simulated by time dependent volumes.

Fig. 1: Sketch of the CCTF test facility
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4. Results of the ATHLET calculations

4.1 Experiment C2-19

The experiment C2-19 simulates a double ended break in the cold leg of a PWR with combined
ECC injection into the hot and cold legs. With the start of the transient the reactor power is in-
creased from zero to a specified decay heat level (Fig. 3). The initial pressure in the primary
loops and in the containment tanks was 0.6 MPa and 0.3 MPa respectively. The lower plenum
excepted, the test facility is filled with steam. The break valves between cold leg and contain-
ment are opened at t=83 s, simulating the end of the blowdown-phase of a large break loss of
coolant accident. At the same time the power decay of the reactor is initiated. The ECC injection
into the hot and cold legs is started at t=83 s and t=85 s respectively. The low pressure injection
(LPIS) is initiated at t=174 s. 

Fig. 4 shows the measured and calculated pressure in the lower and upper plenum of the reactor.
The rising reactor power leads to a pressure increase up to t=83 s. After opening the break
valves a fast depressurization of the primary system can be observed. Due to the high conden-
sation rates at the ECC injection points, the pressure decrease is overestimated by ATHLET. In
the calculation, the containment tanks are modelled with given pressure and enthalpy. Apart
from the first 200 s the calculated primary pressure corresponds to the experimental results.

An important aspect is the behaviour of the quench front. In the case of a combined ECC injec-
tion, the development of the upper quench front will be delayed by the steam flow produced in
the reactor core. The formation of the quench front can be observed by the course of the pressure
difference in the reactor model. Fig. 5 shows the pressure difference between the lower plenum
and the upper part of the reactor core. In comparison to the experiment, the calculated quench
front formation is started with a delay of about 50 s. Due to the higher power in the central chan-
nel of the core (C1) the development of the upper quench front is delayed. In the periphery of
the core (C2) the level rises faster. In the experiment and also in the calculation, the reactor level
decreases after t=600 s. Up to the end of the transient the reactor level rises again. Due to the
quench front formation, the rise of the cladding temperatures will be stopped (Fig. 6 and 7).
Both measured and calculated cladding temperatures indicate, that the quench front develops
faster in the lower part than in the upper part of the core. The core cooling from the upper ple-
num is impeded by the steam flow from the core towards the upper plenum. The measured and
calculated temperatures show also the faster quench front formation in the periphery of the core.
The calculated cladding temperatures show a good agreement with the experimental data.

4.2 Experiment C2-04

The experiment C2-04 simulates a double ended break in the cold leg of a PWR with ECC in-
jection only into the cold leg. The initial pressure was 0.26 MPa in the primary system and
0.2 MPa in the containment. As in the previous experiment, at the start of the transient the re-
actor power is increased from zero to the specified level. The depressurization of the primary
system starts at t=85 s by opening of the valves between broken cold leg and containment. At
the same time the accumulator injection into the lower plenum is initiated. The power decrease
starts at t=94 s and the accumulator injection into the cold legs is initiated at t=100 s. The LPIS
is activated at t=120 s.
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Fig. 8 shows the measured and calculated pressure in the lower plenum and the upper plenum
of the reactor. The calculated rise of the primary pressure up to t=85 s is caused by the power
increase in the reactor core. After opening the break valves the primary pressure decreases and
a pressure balance between primary system and containment is achieved. Afterwards the prima-
ry pressure rises very fast in the experiment. In comparison with the first experiment, where a
pressure decrease was observed, the pressure increase is caused by the dominance of evapora-
tion over the condensation. In the calculation, the primary pressure temporarily decreases. This
deviation between calculation and experiment is caused by the overestimation of condensation
rates in the cold legs in the calculation. In the further course of the transient, the calculated pres-
sure is lower than in the experiment.

Due to the quench front development, the rise of the cladding temperatures will be stopped. In
the case of the cold leg ECC injection, the quench front starts only from the lower plenum. The
cladding temperatures for the central channel and the periphery are shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
The measured and calculated temperatures for the lower part, the middle and the upper part of
the core shows a good agreement with the experimental results. The quench front formation can
be also observed from the behaviour of the heat transfer coefficients for the heater rods. The cal-
culated heat transfer coefficients for the lower part, middle and upper part of the central core
channel (C1) are presented in Fig. 9. The calculated results show that the core is filled from the
bottom to the top.

5. Conclusions

The evaluation of the calculated results shows, that the main phenomena connected with strong
thermodynamic non-equilibrium can be calculated in a good agreement with the experimental
data. Especially the behaviour of the quench front and the core cooling are calculated very well. 

The experimental results show, that the thermohydraulic behaviour in the core region is influ-
enced by radial effects. An axial and also a radial power profile is simulated at the CCTF test
facility. Radial effects can be observed especially in the experiment with combined ECC injec-
tion into the hot and cold legs. In this case the core cooling from the upper plenum is impeded
by the steam flow from the core towards the upper plenum being higher in the centre of the core.
The different behaviour of the quench front formation for the central region and the periphery
of the core can be successful modelled with the applied two-channel representation.

Deviations from the experiment can be observed in the beginning of the transients. The injection
of cold water into the hot and cold legs filled with pure steam leads to high condensation rates.
The pressure decrease in this phase of the transients is overestimated by ATHLET.
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COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF CONDENSATION
MODELS FOR HORIZONTAL TUBES

Andreas Schaffrath, Anne-Kathrin Krüssenberg, Ulrike Gocht1 and Andrej Fjodorow1

1. Introduction

The condensation in horizontal tubes plays an important role for the prediction of the operation
mode of horizontal steam generators of VVER reactors or passive safety systems for the next
generation of nuclear power plants. Two approaches (KONWAR and HOTKON) for modeling
this process have been applied by Forschungszentrum Jülich (FZJ) and University for Applied
Sciences Zittau/Görlitz (HTWS) and were implemented into the 1D-thermohydraulic code
ATHLET, which is developed by the Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)
mbH for the analysis of LOCA and transients in light water reactors [1].

Although the improvements of the condensation models are developed for different applica-
tions (VVER steam generators, SWR1000 emergency condenser) with strongly different ope-
ration conditions (HORUS: max. temperature difference 30 K, max. mass flow 0.025 kg/s,
max. steam velocity 5 m/s, stratified counter-current gas-liquid flow, NOKO: max. temperature
difference 260 K, max. mass flow 0.75 kg/s, max. steam velocity 35 m/s, annular, stratified,
bubble, slug and plug counter-current gas-liquid flow) both models are now compared and as-
sessed by Forschungszentrum Rossendorf FZR e.V. For that, post test calculations of four se-
lected HORUS (horizontal u-tube steam generator) experiments were performed with ATH-
LET/KONWAR and compared with existing ATHLET and ATHLET/HOTKON calculations
of HTWS.

2. Horus test facility

The HORUS II test facility was designed for the investigation of small break loss of coolant
accidents (SBLOCA) in VVER reactors [2]. The crucial component of the separate effect test
facility is the single steam generator tube (length L = 9.2 m, outer diameter D = 16 mm, wall
thickness s = 1.5 mm) which is arranged in a tank (length L = 4.62 m, outer diameter D =
219.1 mm, wall thickness s = 8.2 mm). The tube is fabricated of the original stainless steel
material (X8 CrNiTi 18 10). The design of the test facility allows to adjust the same initial
and boundary conditions as during a SBLOCA (primary side pressure up to 8 MPa, secondary
side pressure up to 6.4 MPa and primary and secondary side temperatures up to 300 °C). The
tube is coupled with collectors at the beginning and the end. These collectors are used for the
connection to the necessary support systems (e.g. the steam supply, the venting or the non-
condensable injection system) and are volumetrically scaled in 1:1400. They agree in
principle with the original collectors, but they serve essentially as separators. The HORUS II
facility is densly equipped with measuring transducers for the acquisition of the thermohy-
draulic process parameters such as pressure, temperatures, water level at the primary and
secondary side.

_______________________________
1
 University of Applied Science Zittau/Görlitz
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3. Comparison of the condensation model improvements

The condensation model of the original version of ATHLET was developed for the calculation
of heat transfer coefficients (HTC) in vertical tubes. The condensation process is characterized
by symmetrical condensate films with an equal layer thickness over the cross section area. The
HTC are calculated by the correlations of Chen [3], Nusselt [4], or Carpenter and Colburn [5],
or a minimum of 20 W/(m²K). The maximum of these values is used in the further calculation.

Inlet Collector

Outlet
Collector Pressure Vessel

Condensate Outlet

Throttle Valve

Test Tube

Electrical Heater

(L = 9.2 m; D = 16 mm;
s = 1.5 mm)

(L = 4.62 m; D = 219.1 mm;
s = 8.2 mm)

Reactor Simulator
(h = 3 m; D = 0.32 m)

(max. 150 kW)

Fig. 1: Flow diagram of the HORUS test facility.

The condensation process in horizontal tubes is much more complicated than in vertical tubes.
Over the tube length different flow regimes (e.g. spray, plug, slug, bubble and stratified flow)
may occur (see fig. 2). Vapor enters the tube with a relatively high velocity and annular flow
establishes with nearly equal condensate layer thickness in the cross section area. During the
condensation the steam velocity decreases down to the liquid velocity. At moderate steam ve-
locities the condensate collects at the bottom. It is assumed that film condensation takes place
at the upper part of the tube cross section area. The condensate film is very thin and drains
down driven by gravity forces. The stratified condensate layer in the tube sump flows along
the bottom of the tube, often ripples or waves are generated at the phase surface [6]. To
describe these complicated processes the condensation model in ATHLET had to be im-
proved. Two different approaches, HOTKON and KONWAR, have been developed. In the
four HORUS tests which are selected by HTWS for post test calculations, stratified flow is
expected to occur along the whole tube. Therefore, in the following the attention is focussed
on the calculation of the HTC during the stratified flow regime.

HOTKON [6] is based on Huhn's general film flow theory [7] with respect to filmwise con-
densation. Here the field equations governing the mass, energy and momentum transfer bet-
ween the liquid and the vapor phases are simplified using the thin film approximation by
taking into account

•  the effects of frictional shear stresses (as a result of friction between the vapor bulk and the
condensate film as well as between the vapor bulk and the droplets entrained from the
condensate film),

•  the gravity forces acting upon the condensate,
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•  the development of the stratified angle β (see Fig. 2) associated with the accumulated con-
densate layer at the bottom of the tube,

•  the liquid volume fraction existing as droplets in the vapor region of the two-phase flow.

The influence of these parameters is evaluated with respect to the heat transfer at the conden-
sate film inside horizontal tubes for both laminar and turbulent water and vapor flow. A solu-
tion for condensation may be obtained solving the momentum and energy equation using the
similarity concept.

Fig. 2: Flow regimes during condensation in horizontal tubes [6]

The heat transfer coefficient for laminar stratified flow is determined by the modified Nusselt
model [7], which takes into account the decrease of the heat transfer surface due to the collec-
tion of condensate in the tube sump. The heat transfer coefficient for this case is calculated by
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with respect to the peripheral angle β of the condensate layer in the tube (Fig. 2), which can
be determined from the local void fraction ε. In HOTKON the value for C = 0.296 is taken
over from Russian reactor safety experiments in original VVER steam generators [8], which
means C is averaged over the tube length.

KONWAR [9] was developed by FZJ for the investigation of the operation mode of the
emergency condenser of the SWR1000. KONWAR uses the flow regime map of Tandon for
the determination of the actual flow regime and switches to flow regime dependent semi-
empirical correlations for the calculation of the HTC (spray flow: Soliman, laminar annular
flow: Nusselt, turbulent annular flow: Kosky and Staub, stratified flow: Rufer and Kezios,
bubble, slug and plug flow: Breber - all models were described in detail in [9]).

Both improvements HOTKON and KONWAR use the same (modified Nusselt) model, for the
calculation of the HTC. They differ in the choice of the sump coefficient. A review of sump
coefficients is e.g. presented by Shah [10]. The author shows that the condensation rate
decreases with increasing L/D ratio and upward inclination of the tube, in tubes with down-
ward inclination the heat transfer coefficient increases.
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The different geometry parameters and flow conditions in the HORUS and the NOKO tubes
are considered by choosing different sump coefficients in HOTKON and KONWAR. In
HORUS, the steam generator tube is arranged exactly horizontal: the L/D ratio is about 700
and condensate and steam are flowing first in co-current and after the filling of the outlet col-
lector in counter current direction. In this second phase the thickness of the condensate film is
maximum at the end of the tube. In NOKO, the tubes are arranged with an inclination of 1.6°
in the upper and 3.2° in the lower leg and includes a 180° bend in the middle. The L/D ratio is
about 250 and the condensate sump thickness increases along the tube length. Both, steam and
condensate flow into the same direction.

Because the sump coefficient in HOTKON describes exactly the conditions inside the VVER
steam generator tubes and was derived from experiments in original geometries and with
typical initial and boundary conditions [8], this coefficient was taken over to KONWAR for
this case, too. Therefore, the results of the post test calculations with ATHLET/HOTKON and
ATHLET/KONWAR are expected to be very similar.

4. Post test calculations

Four HORUS tests (PCHS23, PCHS25, PCHS30, PCHS36) were selected by HTWS for post
test calculation with ATHLET/KONWAR. The results of these calculations are compared to
the experimental data and calculations with the original version of ATHLET, and
ATHLET/HOTKON [6]. To avoid user-influence the same input decks were used for all calcu-
lations.

In the following, the results of the calculations of the test PCHS30 are presented and discussed
in detail. The test run PCHS30 simulates the fourth phase of a small break loss of coolant
accident with a cold leg loop seal, which is characterized by the following conditions:

•  the water level in the reactor pressure vessel lies under the hot leg connection,
•  at least one hot leg loop seal is cleared

and
•  the heat removal out of the core is realized by steam condensation in one or more steam

generators.
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Therefore the experiment is performed with a closed throttle valve at the outlet collector (see
fig. 1). The adjusting steam flow conditions are only caused by the condensation rate, which
depends on the driving temperature differences between the primary and secondary side of the
tube. The following initial conditions are adjusted: primary side pressure 2.53 MPa, primary
side temperature 224.8 °C, secondary side pressure 2.28 MPa.
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The records of the primary and secondary side pressure are shown in fig. 3. The power in the
reactor simulator is constant during the first 1590 seconds. Because the steam generation do-
minates over the condensation the pressure increases. After switching off the electrical heater
the pressure decreases. For a better condensation model comparison it was decided to adjust
the pressure boundary conditions via time dependent volumes.

Fig. 4 and 5 show the water levels inside the inlet and outlet collector. It can be seen that the
calculations with the improved versions of the condensation model agree significantly better
with the experimental data than the calculation with the original condensation model. The
condensate flows forward and accumulates in the outlet collector in the first time period. After
approx. 500 seconds the outlet collector is totally filled with water and the condensate collects
in the tube. The tube is filled from the outlet to the inlet collector. The condensate reaches the
inlet collector at 1300 seconds.
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Fig. 7:  Fluid temperature in node 6 Fig. 8:  Fluid temperature in node 12

This is indicated by a significant increase of the inlet collector water level. The slow increase of
the water level in the inlet collector during the first 1300 seconds can be explained with the
collection of condensate from the steam feed line, which connects the reactor simulator and the
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inlet collector. The water level of both collectors shows a better agreement with the expe-
rimental data than the calculation with the original ATHLET version, although the improved
ATHLET versions overestimate the condensate accumulation in the outlet collector mode-
rately.

Figure 6 - 9 show the fluid temperatures inside the HORUS tube. As discussed above, the
tube is filled with condensate from the end to the outlet to the inlet collector. The HORUS
tube is divided into 19 control volumes, each about 0.5 m long. At the beginning and the end
two control volumes with half length are located. The indices of the control volumes increase
from the inlet to the outlet collector. This nodalization is adapted to the arrangement of the
thermocouples. At the beginning, the HORUS tube is totally filled with steam and the
readings of the thermocouples show saturation temperature. After the nodes are filled with
water, the temperatures decrease. The figures confirm, that both improved versions of
ATHLET meet - with exception of node 6 - the time points, when a temperature decrease in-
dicates the filling with condensate, better than the original version of ATHLET. It can be seen
that the nodes with higher indices, that means the nodes at the end of the tube, are filled
earlier. The comparison of the calculated data of the two improved versions of ATHLET show
a slight overestimation of the condensate temperatures (reading of the thermocouples after
temperature decrease). This is an effect of the modified Nusselt model. During stratified flow,
film condensation takes place in the upper part of the tube, while in the sump the condensate
flows along the bottom. The water in the sump is slowly cooled down by convective heat
transfer. The efficiency of the condensation heat transfer is much higher than the efficiency of
the convection heat transfer. Therefore, this convective heat transfer is neglected in HOTKON
and KONWAR.
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Fig. 9:  Fluid temperature in node 16 Fig. 10:  Removable Power

At last in fig. 10 the resulting calculated removable power of the condenser tube is compared.
As expected the calculations with the improved condensation models agree very well and are
almost two times higher than the calculation with the original condensation model. Therefore
both collectors are filled earlier. After filling of the HORUS tube with condensate the tube
surface is covered with water and the removable power of the tube decreases strongly.

5. Conclusion and outlook

Two different approaches for modeling the condensation in horizontal tubes - HOTKON by
University for Applied Sciences Zittau (HTWS) and KONWAR by Forschungszentrum Jülich
(FZJ) - have been implemented into the 1D-thermohydraulic code ATHLET. These models
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were originally developed for post test calculations of the HORUS and NOKO experiments,
which differ extremely concerning the operation conditions. The aim of the performed investi-
gation was to broaden the scope of the condensation model improvement KONWAR and to
check the applicability to post test calculations of HORUS experiments. Therefore, four
HORUS experiments were calculated with ATHLET/KONWAR, and the results were com-
pared with the experiments and the calculations with the original version of ATHLET and
ATHLET/HOTKON, respectively. To avoid a user-influence exactly the same input decks
were used for all calculations.

The post test calculations of the selected HORUS experiments show that the calculations with
the improved condensation models are capable of performing proper calculations. The results
of the calculations with the improved condensation models are very similar. During these ex-
periments stratified flow occurs inside the tubes and both condensation model improvements
use the same (modified Nusselt) model for the determination of the HTC in this flow regime.
This model takes into account the decrease of the heat transfer surface, due to the collection
of condensate in the tube sump. The HTC calculated by the Nusselt model has to be
multiplied with an empirical sump coefficient. The value of this coefficient depends on
several geometric values (inclination of the tube, length/diameter ratio) and flow conditions
(co- or counter-cur-rent flow of steam and condensate). Therefore, it has to be fitted to the
concrete application. A further generalization, that means a model without any empirical
coefficients which allows calculations of arbitrary geometrical configuration, requires a me-
chanistic model for the modeling of the sump influence. That’s why new and well equipped
condensation experiments with high time and spatial resolution measurements of local para-
meters are needed.
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VALIDATION OF COUPLED NEUTRON-KINETIC / THERMAL-
HYDRAULIC CODES FOR VVER-TYPE REACTORS

Siegfried Mittag, Sören Kliem, Frank-Peter Weiss, Riitta Kyrki-Rajamäki 1, Anitta
Hämäläinen 1, Siegfried Langenbuch 2, Serge Danilin 3, Jan Hadek 4, György Hegyi 5,

Alexander Kuchin 6 and Dobromir Panayotov 7

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional neutron-kinetic core models have been coupled to advanced thermal-
hydraulic system codes. These coupled codes can be used for the analysis of the whole
reactor system, since they are capable of estimating the feedback effects in a consistent
manner. Such code systems have been developed also for modelling transients in Russian
VVER-type reactors. The stand-alone neutronic codes, including their nuclear databases,
have already been validated e. g. by using data from experiments in critical facilities and
zero-power reactors, in which thermal-hydraulic feedback on neutron kinetics cannot be
observed. The thermal-hydraulic system codes have also been separately validated against a
lot of experiments in thermal-hydraulic test facilities. The interaction between the neutronic
effects of the reactor core and the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of the plant cannot be
measured in these experimental facilities, but only in nuclear power plants. Hence in a project
within the European Commission's Phare programme (SRR1/95), five well-documented
VVER transients were made available; two of them have been chosen for the code validation
[1,2]. The measured VVER data as well as the validation of the burn-up and steady-state
versions of the neutronic codes involved have been described in the Annual Report 1998 [3].

2. Codes

The coupled neutron-kinetic / thermal-hydraulic codes listed below have been validated
against measured VVER-440 and VVER-1000 transients. The nuclear data libraries applied
in the calculations have been generated by the codes given in parentheses.

•  VTT � HEXTRAN/SMABRE [4,5] (VVER-1000: CASMO-4)
(VVER-440: CASMO-HEX)

•  KI � BIPR8/ATHLET [6,7] (KASSETA)
•  FZR � DYN3D/ATHLET [8] (VVER-1000: NESSEL)

(VVER-440: KASSETA)
•  INRNE � DYN3D/ATHLET (NESSEL)
•  STCNRS � DYN3D/ATHLET (NESSEL)
•  NRI � DYN3D/ATHLET (KASSETA)
•  AEKI � KIKO3D/ATHLET [9] (KARATE)

                                                       
1 VTT Energy/Nuclear Energy, Finland
2 GRS, Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit mbH
3 KI - Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute"
4 NRI Nuclear Research Institute Rez, Czech Republic
5 AEKI - KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary
6 STCNRS - Scientific & Technical Centre on Nuclear and Radiation Safety, Ukraine
7 INRNE - Institute of Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Bulgaria
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3. Analysis of a VVER-1000 transient measured in Balakovo-4 (Russia)

The initiating event for the transient was the switching-off of one of the two working steam
generator feed water pumps at full power. Two seconds after the pump failure, the power
control system responded by inserting the first control rod group from core top to bottom
within four seconds. As a result, the neutron power decreased to about 63% of the nominal
value within 10 seconds. After that, group No. 10 started moving in at the rate of 2 cm/s. The
slow insertion of this group resulted in an additional power decrease to about 45%. The
differences between the temperatures of the hot legs and the corresponding cold legs of the
four primary circuit loops decreased proportionally to the thermal power reduction, as all four
pumps continued working. In the secondary circuit, where the transient had been initiated, the
flow rate through the second feed water pump that was still in operation, was increased by
some 50% within 16 seconds after the failure of the first pump, in order to partly compensate
the deficient feed water flow. In the following, the flow rate of the second pump was reduced
again to match the decreasing thermal power of the primary circuit. During the whole
transient, the water level in the steam generators was kept well above the heat exchanger
tubes.

In the transient analysis, the control rod group positions as functions of time were provided as
input to all calculations. Fig. 1 (upper part) depicts the positions of the control rod group 10.
The measured pressure in the main steam header (MSH), shown in the lower part of Fig. 1
was also applied as a boundary condition, except for the VTT calculations (SMABRE),
where the secondary circuit was modelled in more detail. The average cold leg temperature as
well as the calculated and measured reactor power are shown in Fig. 2. The power is
controlled for the most part by the control rod movements, but there is also an effect of fuel
and coolant temperature on reactivity and power. The coolant temperature decreases with
falling power, but it is influenced by the pressure in the secondary circuit, too. A rising steam
header pressure means an increasing saturation temperature, which leads to a decreasing heat
transfer in the steam generator. The result is a rising cold leg temperature, and vice versa.

In the first seconds of the transient, the power decreases very fast as a result of dropping the
first control rod group. The minimum is reached at t = 6 s, when the group is fully inserted.
The power rise observed in the next few seconds, is mainly caused by the fuel temperature
which continues falling after the end of the rod drop (Doppler effect). The respective
measured power growth is about 200 MW. The calculated values are between 190 and 300
MW. The deviations between the calculations are caused by different temperature
dependencies of the nuclear cross sections and different assumptions on the thermal
properties of the fuel rods. Detailed investigations have shown that the change of the heat
transfer coefficient (HTC) in the gas gap between fuel pellets and rod cladding during the
transient is relevant. With dropping fuel temperatures, the gap width increases, which leads to
a decreasing HTC. This reduces the fuel temperature decrease. Comparing the results of
DYN3D/ATHLET calculations with constant and changing HTC in the gap [10], performed
by FZR, has shown that the difference in the power level of the final state (caused by this
effect) is about 150 MW.

In the time interval between t = 10 s and t = 60 s, the power is mainly controlled by
constantly inserting control rod group No. 10. However, the cold leg temperature decrease
between 10 s and 20 s (FZR, INRNE, KI, STCNRS) causes a reactivity increase (moderator
density feedback), which for the most part compensates the reactivity effect of group 10, so
that the power  does not  drop  much  in  this  short  interval. The  different  modelling  of  the
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Fig. 1: Position of control rod group 10 and main steam header pressure
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secondary circuit by VTT leads to some deviation from the cold leg temperature and power
curves calculated by the other participants.

After stopping the insertion of group 10 at t = 60 s, power and temperatures are stabilised.
Due to the much slower rod motion, the power increase resulting from the reduced fuel
temperatures is significantly lower than that observed after dropping group 1. At t = 100 s,
the calculated power values are between 1470 MW and 1550 MW. The measured value
amounts to 1480 MW.

In the time between t = 115 s and t = 130 s the control rod group No. 10 is further inserted at
working speed, which leads to a further power reduction. The coolant temperature rise
between t = 150 s and t = 175 s does not decrease the power, because the reactivity loss is
compensated by withdrawing group No. 10 by some 5%. In the following 10 seconds, the
reinsertion of group No. 10 further reduces the power. This behaviour is well described by all
calculations. When approaching a new stationary state (t > 250 s), the differences between
calculated and measured power are within the accuracy of the neutron power measurement of
± 2%.

Other relevant plant parameters, such as hot leg temperatures, upper plenum pressure, and
pressurizer water level are also well described by the codes.

4. Analysis of a VVER-440 transient (Loviisa-1, Finland)

The transient was initiated by a load drop down to house load level in one of the two working
turbo-generators, i.e. the electric power output of the plant was suddenly reduced by half. As
the turbine valves were closed, the secondary-circuit pressure started increasing sharply, but
was quickly brought back to its nominal value by opening the turbine bypass valves. At the
moment of generator load drop, the nuclear power production in the reactor core was still at
100%. Shortly after the load drop, the reactor control system started to reduce  reactor  power
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by inserting the control-assembly group No. 6. Thus neutron power was reduced down to
60% within some 100 seconds (Fig. 3). As a result of power reduction, the hot leg
temperatures of the primary circuit decreased. At the start of the transient, the cooling of the
primary circuit through the steam generators was reduced because of the increasing steam
pressure at the secondary side. Therefore, the cold leg temperatures first increased
significantly. Some 20 seconds later these temperatures also started decreasing. The primary
pressure first increased with the temperature, but was quickly reduced by spraying into the
pressurizer. Later on, when the reducing nuclear power decreased temperature and pressure,
the pressurizer heaters were switched on to stabilize pressure at its nominal level.

The measured pressure as a function of time is well reproduced by all coupled codes
involved. As the reactor power decreases due to the control-assembly group insertion, the
average temperature difference between hot and cold legs, i.e. the coolant heat-up in the core
(Fig. 4), is also reduced. However, the thermocouples measuring the coolant temperatures are
encapsulated in tubes, so that there is some delay in the measured temperature signals.
Taking into account these low-pass filter properties of the temperature sensors leads to a good
agreement (Fig. 4) between the calculated and measured coolant heat-up. The signals of the
rhodium-emitter self-powered neutron detectors (SPND), measuring the local neutron fluxes
inside the VVER-440 core, are also delayed. As the different half-life components of the
delayed responses are known, the low-pass filter behaviour of the detectors was simulated
and applied to the neutron fluxes that had been calculated by the coupled codes. A constant
SPND sensitivity during the transient was assumed. Four fuel assemblies in the 60-degree
core symmetry sector are equipped with SPND lances, each lance carrying SPND at the
distances of 50 cm, 100 cm, 150 cm and 200 cm from the active core bottom. In Fig. 5, the
time behaviour of the signals from the SPND at these four height positions are shown for a
fuel element being next neighbour but one to a control assembly of group No. 6. The
measured signals and the respective calculated fluxes were normalized to the initial state. The
different courses of the neutron fluxes at different axial levels, due to the control-assembly
group No. 6 moving in, is clearly to be seen. As group No. 6 is moved from its uppermost
position down to the middle of the core, the upper detectors see much more flux reduction
than the lower ones. There is a satisfying agreement between the calculations and the
measurements. A similar degree of agreement has been reached for the other assemblies
equipped with SPND. In all, the simulation for the upper core region is better than that of the
lower part.

5. Conclusions

Generally, the physical behaviour of the NPP, especially of the core and the primary circuit is
well described by the coupled codes involved. A good agreement between calculated and
measured safety-relevant parameters has been achieved for both the VVER-440 and the
VVER-1000 reactor transient. In the neutronic part of the calculations, the achieved accuracy
was somewhat better for the VVER-440 core. The VVER-1000 core is more difficult to
model, due to its larger fuel assemblies. It is important to take into account the systematic
errors of the measurements, whenever possible. For example, the time delay properties of
measuring chains, like thermocouples and SPND, must be considered.

In both transients, a main effect was the fission power decrease due to control-assembly
group insertion. Differences in the nuclear data used in the calculations cause different
control rod efficiencies leading to differences in power levels. The fuel temperature feedback
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on reactivity also influences power. Both effects can hardly be separated. For separately
studying the control rod efficiencies, the neutronic codes including the applied nuclear
databases should additionally be validated against measurements in zero-power research
reactors. As for the calculated fuel temperature, the present investigations have revealed that
it is very sensitive to the modelling of the gas gap between fuel pellets and rod cladding. A
detailed dynamic modelling of the gap width is recommended.

Altogether, it was shown that the coupled neutron-kinetic / thermal-hydraulic codes under
consideration are capable of simulating typical VVER plant transients. Hence the work
contributes to increase the confidence in the results of the code systems. In future, some more
details of the automatic control systems should be included in the thermal-hydraulic system
models. The remaining transients, measured in VVER-1000 and VVER-440 plants, that were
documented for the SRR1/95 project but not yet calculated by the coupled codes, can be used
for further validation work.
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THE MODELING OF FUEL ROD BEHAVIOUR UNDER 
RIA CONDITIONS IN THE CODE DYN3D

Ulrich Rohde

1. Introduction

The code DYN3D has been developed in the Research Centre Rossendorf for the analysis of
reactivity initiated accidents (RIA) in light water reactors [1]. It comprises 3D neutron kinetics
based on a nodal expansion approach both for hexagonal and square fuel element geometry and
a thermo-hydraulic model of the reactor core. In RIA analysis, the heat transfer from fuel to coo-
lant plays an important role. This heat transfer is significantly affected by the behaviour of the
gas gap between fuel and cladding, but also by the heat transfer conditions at the cladding sur-
face. Therefore, a transient fuel rod behaviour model is implemented into DYN3D [2,3]. This
model is coupled with a heat transfer regime map for cladding surface - coolant heat transfer
ranging from subcooled liquid convection conditions to dispersed flow with superheated steam. 
For the validation of the model, experiments on fuel rod behaviour during RIAs carried out in
Russian and Japanese pulsed research reactors are calculated. Because the experiments were
carried out at atmospheric pressure and stagnant flow conditions, additional calculational stu-
dies on the fuel rod behaviour during RIAs in power reactors at high pressure and high mass
flow rate conditions were performed. 

2. Fuel rod model

For the estimation of fuel and cladding temperatures the heat conduction equation in one–di-
mensional radial geometry is solved numerically taking into account temperature–dependent
heat conductivity. However, the main problem of fuel rod behaviour modelling is the determi-
nation of heat transfer coefficients  αgap in the gas gap between fuel and cladding and αc from
cladding to coolant.

The general assumption of the gas gap behaviour modeling in DYN3D is that the parameters
for the stationary reference state (e.g. geometrical gap width, gas pressure and composition) are
known from detailed fuel rod behaviour codes. The changes of the gas gap parameters during
the transient process due to variation of gap width, gas temperature and pressure, coolant and
fuel - cladding contact pressure are estimated by the DYN3D model. 

In the gas gap between fuel and cladding the heat transfer components due to conduction in the
gas, radiation and fuel–cladding contact are considered. The heat transfer coefficient due to con-
duction in the gas is determined by

where λg,mix is the thermal conductivity of the filling gas mixture. The composition of the filling
gas mixture is a function of the actual depletion state and must be obtained from detailed fuel
rod behaviour codes. δgap is the geometrical gap width and is determined by using a thermo-
mechanical model. δroug is related to the surface roughness values of fuel and cladding. δext is
a gas kinetics extrapolation length. The radiation component αrad is given by the Stefan–Boltz-
mann law. In the case of closed gap, heat transfer due to contact conductance is considered:

αcond

λg mix,
δgap δroug δext+ +
--------------------------------------------= (1)
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where C, m and n are constants, δsr is the square averaged surface roughness, pcont the contact
pressure, H the Meyer hardness of the softer material (fuel or cladding), and λf,c is the effective
thermal conductivity at the fuel-cladding interface.

The contact pressure is estimated based on the following assumptions: 

● one–dimensional modeling of mechanics in radial direction, 
● linear superposition of radial thermal, elastic and plastic deformations without axial cou-

pling, 
● elastic deformation of the fuel is taken into account only in the case of fuel–cladding con-

tact, plastic deformations of the  fuel are not considered,
● cladding is described in the thin shell approximation. 

The cladding stress is determined by the gas pressure inside the cladding, the outer coolant pres-
sure and, possibly, the contact pressure. The gas pressure pgas is obtained from the ideal gas law
for the filling gas and taking into account the change of gas temperature as well as the change
of free volume by changing gas gap width. 

The plastic deformation of the cladding is considered in accordance with the creeping law:

where the coefficients K, p and q are material properties.  is the strain rate, that means, the
time-derivative of the cladding strain ε = δR/R. Plastic deformation is considered, when the
stress exceeds the yield strength σyield, which is a material property and a function of tempera-
ture and strain rate. 

If the pressure outside the cladding is larger than the inner pressure, prompt creeping of the clad-
ding on the fuel is assumed so that the gap vanishes and the cladding stress is zero. If the inner
pressure exceeds outer pressure, two different situations are considered. If the gap is closed and
the contact pressure is non-zero, it is assumed that prompt creeping will take place reducing the
stress until it becomes equal to the yield strength. If there is no fuel - cladding contact and the
gas pressure exceeds the coolant pressure, time-dependent creeping will be considered accor-
ding to equation (3). The last situation is typical for low coolant pressures like in RIA experi-
ments at pulsed research reactors or in LOCA cases and leads to cladding ballooning, while the
first one is typical for RIA conditions in power reactors.

A mechanistic model of fuel rod failure during accidents is not included in DYN3D, but some
parameters needed for the assessment of fuel rod integrity are provided:

● fuel enthalpy for each axial node of the rod,
● cladding oxide thickness,
● signalization of possible cladding rupture, when the cladding stress is positive (inner pres-

sure is larger than outer pressure) and exceeds the yield strength.

The cladding oxidation due to metal-water reaction (MWR) at high temperatures is described

αcont
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by the equation:

where D is the oxide layer thickness , T the cladding surface temperature, C the mass density of
oxygen in ZrO2 , A and B are constants. The MWR is considered as an additional heat source
in the cladding, but the additional heat transfer resistance at the cladding surface and the change
of mechanical properties of the cladding caused by the oxide layer are not taken into account
(restriction to thin oxide layers).

3. Heat transfer regime map

The heat transfer from fuel to coolant is affected not only by the behaviour of the gas gap, but
also by heat transfer conditions at the cladding surface. In DYN3D, a heat transfer regime map
is used which covers all flow regimes from one-phase liquid convection over different boiling
heat transfer mechanisms to superheated steam convection.

Appropriate correlations for single phase convection and the region of boiling heat transfer are
chosen from [4]. The occurence of heat transfer crisis is determined from various critical heat
flux correlations. For low mass flow densities (G << 200 kg/m2s) the Kutateladse correlation
for q“crit with a non-equilibrium correction is used [4]. An additional criterion for the detection
of dryout is considered. After reaching the critical heat flux or critical dryout quality, the heat
transfer is decreasing, which leads to an increasing temperature difference between the heated
wall and the fluid. In this unstable transition boiling region the heat flux is interpolated between
the critical heat flux value and the value at the minimum stable film boiling point. In the stable
post-crisis region heat transfer correlations for inverted annular or dispersed flow are used. Ad-
ditionally, the heat transfer from wall to coolant by radiation is taken into account. After full
evaporation of coolant, heat transfer to superheated steam is estimated by a single phase forced
convection correlation . 

The following additional non-equilibrium corrections due to subcooled liquid are applied to the
Leidenfrost or minimum stable film boiling point TMSFB and the heat transfer coefficients in the
post crisis region αpc:

TMSFB = Tsat + 350 + 5.1 (Tsat - Tliq)  (5)

αpc(T=Tliq) = αpc(T=Tsat)[1 + 0.025 (Tsat - Tliq)]  (6)

The formulaes (5) and (6) are based on correlations proposed by Ohnishi et al. [8]. 

4. Calculations for RIA experiments

For the validation of the fuel rod and heat transfer model in the code DYN3D several experi-
ments known from literature were selected. Experiments on the fuel behaviour during large po-
wer pulses were carried out e. g. in the Japanese Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR) [6],
in the Russian research reactors IGR and GIDRA [7] and in the framework of the French CA-
BRI experimental program [5]. The NSRR is a modified TRIGA reactor whith a power pulse
half width of a few milliseconds. The Russian GIDRA reactor contains an aqueous solution of
enriched fuel producing narrow power pulses, while the IGR reactor is a graphite moderated one
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with higher pulse half - width between 0,5s and a few seconds. In the experiments shortened
probes of fresh fuel rods were inserted into a water or air filled capsule [8], [9], [10]. In all tests,
the water was at atmospheric pressure. An overview of the experiments calculated by use of the
DYN3D fuel rod model is given in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview on RIA experiments calculated with the DYN3D fuel rod model - 
experimental and calculated results

∆E is the energy release in the fuel probe, τ - the power pulse half-width, ∆T - the coolant sub-
cooling, hf,max - the energy deposition in the fuel (calculated), Tclad - the maximum cladding
temperature, trewet - the time until rewetting after heat transfer crisis, δOX - the oxide layer thick-
ness due to cladding oxidation. 
In general, a good agreement is achieved between the calculations and the experiments, which
were performed in very different conditions (pulse half width, coolant subcooling, energy re-

NSRR Experiments IGR Experiments

Exp. Nr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

∆E [cal/g] 190 190 190 207 284 326 360 93

τ [ms] 7 7 7 1050 650 500 800 4300

∆T [K] 10 40 80 80 80 80 80 Air

hf,max [cal/g] 187 185.5 183.5 123 179 216 200 -

Tclad 

[oC]

meas. 1500 1330 1000 141 177 967 940 1200

calc. 1447 1278 1177 153 167 891 1040 1320

trewet 

[s] 

meas. 38 15 10 - - 6.3 11.0 -

calc. 41 20 7.2 - - 6.6 12.5 -

δOX

[µm] 

meas. 12 8 5 - - - - -

calc. 29 13 7 - - - - -

Fig. 1: Comparison for IGR RIA experiment
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lease).The comparison between calculated
and measured cladding temperatures for the
IGR experiment No. 6 (see the table) is shown
in fig. 1, for the NSRR experiments (number
1, 2 and 3) in fig. 2. The behaviour of the clad-
ding and fuel temperature strongly depends
from the gas gap propoerties. In the first mil-
liseconds, the gap is closed due to thermal ex-
pansion of the fuel. This increases the heat
transfer from fuel to cladding and leads to
very fast cladding heating. The cladding ma-
terial becomes plastic and the cladding starts
to expand. The calculated plastic deformation
of the cladding (increase of cladding radius)
for the NSRR experiments is shown in fig. 3.
Experimental data on the cladding ballooning

in these experiments are not available. Fig. 4 shows the cladding stress and yield strength of the
cladding material. Within the first tenth of second, the yield strength is decreasing very rapidly
due to the rising cladding temperature. When the stress becomes equal to the yield strenght, the
plastic deformation of the cladding starts (see left part of fig. 4). After decrease of the cladding
temperature due to the decreased heat transfer from fuel to cladding, the yield strength is incre-
asing and the plastic deformation stops (see fig. 3 and right part of fig. 4). Disregarding the pla-
stic deformation results in much higher cladding temperatures.

Remarkable differences can be seen between the NSRR and the IGR experiments. In the NSRR
experiments, the energy release in the burst was lower than in the IGR experiments with water
cooling, but much higher cladding temperatures are reached. This is due to the very small pulse
width which leads to an almost adiabatic heating of the fuel rod during the burst. In the NSRR
experiments considered, the effect of coolant subcooling was investigated while the other con-
ditions (energy release, pulse width) were fixed. This allows to adjust the heat transfer model. 

However, the experiments were carried out under atmospheric pressure and stagnant flow con-
ditions, while for RIAs in power reactors high pressure and high flow rate conditions are typical.
Additional calculational studies on the fuel rod behaviour under power reactor conditions were
performed, where reactor power peak curves with a half-width of 0.4 s and different energy re-
lease values were given as input to the fuel rod model calculations. Burn-up dependent data for

Fig. 3: Calculated cladding plastic deformation
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the nominal state of the gas gap were obtained from calculations with the code STOFFEL [11].
In comparison with the experimental data from the research reactors, for the same energy depo-
sition in the fuel and about the same pulse half-width, higher cladding temperatures are reached
under power reactor conditions. This is due to the different gap behaviour. While at low coolant
pressure the ballooning effect is observed, at higher pressures the cladding creepes on the fuel.
The gap is closed and the heat transfer from fuel to cladding is enhanced.

The calculations have shown that the relevant mechanism of fresh fuel failure is melting, the
fuel enthalpy at failure is about 230 cal/g. For burned-up fuel, cladding failure is possible due
to high mechanical stress at much lower fuel enthalpy values (about 125 cal/g for a burn-up of
25 MWd/kg). This corresponds to results reported about in [12]. 

5. Conclusions

For the validation of the transient fuel rod model used in DYN3D, experiments on fuel rod be-
haviour during RIAs carried out in Russian and Japanese pulsed research reactors with shor-
tened probes of fresh fuel rods are calculated. A good agreement between calculated and
measured results was achieved. 

Numerical studies concerning the fuel rod behaviour under RIA conditions in power reactors
demonstrated, that the fuel rod behaviour at high pressures and flow rates in power reactors is
different from the behaviour under atmospheric pressure and stagnant flow conditions in the ex-
periments. The mechanisms of fuel rod failure for fresh and burned fuel reported from the lite-
rature can be qualitatively reproduced by the DYN3D model. However, the model must be
extended and improved for proper description of burned fuel behaviour.
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MONITORING SYSTEM FOR BATCH REACTORS USING ADAPTIVE
HEAT BALANCES

Günther Hessel, Holger Kryk, Wilfried Schmitt, Torsten Seiler and Frank-Peter Weiss

1. Introduction

The operation of batch reactors is characterized by nonsteady-state conditions due to the dis-
continuous process control so that even experienced operators have difficulties to distinguish
allowable from forbidden process deviations or to identify the cause of process trends. To
support the personnel in decision making, a monitoring system for batch reactors is being
developed within the framework of a BMBF project with the Faunhofer Institute UMSICHT
and the Degussa AG as an industrial partner and user in the future.

In this report the working  principle of the Monitoring System (MoSys) is described. Since
dangerous and undesired faults cannot be generated in production plants, the scale-up plays a
crucial role when a monitoring system has to be adapted to an industrial chemical plant. To
solve the scale-up problem, adaptive heat balances are used to derive scaleable or scale-
invariant characteristic values for monitoring process-relevant faults. Results are presented
from experimental studies in laboratory reactors (1- and 10 litre-scale) and from online-testing
in a pilot plant. As a reference process, the strongly exothermic, homogeneous catalytic esteri-
fication between acetic anhydride and methanol was chosen.

2. Description of the monitoring system

The monitoring system MoSys has a structure as shown in Fig. 1. MoSys is connected with
the process control system (WinCC) or with data bases in dependence on the requirements.
This coupling is the prerequisite for real time processing.

Fig. 1: Structure of the monitoring system MoSys

The MoSys kernel consists of a specialized data preprocessing module with the following
functions:
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•  signal conditioning
•  determination of derived parameters and
•  calculation of the feature vectors by means of adaptive heat balance models

For calculating the heat balances, the parameters of the substances and their thermochemistry,
as well as of the plant have to be available in a special data base represented as the module
“plant parameters” in Fig. 1. The heat balance has to be fitted to the target plant by using pro-
cess data from complete batches under normal reaction conditions. This fitting is carried out
offline by the module “optimization” (Fig. 1). The process monitoring and fault classification
based on the generated features are realized by the module “classification”. MoSys supports
an arbitrary set of fault monitors. That means that there are special monitors for different
faults. The results of the outputs of the monitors are transferred to the process control system.
However, the operator has to decide which counter-measures must be initiated to avoid dan-
gerous and undesired process states when any fault is recognized.

3. Heat Balance Model

By solving a set of dynamic mass / heat balances in real time (every 10 seconds), the heat
release of the chemical reaction can be monitored. In Fig. 2 the heat balance model is sche-
matically depicted for a semibatch reaction where the expected heat production rate e,RQ�  is

characterized by the molar reaction enthalpy RH∆  of the spontaneous reaction of the fed-
batch reactant:

( )
DOS

DOS
Re,R M

m
HQ

�

� ∆−= (1)

            ( )jRRWRWflow TTAkQ −⋅=�

( )
dt

dT
cmcmQ R

pApppRaccu AppR
⋅+⋅=�

( )RDospDosDos TTcmQ
Dos

−⋅= �

�

Fig. 2: Heat fluxes in a semibatch reactor

The heat balance around the reactor is given by:

Dosaccu

flow

loss,jaccu,jjc,R QQ

Q

QQQQ ��

���� ����� ��

�

���� −+

=

++∆= (2)

while the heat balance around the jacket is defined by:

loss,jaccu,jjflow QQQQ ���� ++∆= (3)
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where the notation of the used terms are given in Chap. 8 and in Fig. 2, respectively.

Since thermal hazards have their origin in a perturbation of the heat balance, different faults
can be recognized by online calculation of the respective heat balance. This will exemplaryly
be discussed on the reactant accumulation that can lead to a runaway in a homogeneous,
strongly exothermic esterification due to a self-acceleration of the reaction. When a reactant
accumulation occurs, a difference between the expected heat production rate e,RQ�  and the

measured current heat flux c,RQ�  is given by:

( )� −=∆
c

b

t

t
c,Re,Raccu,R dtQQQ ��                 (4)

The current accumulated reactant mass mR,accu can be determined by:

( ) Dos
R

accu,R
accu,R M

H

Q
m

∆−
∆

=        (5)

By using the current adiabatic temperature rise adT∆ , defined by Eq. 6,

pRR

accu,R
ad cm

Q
T

∆
=∆ (6)

a dynamic thermal reaction characteristic B can be calculated by:

2
R

adA

RT

TE
B

∆
=       (7)

To compensate errors in calculating the heat balance due to a model approximations and/or
unknown heat losses, the correction term corQ�  was introduced:

corc,Rcor,R QQQ ��� += (8)

with
( ) ( )Ambj2AmbR10cor TTTTQ −α+−α+α=�     (9)

The coefficients αi of this function (Eq. 9) are adapted to the respective target plant by means
of reaction courses under normal process conditions.

4. Adaptation of the heat balance

To determine the correction term corQ�  in the heat balance, a neural network is used. The coef-

ficients α i correspond to the weights calculated by a gradient descent procedure to minimize
the following error function E:
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Due to B ∼  accu,RQ∆  the optimization is carried out using . accu,RQ∆  E is determined from all

l records of training data. This error function minimizes the influence of the adaptive term on
the heat balance at the same time. The following adaptation rule e results from the partial de-
rivative of E to the coefficients αi:

��
�

�
��
�

�

⋅τ
∆

+
∆

η=
n

Q

dt

Qd
e accu,Raccu,R

    (11)

where n is the number of summation steps, η is the learning rate and τ is the sampling period.
The coefficients αi are adapted using the formula:

k
i

n1k
i i

Se α∆⋅µ+⋅=α∆ α
+

       (12)

where k is the number of learning steps (iteration over k data records), µ is the momentum
and S is the sum of αi since the begin of charging of a batch.

5. Results

In two laboratory reactors (ALR1 and ALR10) and a pilot plant (T70) the monitoring system
MoSys was tested for three safety-relevant faults – reactant accumulation, lack of mixing and
loss of cooling. For each fault a special monitor was implemented. The monitor “reactant ac-
cumulation” is based on the dynamic thermal characteristic B (Eq. 9), while the monitor “run-
away” uses the OLIWA-criterion [1]:
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2
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For monitoring the mixing of reactants, two temperature sensors in different heights in the
reaction mixture are used. Lack of mixing is given if the temperature deviation exceeds the
limit value:

( ) 2
max,D

2
1,R0,Rmix TTT:K ∆>− (14)

where max,DT∆  is the maximum permissible temperature deviation under good mixing condi-

tions. As an alternative monitor for reactant accumulation, the monitor “adiabatic tempera-
ture” was also tested. The adiabatic reactor temperature TR,ad would be reached when the cur-
rent accumulated reactant mass (Eq. 7) reacts after a loss of cooling where the charging of the
reactant was stopped:

adRad,R TTT ∆+= (15)

When TR,ad crosses a permissible design temperature perm,RT , there is a hazardous potential.

The criterion for this monitor is:

perm,RadRT TTT: >∆+Κ      (16)
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A similar criterion is used for the monitor “reactant accumulation”:

permB BB: >Κ           (17)

Based on the principle definition of the above monitoring criterions the monitor outputs Zi(x)
are defined as follows:

( ) run,mix,accui
x1

1
1xZ

2i =
+

−= (18)

with the monitor variables x(t)

( ) ( )B,0maxtx accu ⋅α= (19)
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tx
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loadrunrun (21)

5.1 Validation of the scale-up model

Before applying the monitoring system for fault detection, the scale-up model based on
mass/heat balances has to be validated by experiments under normal conditions in the chemi-
cal reactor to be monitored. In particular, these experiments were used for the adaptation of
the heat balance model regarding to the non-considered heat losses due to thermal bridges and
leakages by the ambient air as mentioned above in chapter 3. In Figure 3 the profiles of the
process variables for the esterification under normal conditions in the ALR10 are depicted. As
shown by the profiles of the constant dosing rate dVDos/dt and the reactor temperature TR, the
isoperibolic esterification course is controlled by dosing. This means that TR follows the
course of the dosing rate and remains relatively constant. After dosing of acetic anhydride, the
time constant of the decreasing reactor temperature is essentially determined by the heat ca-
pacitie of the reaction mixture and the reactor vessel.

Fig. 3: Profiles of process variables for the esterification under normal conditions in ALR10
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5.2 Fault monitoring

First, the efficiency of MoSys for fault monitoring was investigated using different faulty
conditions in the laboratory scale and then, tested in the pilot scale. Since a non-recognized
reactant accumulation contains a high hazardous potential, this fault shall be discussed in de-
tail. The accumulation can be caused by a high dosing rate, low concentration of catalyst or
low reactor temperature. Figure 4 shows the influence of reduced nominal catalyst concentra-
tions on the thermal characteristics B. When the reduced catalyst concentration leads to a con-
siderable decreasing of the reaction rate, then the  dosing rate does not control the reaction
rate and there is an accumulation of the fed-batch reactant. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the ther-
mal characteristic B represents a significant feature for reactant accumulation due to the re-
duction of the catalyst concentration.

 Fig. 4:Thermal characteristic B in dependence on different catalyst concentrations in ALR10

Furthermore, the oscillation of B shows that a self-acceleration of reaction rate (self-ignition)
can occur under low catalyst concentrations where the reactant accumulation decreases tem-
poraryly. That is a very dangerous operation mode as represented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Profiles of the reactant accumulation B and the reactor temperature TR under nominal
and 1/20 reduced catalyst concentration in ALR10
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This figure also shows that the thermal characteristics B can be used for the early detection of
critical reactant accumulations. The steep increase of the reactor temperature can be detected
only some minutes later as the comparison between the profiles of  TR-1/20 and B-1/20 (Fig.
5) shows. In Fig. 6 the results of MoSys are presented during a reaction course with a strongly
reduced catalyst concentration in the pilot plant. MoSys recognizes the reactant accumulation
by means of B, TR,ad and Z (accumulation) much earlier than it is possible by monitoring of the
reactor temperature TR.

Fig. 6: Reaction course with strongly reduced catalyst concentration in the pilot plant

Further, after the delay of reactor temperature, the accumulation monitor indicates that the
esterification seems to be not finished. It was found that by adding of the catalyst the reaction
was initiated once more. Afterwards, the accumulation monitor showed a value near zero
(Fig. 6). By extensively online-testing in the pilot plant, the efficiency of MoSys for fault
monitoring could be proven. Figure 7 shows the profiles of process variables and the corre-
sponding MoSys results during several fault scenarios.

Besides the fault “high dosing rate”, one cooling fault and two stirrer faults (low speed of
stirrer and stirrer failure) were experimentally simulated. All faults were correctly detected by
MoSys. A comparison between the outputs “runaway-criterion” Z(run) and “thermal charac-
teristic B” shows that B responds more sensible and much earlier to the fault “high dosing
rate” and the “cooling fault” than the runaway criterion based on progressive temperature de-
creases (Fig. 7). The monitor  “mixing fault” Z(mix) based on two temperature sensors can
recognizes all four faults very well.
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A)

B)

Fig. 7: Different fault scenarios carried out in the pilot plant
a) high dosing rate, b) low speed of stirrer, c) cooling fault caused by switching off the
secundary cooling loop, d) loss of agitation (stirrer failure)
A) Profiles of process variables and kload (=load signal of the cooling)
B) Profiles of MoSys-outputs (B = thermal caracteristic, Z(accu) accumulation factor,

Z(run) = runaway-criterion, Z(cool) = cooling fault factor, Z(mix) = mixing factor,
TR = reactor temperature)
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6. Conclusion

A monitoring system (MoSys) based on adaptive heat balances has been developed for early
fault detection in strongly exothermic reactions. Its efficiency could experimentally be proven
for a homogeneous esterification model-reaction in the laboratory reactor and pilot plant
scale. Experiments under normal and several faulty conditions were carried out in different
reactor scales to prove the adaptation of the monitoring technique to various scales of chemi-
cal batch reactors. For the adaptation of the heat balance model to the respective reactor, a
neural network was used to determine the corrective term in the heat balance. Results of the
online testing of MoSys showed that it was able to recognize undesired faults correctly. In
particular, the hazardous reactant accumulation could be detected much earlier than by a
monitor based on the OLIWA-criterion for a runaway reaction. Further work is planned to
develop an equivalent monitoring system for the heterogeneous hydrogenation of nitro-
aromatic compounds in an industrial chemical plant.
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8. Notation

Notation: Index list:
A heat transfer area accu accumulation
B dynamic thermal characteristic App apparatus
cp specific heat capacity ad adiabatic
e adaptation rule Amb ambient
EA activation energy c current
∆HR

molar reaction enthalpy cor corrected
k heat transfer coefficient or b begin
kload load signal of the cooling D difference
M molar mass Dos dosing
m mass e expected
m� mass flux ESA acetic anhydride
P pressure flow flow
Q amount of heat in inlet
Q� heat rate or heat flux j jacket

r runaway variable i,l,k,n variable index
R universal gas constant loss loss
T temperature max maximum
t time mix mixing
x monitor variable n number of summation steps
Z monitor output out outlet
α i

coefficients perm permissible
∆ difference or rise R reaction
µ momentum Rw reactor jacket
η learning rate
τ sampling period or time base
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THE SATURATION REGIME OF THE RIGA DYNAMO EXPERIMENT

Frank Stefani, Gunter Gerbeth, Thomas Gundrum,
Agris Gailitis1, Olgerts Lielausis1 and Ernests Platacis1

1. Introduction

Homogeneous dynamo action is responsible for the occurrence of planetary, stellar, and galac-
tic magnetic fields. During the last decades, enormous analytical and numerical work had been
devoted to the study of fluid dynamos. At the same time, dynamo science was suffering from
the lack of any experimental possibility to verify the outcomes of numerical simulations. This
situation changed on 11 November 1999 when at the Riga dynamo facility magnetic field self-
excitation in a liquid metal flow was observed for the very first time. On the back-ground of an
amplified external signal, a slowly growing eigenmode of the dynamo was detected for a period
of 15 seconds. Growth rate and frequency of this mode were in surprisingly good correspon-
dence with the numerical predictions. The publication [1] of this break-through has found re-
markable scientific and public response [2]. For some technical reason, it was not possible to
reach the saturation regime which follows the initial kinematic regime characterised by expo-
nential growth of the magnetic field. This saturation regime was studied in a second series of
experiments during 20-25 July 2000.

What is saturation, and why is its experimental  investigation so important? Saturation has to
do with Lenz’s rule meaning that the generated field inhibits the cause of its own generation.
Saturation is a very general feature of all dynamos, whether technical or cosmic ones. Typically
it leads to an increase in the power which is necessary to keep the dynamo running. The inter-
esting thing with fluid dynamos is now that it is not only the overall intensity of the fluid veloc-
ity but also its geometrical distribution which can be changed by the back-reaction of the mag-
netic field. Hence, the interplay between fluid dynamics and electromagnetic becomes ex-
tremely complex, and numerical simulations are still far from realistic in the descriptions of
cosmic dynamos. In the Riga experiment (Fig. 1), the sodium flow is free enough to allow for
interesting deformation effects. This is a remarkable advantage in comparison with the
Karlsruhe dynamo facility [3] where the flow structure is extremely rigid due to the experi-
mental design comprising 52 wall-separated spin-generators. Thus, the Riga facility provides a
unique possibility to study paradigmatically  the dynamo behaviour in the non-linear regime.

2. A typical run

In the July 2000 experiment, it was possible to work at considerably lower sodium tempera-
tures and hence at higher electrical conductivities. In the following we choose one from a total
of four experimental runs in order to illustrate the behaviour of the dynamo.

Fig. 2a shows the magnetic field signal which was recorded at one of the external Hall sensors
(the fourth H from above in Fig. 1) during the whole run, whereas Fig. 2b depicts the signal at
the internal fluxgate sensor (F in Fig. 1) only for the very beginning of the self-excitation. This
                                                       
1
 Institute of Physics, Latvian University, Salaspils, Latvia
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sensor was the most sensitive one, and the record shows clearly how an exponentially growing
dynamo eigenmode emerges spontaneously out of the noise when the rotation rate crosses a
critical value of about 1900 rpm (close to 130 seconds in the Fig. 2b). Whereas this fluxgate
sensor was overloaded when the internal magnetic field reached 2 mT, the signal was still re-
corded by an internal induction coil (also at position F in Fig. 1) and by the eight external Hall
sensors. Fig. 2a shows how the initial exponential growth passes into saturation with a visible
amplitude dependence on the rotation rate and how the magnetic field disappears again when,
at the end of the run, the rotation rate falls below the critical value.
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Fig.1: The central module of the Riga dy-
namo facility: 1-Belts to the motors;
2-Propeller; 3-Helical flow; 4-Back
flow; 5-Sodium at rest; 6-Thermal
insulation; 7-Hall sensors; 8-
Fluxgate sensor and induction coil

Fig. 2: One experimental run in July 2000.
Radial magnetic field recorded at
one of the external Hall sensors
during the whole run (a), and axial
magnetic field recorded at the inter-
nal fluxgate sensor during the start-
ing phase (b).

For a period of 15 seconds within the saturation regime, Fig. 3 shows in more detail the signal
recorded by the external Hall sensor. Basically it consists of an oscillation with the eigenfre-
quency of the dynamo, superposed by some turbulence induced noise. In the signal measured
by the internal induction coil this turbulence is of course stronger expressed. Fig. 4 shows the
power spectrum of the magnetic field deduced from the induction coil data. The sampling rate
for the induction coil was 25 Hz so that the highest frequency shown in Fig. 4 is 12. 5 Hz. Be-
sides the dominant peak at the eigenfrequency (1.47 Hz) there is another significant peak at the
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triple frequency (4.41 Hz).  The appearance of this triple mode can be attributed to the back-
reaction of the Lorentz forces on the flow.
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Fig. 3: External Hall sensor signal within the
saturation regime.

  Fig.4: Power spectrum of the internally
measured signal. Besides the large
peak at the main frequency, the triple
frequency is also shown.

3.  Results

From a total of four experimental runs in July 2000, together with one run in November 1999,
we have compiled the data for the growth rates and the frequencies in dependence on the rota-
tion rate which are shown in Fig. 5. For the sake of clarity, we have rescaled all data which
were recorded at different temperatures between 150°C and 215°C (and thus at different elec-
trical conductivities)  to one common reference temperature Tref =157°C, for which our nu-
merical prediction is also depicted.
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Fig. 5: Measured growth rates (a) and frequencies (b) in comparison with the numerical pre-

diction. The red crosses are for the kinematic phase, the pink crosses are for the satu-
ration phase (only b).

At first consider the red crosses in both figures which belong to the kinematic regime. We see
that for both data, growth rates and frequencies, there is a convincing correspondence with the
prediction. Relative to the prediction curve, the growth rate data are shifted by about 5 per
cent to the right, the frequency data by about 5 per cent to the left.
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As for the saturation regime, there is an interesting observation to be made in Fig. 5b. Note at
first, that we have taken into account only those time intervals with a length of at least 10 sec-
onds where a quasi-stationary behaviour is observed. Hence, the growth rate in the saturation
regime is zero, and the continuation of the kinematic curve in Fig. 5a to the saturation regime
should be considered as being sharply bend into a zero curve. Imagine for a moment that the
only saturation effect were a homogeneous breaking of the flow so that the geometric velocity
distribution  would be unaffected. Then a similar sharp bend as for the growth rate should also
occur for the frequency. But this is not the case. By contrast, the frequency continues to grow
with the rotation rate. This must be explained by a deformation of the velocity field.

This picture becomes clearer if we consider the measured power increase and the axial defor-
mation of the externally measured magnetic field, which are documented in [4]. It turns out
that the motor power increase can be explained (even quantitatively) by the axial component of
the Lorentz forces, whereas the azimuthal component of this force causes a downward accu-
mulating decay of the flow rotation. Even without any numerical code for the non-linear re-
gime, we can explain the observed features of the magnetic field (continuing frequency increase
and axial deformation) by simply applying the kinematic code to velocity profiles deformed in
the described way [4].

4. Conclusion and prospects

Considering a number of uncertainties and the complete novelty of an experiment of that sort,
we were surprised that the kinematic phase of the Riga dynamo experiment turned out to be so
well predictable. Actually, this can be explained by the thought-out concept and design of the
whole facility and the effort spent in its optimization.  The non-linear regime has already re-
vealed a non-trivial saturation mechanism which will be studied in more depth in further ex-
periments. Applications in the framework of  various European research programs will hope-
fully give the necessary financial back-ground for the continuation and the broadening of these
investigations.
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INSTABILITIES
OF ELECTROMAGNETICALLY LEVITATED BODIES

Janis Priede, Gunter Gerbeth and Yurii Gelfgat1

1. Introduction

Electromagnetic levitation is a well-known technique for container-less processing of metals
and alloys both in the solid and in the molten state. The technique typically consists of one or
two coils with a few windings (see Fig.1) fed by an alternating current with a frequency in the
order of some 100 kHz. The alternating magnetic field interacts with eddy currents induced in
the electrically conducting body and, thus, causes a repulsion between the coil and the levitated
sample. In addition, the eddy currents provide a contact-less heating. In such a way metallic
samples can be levitated and melted without a contacting crucible. This technique allows to
avoid contamination of the melt with container material and so to achieve a considerable
super-cooling of the melt before it solidifies. Nowadays electromagnetic levitation is widely
used in material research for measuring of thermophysical properties of molten metals.
Especially under micro-gravity conditions in space it has become a powerful technique for
precise measurements of material properties like surface tension, viscosity or electrical
conductivity [1]. In a kind of semi-levitation it is also in industrial use for the processing of
special alloys like TiAl: the crucible contact is avoided at the side-walls without lifting up the
whole melt at all.

Ω

vertical radial
f= 2 f

in horizontal plane
arbitrary direction
Rotation axis with

electric current
~ 100 kHz

electric current
~ 100 kHz

Fig. 1: Scheme of the levitation process with levitated sample (blue) and sketched instabilities:
Rotations (red) and oscillations (green).

There is one essential drawback of this technique: The sample is often not at rest, it performs
rotations and/or oscillations as sketched in Fig.1. These instabilities may become so strong that
the overall levitation process is stopped simply due to the fact that the sample escapes from the
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coil volume. Obviously, such instabilities are undesirable. Even if they are less pronounced,
they seriously disturb the intended property measurements which typically work with an
induced surface oscillation of the molten sample. Therefore, there was a serious interest in
analysing the reasons for those instabilities and to conclude on suitable counter measures.
We have theoretically analysed various physical mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of
such instabilities [2,3,4]. Here we summarise these results and compare the predictions with
model experiments performed with solid Al or Mg spheres. Finally we conclude on an active
stabilisation method by means of suitable DC magnetic fields.

2. Theoretical characterisation of instabilities

Let us first briefly consider a type of instability due to the possible coupling between the
electric current passing through the magnetic system and the variation of the position of the
levitated body. In the regime of a fixed-voltage power supply alternating currents passing
through heating and positioning coils depend on the inductance of these coils which, in turn, is
influenced by the position and the geometry of the levitated body. So there is a coupling
between the position of the body and the electric currents passing through the coils. Besides,
each circuit operating the coil possesses its own electric relaxation time determined by the
active resistance. Therefore the current is expected to depend not only on the position of the
body, but also on its velocity. Such a force depending also on the velocity is evidently non-
potential that implies exchange of the mechanical energy between the moving levitated body
and the magnetic system. As a result, an oscillatory motion of the body may be either damped
or amplified by the magnetic system depending on the characteristics of both.

~U

x

m

g

C

R

L

Fig. 2: Principal scheme of the electro-mechanical circuit

A sketch of the problem is shown in Figure 2. It incorporates three basic elements: an active
resistance R, a coil of inductance L and a capacity C. The inductance of the magnetic system is
assumed to be variable depending on the position of the levitated body denoted here by x. The
possibility of such electrodynamically induced oscillations of the sample depends mainly on the
relation between field frequency and the inverse of the characteristic relaxation time of the
electrical circuit τ0 = L0/R where L0 denotes the inductance for the static equilibrium position x
= x0. The analysis in [2] showed that in principle this type of coupling leads to oscillations of
the sample, but the corresponding growth rates of that instability are usually so high that it may
not be of relevance in typical levitation experiments. However, this general statement should
be checked in each specific case taking into account the actual values of R, L, C and the exact
type of power supply control.
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Let us now consider the possibility of spontaneous rotations or oscillations of a levitated
sample. Such type of instabilities may occur because of the coupling between the motion of the
body and the electric currents induced in the body itself. Spontaneous means that it is of a
typical linear instability character: Below some instability threshold any infinitesimal
disturbance results in a force or torque on the sample driving it back to its rest state. Above
this threshold this force or torque leads to a further increase of the sample motion eventually
resulting in a macroscopic motion of the levitated body.
To illustrate the instability mechanism in more detail we consider the case of a rotational
instability in an alternating magnetic field which far away from the spherical sample is uniform.
Basically there is no torque acting on the sphere. However, this rest state might be unstable
with respect to infinitesimal rotational disturbances. To describe this type of instability it is
advantageous to consider the uniform alternating magnetic field as a superposition of two
oppositely rotating fields. It is evident that a single rotating magnetic field creates a torque M
on the body which for a spherical body could analytically be given by

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) �

�

�
�
�

�

ϖ
−

ϖ−ϖ
ϖ+ϖ

ϖ
π=

2

1

2cos2cosh

2sin2sinh

2

1

2

18
M (1)

which for low and high frequencies reduces to

ϖπ≈
5

M for 1<<ϖ ,

2/1

2

9
M −ϖ

π
≈ for 1>>ϖ ,

respectively. Here σωµ=ϖ 0
2
0R  is the dimensionless frequency of the magnetic field involving

the radius of the spherical sample R0, the magnetic permeability of vacuum µ0, the electrical
conductivity σ of the sphere and the frequency of the alternating magnetic field ω. It is
important to note that the torque first increases with increasing frequency whereas at higher
frequencies it again decreases with further increasing ϖ.

The total torque on the sphere in an alternating field is just a superposition of two torques due
to two oppositely rotating magnetic fields. For a sphere at rest the relative frequency of
rotation of both fields is the same. In this case both torques acting in opposite directions are
equal and, therefore, cancel each other. When the sphere rotates, the relative frequency of the
co-rotating field reduces, whereas that of the counter-rotating one increases. As a result, a
torque about the axis of rotation appears. Whether this torque leads to a braking or enhancing
of some initial rotation of the sphere can be analysed by considering the relevant equation of
motion written in a non-dimensional form as

Ω
ϖ

−≈Ω+ϖ−Ω−ϖ=Ω
d

dM
N))(M)(M(

2

N

dt

d
(2)

where Ω stands for the rotation frequency of the sphere non-dimensionalized with respect to
the characteristic magnetic diffusion time σµ=τ 0

2
0m R  which is chosen as time scale for the

given problem; I/BRN 22
0

7
00 σµ=  is a dimensionless interaction parameter defining the

characteristic ratio of electromagnetic and inertial force; mR5/2I 2
0=  is the moment of inertia

of the sphere. The general solution of this equation is )tNexp(0 γΩ=Ω  where γ = -dM/dϖ. At
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negative growth rates corresponding to dM/dϖ > 0 an initial perturbation will decay with time,
whereas in the opposite case, it will grow leading to a spontaneous spin-up of the sphere. The
threshold of instability is thus defined by γ = 0 corresponding to the frequency at which the
torque due to a single rotating magnetic field attains a maximum for a fixed field strength.
The resulting curves γ(ϖ) are given in Figure 3 both for the uniform and the linear magnetic
field. The latter represents a typical positioning field, sometimes called quadrupole field. Figure
4 presents the rotation speed of the sphere as function of ϖ resulting from the balance between
the clockwise- and counter-clockwise torques M(ϖ-Ω) – M(ϖ+Ω) = 0.
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Fig. 3: Growth rate factor versus frequency
for both uniform and linear magnetic fields.

Fig. 4: Rotation rate of the sphere depending
on the uniform magnetic field fre-quency.

The characteristic feature of figure 3 is that the growth rates γ exceed zero at some critical
frequency ϖc, reach some maximum at ϖm and approach zero once again at higher frequencies.
This shape of the curve is of principle significance when some braking mechanism is taken into
account. Braking may be due to some friction with the ambient gas, or might be additionally
supplied by a steady magnetic field. Upon adding a linear damping, equ. (2) takes the form

0)(N
dt

d =Ωγ−β+Ω
(3)

where the dimensionless parameter β > 0 accounts for the damping. For the spin-up instability
to occur, now it is necessary that γ > β. First, this constraint implies that with increase of
damping the instability threshold is shifted to higher frequencies. Second, more important
effect is that at sufficiently high frequency the growth rate factor will become smaller than any
non-zero β. It means that due to an arbitrary small damping there has to be an upper
frequency, above which the rest state becomes stable again.

The last and most important consequence results from the fact that γ becoming positive with
increase of the frequency remains, however, bounded from above by γm. Consequently, any
braking with β > γm = 0.04209 is sufficient to suppress the spin-up instability at all. For
instance, if a steady magnetic field is used for stabilisation, it follows that for small
disturbances of the angular velocity the braking due to the DC field is β = π/5α2, where α =
Bs/B0 is a dimensionless parameter denoting the strength of the steady magnetic field Bs

relative to that of the alternating field Bo. Now it follows that for suppression of the spin-up
instability it is sufficient to impose a steady magnetic field with a relative strength of αm ≈ 0.26.
For a detailed theoretical description, including the analysis of finite amplitude disturbances,
we refer to [3].
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The main theoretical results might be summarised as follows: A levitated sphere may show
spontaneous rotations or oscillations if the non-dimensional field frequency exceeds a critical
value ϖc. The values are ϖc = 11.609 both for the rotational instability in a uniform field and
the oscillatory instability in a linear magnetic field, but ϖc = 27.682 for a rotational instability in
a linear field. There is a frequency ϖm at which the instability growth rate has a maximum.
Those values are ϖm = 18.073 both for the rotational instability in a uniform field and the
oscillatory instability in a linear magnetic field, but ϖm = 47.196 for a rotational instability in a
linear field. There is no oscillatory instability in a uniform alternating magnetic field. In axially
symmetric levitating fields, the rotation axis is perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the
levitating field which is usually vertical. The spontaneous oscillations occur in vertical and
radial directions, where the frequency of vertical oscillations is twice that of the radial ones.
The simplest way to avoid such instabilities would be to keep the non-dimensional frequency
below the threshold ϖc. If this is not possible DC magnetic fields represent a powerful tool for
an efficient active damping of all those instabilities. The DC fields must not be very strong, a
strength in the order of the levitation field amplitude is sufficient. However, attention must be
paid to the DC field direction. A DC field in direction of the levitating field damps rotations
but not oscillations. A DC field perpendicular to the levitating field direction damps
oscillations, but not rotations: the rotation axis adapts to the given DC field direction and no
damping of rotation occurs anymore. Hence, sophisticated DC field geometries are necessary
for an overall stabilisation of the sample.

3. Experimental results

A set of model experiments has been performed in order to verify the theoretical predictions as
given above. The main goal of the experiment design was to study the stability behaviour of
the levitated solid spheres just around the critical values of the non-dimensional frequency ϖ.
Solid aluminium or magnesium spheres have been used, and their diameter was chosen
according to the available generator frequencies and the desirable values of ϖ.
The levitating system consists of a bottom supporting coil and a top orienting (stabilising) coil
with the levitated sphere between them. The coils are connected in series in such a way that the
direction of currents in these coils is opposite. The interplay of an AC magnetic field with the
electric currents induced by this field in the conducting sphere causes electromagnetic forces in
the sphere. The sphere starts levitating if the upwards directed electromagnetic force
component compensates the gravity forces on the sphere. The solid Al spheres had diameters
of 10, 15, 29, 39, 50 and 59 mm, respectively. The stability behaviour was measured by visual
observation of the sample, a point light source and a photodiode to measure rotational
disturbances, and a set of special capacitance probes to analyse oscillatory disturbances.
For more details of the experiments and the stability results we refer to [5]. The main results
can be summarised as follows:

•  The levitation of the sphere is very stable for ϖ < 8. In that parameter range any external
disturbances to the sphere are quickly damped out, the sample always goes back to its rest
state within a few seconds.

•  At approximately  ϖ ≈ 8 the sphere starts to oscillate.
•  If ϖ exceeds about 10 the sphere starts to rotate, and the rotation rate increases with

increasing frequency. High rotation rates in the order of several 100s-1
 have been observed.

At higher ϖ the sphere performs more and more complex superpositions of rotation and
oscillation, destroying for ϖ > 60 the levitation process at all.
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•  In order to separate between rotations and oscillations a special pear-shaped body was
levitated. For all ϖ considered this body showed no rotations due to its shape. However,
oscillations developed for ϖ > 8 in the same way as with the spherical body.

In a second set of experiments possibilities for an active damping of the instabilities by means
of additional steady magnetic fields have been investigated. Based on the theoretical
investigations it was clear that application of any DC field with some pronounced direction
would not lead to a full stabilisation. This was confirmed by the experiments. For instance,
application of a vertical DC field reduced rotations but not the vertical oscillations. Hence, the
main aspect of the solution was to look for realisations providing a DC field of high non-
uniformity. This has been realised by two different approaches:
First a DC current has been superimposed to the alternating current in the levitation coil, thus
providing a cusp-type DC magnetic field over the sample volume. However, this field type
alone failed to deliver a total stabilisation since the rotation axis of the sphere turned around to
the vertical symmetry axis, and the axisymmetric cusp field is not able to damp rotations
around this axis. In order to reach a complete suppression of rotations two additional coils
with ferrite cores have been applied in the horizontal mid-plane, i.e. a DC field perpendicular
to the vertical axis was added. In that way a complete suppression of sample motions was
achieved.
The second approach consists in the use of permanent magnets. Again, a strongly non-uniform
field distribution turned out to be most efficient for an overall stabilisation. The obtained
optimal configuration consists of a six-pole system of permanent magnets fastened on a
common non-magnetic jacket and surrounded from outside by a common magnetic ring (see
Fig. 5). Ferrite material was used to focus the field into the sample volume. This solution
turned out to be very efficient for an overall stabilisation.

Fig. 5: Foto of the permanent magnet stabilization ring.

The experimental results might be summarised as follows:
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•  Steady magnetic fields can effectively be used to stabilise levitated samples. Full
stabilisation has been obtained up to ϖ ≈ 100. The necessary DC field strength in the
sample volume is in the range of 50-80mT.

•  The DC field could be provided by an electrotechnical solution, i.e. the superposition of a
DC current to the levitating coil current, or by a suitable arrangement of permanent
magnets. The first approach must be accompanied by an additional horizontal DC field
component since otherwise rotations around the vertical axis are not damped.

•  The spatial non-uniformity of the DC field is crucial for a complete damping of all sample
instabilities.

4. Conclusions

We have considered various physical mechanisms which may give rise to spontaneous
rotations or oscillations of levitated spherical bodies. These instabilities are characterised by a
frequency threshold above which they set in spontaneously, and a frequency ϖm at which the
growth rates attain a maximum. An active damping by means of suitable DC magnetic fields is
developed. Whereas a strength of the DC field in the order of the levitating field strength is
sufficient, attention must be paid to the DC field geometry. The results are verified by
experiments. The possibility of an almost total stabilisation of the levitated sample has been
demonstrated experimentally by two different approaches: first a DC field produced by
external permanent magnets, second a DC field due to the superposition of a DC current to the
alternating current in the levitating coil.
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COMPARISON OF THE IRRADIATION EFFECTS ON
MICROSTRUCTURE AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Jürgen Böhmert, Hans-Werner Viehrig and Andreas Ulbricht

1. Introduction

VVER-type reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels were irradiated within an extensive irradia-
tion programme at the VVER-2 of the Rheinsberg nuclear power plant. Subsequently they
were tested by Charpy impact tests and 3-point bend tests. The results of theses investigations
were already published [1-3]. The different heats of the RPV steels have proved to be differ-
ently sensible against radiation embrittlement. Whereas for some heats the ductile brittle tran-
sition temperature was hardly shifted to higher temperature, clear effects were indicated in
other cases. The finding was not in correspondence to the content of copper and phosphorus
known as promoting radiation embrittlement. In addition to the original working programme
small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments have been applied to study the correlation
between the effects of the irradiation on the mechanical behaviour and the microstructural
evolution. The investigation is expected to provide to better understanding from the physical
point of view.

The results of the SANS study and the comparison with the results of the toughness properties
are presented in this paper.

2. Experimental

The material investigated comprises 7 heats:

•  4 heats of VVER 440-type RPV steel 15Kh2MFA (code: R1-R3, D25)
•  2 heats of VVER 1000-type RPV steel 15Kh2NMFAA (code: R16, R17)
•  1 heats of VVER 1000-type weld metal 10KhGNMAA (code: R19).

Most of the heats have a relatively low content of Cu and P. For every heat one set of Charpy
V-notch specimens and one set of fatigue pre-cracked specimens of the same type were avail-
able in unirradiated, irradiated and, partly, annealed state. With these specimen sets the tran-
sition temperature TT related to a Charpy energy of 48 J and the reference temperature To

according to ASTM E 1921-97 were determined. Furthermore the radiation embrittlement
coefficients AF were calculated using the Russian standard PNAE G 7-002-86 (quoted in [4])
for evaluating the effect of irradiation

�TT = AF ³�� (1)

�TT = TTF - TTo (2)

� is the neutron fluence in 1018
 n/cm², TTF, TTo is the transition temperature after irradiation

or in the initial state, respectively. The same procedure was used for the evaluation of the ref-
erence temperature shift �To.

In Table 1 data of the material composition, the mean fluence and the results of the radiation
embrittlement are summarized. More details are presented in [1-3].
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Table 1: Material and radiation embrittlement parameters

Material Code Composition in weight-%
Cu              P            Ni

�mean  
1)

�TT48J 
2)

[K]
   AF �To

[K]
AF

To 3)

15kh2MFA R1
R2
R3
D25

0.10
0.12
0.12
0.11

0.011
0.014
0.024
0.017

0.27
0.12
0.12
0.10

43.6
80.7

  45.7
127.6

    13
    32
    47
    76

   3.7
   7.4
 15.1
 13.1

     -
    38
    95
     -

    -
   8.7
 25.6
    -

15Kh2NMFAA R16
R17

0.07
0.13

0.012
0.013

1.11
1.30

46.0
72.7

    65
  124

 18.1
 29.7

    57
  109

 16.5
 26.2

10KhNGMAA R19 0.04 0.012 1.71 65.1   191  47.5   150  37.9

1) mean fluence, in 1018
 n/cm² [E > 0.5 MeV] for Charpy test specimens

2)
 related to Charpy energy of 48 J

3)
 radiation embrittlement coefficient related to shift of To

SANS experiments were carried out at the SANS facilities of BENSC HMI Berlin, LLB
Saclay (France) and ILL Grenoble (France). Some data of the experimental conditions are
given in Table 2. Samples of the size of 10 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm cut from tested Charpy
specimens were used. The SANS intensity was calibrated and processed by the software rou-
tines of each SANS facility. As the result of the data processing the nuclear and magnetic
macroscopic scattering cross section d�/d� were determined. Under the assumption that the
scattering structural defects are non-ferromagnetic, the volume fraction and the size distribu-
tion of the scatter can be estimated. For this the indirect Fourier transformation method ac-
cording to Glatter [5] was used.

Table 2:  SANS experimental conditions

Equipment BENSC V4 D11 PAXE
Wave length / nm                                             0.6                         0.5                     0.5 / 0.6
Sample detector distance / m                       1.1 / 4.0           1.1 / 4.0 / 16.0             1.5 / 5.0
Collimation length / m                                 2.0 / 4.0           2.5 / 4.0 / 16.5             2.0 / 5.0
Detector                                                                     2 d position-sensitive detector
Magnetic field                                                                                 1.4 T

3. Results

For every heat the SANS intensity within the range of scattering vector Q of 0.8 – 3 nm-1
 is

higher in the irradiated condition than in the unirradiated condition. Annealing reduces the
intensity to a level near the level of the unirradiated state. Fig. 1 (left) shows the scattering
curves of heat R19, which exhibits the highest radiation embrittlement coefficient, in the dif-
ferent conditions as an example. In Fig. 1 (right) the concerned volume fraction size distribu-
tions are depicted. Irradiation produces a high volume fraction of scattering microstructural
defects in the range of a radius between 0 and 2 nm with a sharp maximum near approx. 1
nm. The volume fraction of these defects is clearly different for the heats investigated whereas
the shape of the distribution and the position of the maximum is independent of the material.
In principle, the highest volume fractions are measured for the VVER 1000-type base and
weld metals. A general trend is observed: the higher the fluence the higher the volume frac-
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tion (Fig. 2). Finally, the heats are distinguished by the A-ratio. The A-ratio is calculated as
the ratio between the total SANS cross section to the nuclear contribution of the SANS cross
section and contains information about structure and composition of the scattering defects.
The results of the SANS experiments are given in Table 3.

Fig. 1: Macroscopic SANS cross section (left) and volume-fraction-related size distribution of
the scattering defects (right) for VVER 1000-type weld metal 10KhNGMAA (code
R19) in different conditions

Fig. 2: Fluence dependence of the volume fraction of the irradiation-induced microstructural
defects for the different heats
(The line is the average curve according to equ. 1 for each RPV steel class.)
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Assuming the difference between the volume fraction of nano-scaled microstructural defects
as an microstructural indicator for the radiation sensitivity of the steels, the microstructure-
related radiation coefficient AF

MS
 can be defined, in analogy to the radiation embrittlement

coefficient AF according to equ. 1. The value is also given in Table 3.

Table 3: Analysis results of SANS experiments

Material Fluence
[1018

 n/cm²]
Rmax

1)

[nm]
Cv

[%]
�Cv 

2)

[%]
A-ratio AF

MS 3)

[10-2]
R1    U
         I 43.6

1.1
1.0

0.29
0.32 0.03

2.5
2.2 0.85

R2    U
         I 80.7

> 4
1.0

0.05
0.25 0.20

2.2
2.1 4.63

R3    U
         I 45.7

1.2
1.2

0.23
0.28 0.05

2.2
2.4 1.40

D25  U
         I 127.6

> 4
1.0

0.04
0.35 0.31

2.1
1.7 6.16

R16  U
         I 46.0

> 4
1.0

0.08
0.66 0.58

2.6
2.5 16.19

R17  U
         I 72.7

> 4
0.9

0.09
0.39 0.30

2.4
2.8 7.19

R19  U
         I 65.1

> 4
0.9

0.03
0.68 0.65

2.8
2.8 16.16

U – unirradiated, I – irradiated
1)

  radius at maximum of size distribution
2)

  difference between irradiated condition and the unirradiated state
3)

   ratio between total and magnetic scattering cross section
4)

  AF related to �cv according to equ. (1)

Fig. 3 compares the radiation embrittlement coefficient AF related to the Charpy energy 41 J
or To with the microstructure-related coefficient. Obviously, there is a correlation between
these parameters. However, some heats deviate remarkably. In particular the VVER 1000-
type RPV steel of the heat R16 shows a strong microstructural effect but low shift of the tran-
sition temperature due to radiation.

Fig. 3: Comparison of the radiation embrittlement coefficients AF and AF
To

 with the micro-
            structure-related radiation coefficient AF

MS
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The transition temperature is a very complex parameter which is influenced by complicated
microstructural mechanisms. A more direct relation to the microstructure can be presumed for
the radiation hardening as represented by the hardness. The correlation to this parameter is
given in Fig. 4. Regarding the irradiation-induced changes of the hardness, heat R16 fits the
general trend. For the heats of VVER 440-type RPV steel the hardening effect seems to be
larger. This is evident particularly for the heats 1 and 3 which already have a high volume
fraction of small  defects in the unirradiated  initial state.  As the A-ratio of these heats is
lower than  the A-ratio of the other heats, it is obvious that the radiation-induced microstruc-
tural features of the Ni-poor VVER 440-type RPV steels are not identical with the ones of the
Ni-rich VVER 1000-type RPV steels.

Fig. 4: Comparison of the radiation hardening coefficient HF
HV

 and the microstructure-related
            radiation coefficient AF

MS

In summary, the study proves that the volume fraction of small microstructural features with a
radius near 1 nm induced by neutron irradiation correlates with the radiation effect on the
shift of the transition temperatures or the changes of the hardness. The volume fraction, how-
ever, is not the only parameter that governs irradiation embrittlement and hardening.
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VERIFICATION OF NEUTRON TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS FOR
NONSTANDARD PRESSURE VESSEL SURVEILLANCE POSITIONS

IN THE VVER-1000 NOVOVORONEZH-5

Bertram Böhmer, Ernst Brodkin1, Alexei Egorov1, Jörg Konheiser, Eckhard Polke2,
Victor Vikhrov1 and Sergei Zaritsky1

1. Introduction

To survey the embrittlement of the reactor pressure vessel, capsules with Charpy specimens
made of pressure vessel steel are irradiated during reactor operation. In the present experiment
assemblies of specimens were irradiated during the 17th

 fuel cycle in five baffle channels of
the Novovoronesh VVER-1000. These positions are somewhat below the VVER-1000 stan-
dard surveillance positions. This is a region of strong radial and vertical flux gradients where
the exact calculation of fluences for the irradiated specimens is much more difficult than for
the pressure vessel. Therefore, an investigation program was performed aimed at testing the
ability to determine reliably the neutron fluences of the specimens. Three independent fluence
and activity calculations were performed by the Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Insti-
tute" Moscow (KI), by the Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) and by the Siemens Nuclear
Power GmbH, Erlangen (SIE). Each institution used another calculation methodology. The
calculation results were compared with each other and with neutron induced activities of de-
tectors in special monitors as well as with the 

55Mn-activities of the irradiated specimens it-
self. First results of the intercomparisons are presented in the following. The work was sup-
ported by a TACIS project of the European Union.

2. Experiment and Calculation Methods

The location of the assemblies with irradiation capsules at three height levels is illustrated in
Fig. 1. As example, Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of specimens and neutron monitors for as-
sembly 3, level 2. Each monitor contained Fe, Cu and Nb activation detectors, from wich up-
to-now only the 

54Fe(n,p) and 
63Cu(n,α) detectors had been evaluated. Contrary to expecta-

tions, the activities measured in assembly 3 were not symmetric relative to the core center
direction. The asymmetry was obviously caused by a turn of the assembly around the channel
axis by some degrees. In the following comparisons the experimental activities of the outer
monitors and specimens had been corrected for that effect assuming a linear dependence of
the fluence from the angle. So, for instance, the corrected activities for monitor 1 at Fig. 2 are
obtained by    A(1)corr

 = (A(1)+A(3)) / 2.
The fluence and activity calculations for the five irradiated assemblies were performed inde-
pendently by the three institutions using the same pin by pin source distributions, geometry
data and material compositions, delivered by KI. KI obtained three-dimensional fluence dis-
tributions by synthesis of (r-θ), (r-z) and r calculation results from the SN-codes DORT [1]
and ANISN with the 47-group neutron data library BUGLE-96 [2]. For different levels and
assemblies six (r-θ)- and two (r-z)-models have been used. The calculations of SIE were per-
formed by the three-dimensional SN -code TORT [3] with BUGLE-96. FZR used an improved
version of the Monte Carlo Code TRAMO [4] and 123 group data generated on the basis of

                                               
1
 Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute", Moscow 123182, Russia

2 Siemens Nuclear Power GmbH, 91058 Erlangen, Germany
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ENDF/B-VI. Different to the SN calculations, the region above the core was modelled more
exactly on the base of detailed drawings also received from KI. For the following intercom-
parison results for assembly 3 were selected because only for that assembly experimental
monitor data were available.

3. Comparison of Calculated Fluence Integrals

The calculated fluence integrals above 0.5 MeV, the most important fluence characteristics
for the neutron embrittlement of VVER pressure vessels, are given in Table 1 for the monitor
positions and in Table 2 for the middle regions of the specimens. The agreement between the
results of the three calculations is very close, considering the complexity of the problem, the
different methodologies and partly different data bases. The maximum relative deviations of
results for single points from the mean values of the three calculations is 6% for the monitors
and 8% for the specimens. For the mean values of all monitors the corresponding maximum
relative deviations are 4% for the monitors and 6% for the specimens.

4. Comparison of Calculations and Experiments

The results of the comparisons between calculated (C) and corrected measured (E) End Of
Irradiation (EOI) activities are given in Tables 3 and 4 for the 

54Fe(n,p)54Mn and
63Cu(n,α)60Co detectors, respectively, and in Table 5 for the 

54Mn EOI-activities of the
specimens. The relative standard deviations of the measured activities are 4%.

The agreement between the three calculations and between the calculations and experiments
is rather close for the 

54Fe(n,p)54Mn detectors (Table 3). For the 
63Cu(n,α)60Co reaction (Table

4) the agreement is worse. The calculated activities are on the average 20% less than the ex-
perimental ones, whereby these differences amount to 24% and 22% for the FZR and KI re-
sults, but only 14% for the SIE results. The largest deviations of C/E from 1 (up to 38%) are
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Table 1: Calculation results for fluence integrals ΦE>0.5 MeV for the monitor positions
ΦE>0.5 MeV in units of 1019

 n/cm2

Monitor
name FZR SIE KI

Mean of
FZR,SIE,KI

FZR/Mean SIE/Mean KI/Mean

7p 1.94 2.07 2.08 2.03 0.96 1.02 1.02
6p 1.44 1.45 1.48 1.46 0.99 1.00 1.02
1 2.81 3.03 3.04 2.96 0.95 1.02 1.03
2 2.8 3.04 3.03 2.96 0.95 1.03 1.02
3 2.79 3.03 3.04 2.95 0.94 1.03 1.03
5 2.03 2.1 2.18 2.10 0.97 1.00 1.04
4 2.01 2.1 2.18 2.10 0.96 1.00 1.04
0 5.24 5.68 5.14 5.35 0.98 1.06 0.96
8 5.17 5.63 5.11 5.30 0.97 1.06 0.96
6 5.22 5.68 5.14 5.35 0.98 1.06 0.96

p0p 3.7 3.79 3.5 3.66 1.01 1.03 0.96
8p 3.65 3.77 3.44 3.62 1.01 1.04 0.95
7 3.65 3.79 3.5 3.65 1.00 1.04 0.96

Mean of monitor positions: 0.97 1.03 1.00

Table 2: Calculation results for fluence integrals ΦE>0.5 MeV for the Charpy specimens
ΦE>0.5 MeV in units of

1019
 n/cm2Level

Charpy
Specimen

No Mean of FZR,SIE,KI

FZR / Mean SIE / Mean KI / Mean

54 1.95 0.93 1.00 1.07
53 1.97 0.94 1.02 1.04
52 1.97 0.94 1.02 1.04
51 1.95 0.94 1.00 1.06
27 1.72 0.95 0.99 1.05
55 1.73 0.95 1.01 1.04
28 1.73 0.95 1.01 1.04
31 1.71 0.95 1.00 1.06

3

     Mean of Level 3: 0.94 1.01 1.05
09 2.87 0.94 1.02 1.04
45 2.83 0.93 1.03 1.04
07 2.47 0.93 1.03 1.04
12 2.49 0.94 1.02 1.03
17 2.88 0.94 1.03 1.03
46 2.88 0.94 1.03 1.03
15 2.50 0.94 1.02 1.03
47 2.50 0.94 1.03 1.03
30 2.82 0.92 1.03 1.04
48 2.86 0.94 1.03 1.04
29 2.49 0.94 1.03 1.04
49 2.47 0.92 1.03 1.04

2

     Mean of Level 2: 0.94 1.03 1.04
2 + 3      Mean of Levels 2 and 3: 0.94 1.02 1.04
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found at the first level most closely to the core. However, the contribution of neutrons to the
interesting fluence integral above 0.5 MeV is very small, as the 

63Cu(n,α)60Co reaction is sen-
sitive only for neutron energies above 6 MeV. Partly, these discrepancies could be caused by
a 

59Co impurity in the copper used as activation detector. The reason for the differences be-
tween the calculation results could be the use of different fission spectra.

Table 3: C/E-comparison of EOI-activities for the 
54Fe(n,p)54Mn detectors

EOI-activity in 108 Bq/g 
54Fe C/ELevel/

Monitor
name

Experiment Experiment
corrected  (E)

 FZR  SIE  KI

7p 2.26 2.26 1.12 1.13 1.10
3

6p 1.54 1.54 1.09 1.16 1.06
1 3.16 3.48 1.13 1.07 1.11
2 3.66 3.66 1.07 1.02 1.06
3 3.8 3.48 1.12 1.07 1.11
5 2.1 2.32 1.07 1.12 1.05

2

4 2.53 2.32 1.06 1.12 1.05
0 5.9 6.64 1.06 1.05 1.01
8 6.67 6.67 1.04 1.04 1.00
6 7.37 6.64 1.06 1.05 1.01

p0p 4.53 4.81 0.93 0.97 0.88
8p 4.08 4.08 1.07 1.14 1.01

1

7 5.09 4.81 0.92 0.97 0.88
     Mean C/E: 1.057 1.070 1.026
     Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.081 0.080 0.063

Table 4: C/E-comparison of EOI-activities for the 63Cu(n,α)60Co detectors
EOI-activity in 105 Bq/g 

63Cu C/ELevel/
Monitor

name
Experiment Experiment

corrected  (E)
 FZR  SIE  KI

7p 3.8 3.8 0.88 0.96 0.90
3

6p 2.93 2.93 0.74 0.87 0.77
1 5.9 6.37 0.81 0.84 0.83
2 6.12 6.12 0.87 0.87 0.87
3 6.83 6.37 0.82 0.84 0.83
5 3.71 4.05 0.80 0.91 0.82

2

4 4.38 4.05 0.81 0.91 0.82
0 10.9 12.45 0.69 0.80 0.71
8 13.5 13.5 0.62 0.74 0.66
6 14 12.45 0.70 0.80 0.71

p0p 7.06 7.36 0.74 0.91 0.76
8p 7.79 7.79 0.70 0.85 0.70

1

7 7.66 7.36 0.74 0.91 0.76
     Mean C/E: 0.763 0.864 0.779
     Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.237 0.136 0.221
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For the 
55Mn-activities of the specimens (Table 5) the mean deviations of C/E from 1 are

similar to these of the monitors with the exception of the SIE results being on the average
10% higher than the FZR and KI results. To demonstrate the effect of the correction of the
experimental activities, for the case of the FZR results the values of C/Euncorrected are given too.
In Tables 6 and 7 the experimental and calculated attenuation coefficients, i.e. relations be-
tween activities of monitors at the core side of the specimens (Mco)to the monitors located at
the other side of the specimens (Mot), are given together with the corresponding C/E-values.
The agreement between the calculated attenuation coefficients is better than 10%, the maxi-
mum discrepancy to the experiment is 21%.

Table 5: C/E-comparison of EOI-activities of 54Mn of specimens of assembly 3
EOI-activities

in 108
 Bq/g 

54Fe
C / UE C/E

Level
Charpy

Specimen
No

Experiment
uncorr.
(UE)

Experiment
corrected

( E )
FZR   FZR SIE KI

54 2.16 2.015 1.02 1.10 1.19 1.10
53 1.98 1.980 1.13 1.14 1.25 1.13
52 1.96 1.960 1.15 1.15 1.26 1.14
51 1.87 2.015 1.19 1.11 1.19 1.10
27 1.70 1.785 1.11 1.06 1.18 1.04
55 1.72 1.720 1.08 1.08 1.25 1.06
28 1.84 1.840 1.01 1.01 1.17 0.99
31 1.87 1.785 1.01 1.06 1.18 1.04

   Mean 1.09 1.09 1.21 1.07

3

   Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.09 0.09 0.21 0.07
09 3.08 3.325 1.13 1.04 1.09 1.04
45 2.85 3.345 1.21 1.03 1.07 1.03
07 2.43 2.785 1.17 1.02 1.13 1.01
12 2.58 2.820 1.08 0.99 1.11 1.00
17 3.33 3.330 1.03 1.03 1.09 1.04
46 3.30 3.300 1.04 1.04 1.10 1.05
15 2.67 2.670 1.03 1.03 1.18 1.05
47 2.76 2.760 0.99 0.99 1.14 1.02
30 3.84 3.345 0.88 1.01 1.07 1.03
48 3.57 3.325 0.97 1.04 1.09 1.04
29 3.06 2.820 0.91 0.99 1.11 1.00
49 3.14 2.785 0.89 1.00 1.13 1.01

   Mean 1.03 1.02 1.11 1.03

2

   Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.03 0.02 0.11 1.04
   Mean 1.05 1.05 1.15 1.042 + 3
   Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.09 0.05 0.15 0.05
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Table 6: Calculated (C) and experimental (E) attenuation for 54Fe(n,p)54Mn
Mco / Mot Attenuation coefficients AMc/AMo C/E of attenuation coeff.Level

Exper. FZR SIE KI FZR SIE KI
3 7p / 6p 1.47 1.50 1.42 1.51 1.02 0.97 1.03

3 / 4 1.50 1.59 1.44 1.59 1.06 0.96 1.06
2

1 / 5 1.50 1.59 1.44 1.59 1.05 0.96 1.05
6 / 7 1.45 1.59 1.50 1.58 1.10 1.04 1.09

8 / 8p 1.63 1.58 1.49 1.62 0.97 0.91 0.991
0 / p0p 1.30 1.58 1.50 1.58 1.21 1.15 1.21

   Mean C/E: 1.07 1.00 1.07
1+2+3

   Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.08 0.06 0.08

Table 7: Calculated (C) and experimental (E) attenuation for 63Cu(n,p)60Co

Mco / Mot Attenuation coefficients AMco/AMot C/E of attenuation coeff.Level

Exper. FZR SIE KI FZR SIE KI
3 7p / 6p 1.30 1.53 1.43 1.50 1.18 1.10 1.16

3 / 4 1.56 1.58 1.44 1.59 1.02 0.93 1.02
2

1 / 5 1.59 1.59 1.44 1.59 1.00 0.91 1.00
6 / 7 1.83 1.59 1.50 1.58 0.87 0.82 0.87

8 / 8p 1.73 1.52 1.49 1.63 0.88 0.86 0.941
0 / p0p 1.54 1.58 1.50 1.58 1.03 0.97 1.02

   Mean C/E: 1.00 0.93 1.00
1+2+3

   Mean absolute deviation from 1.0: 0.08 0.06 0.08

5. Conclusions

Considering the positions of monitors and specimens in a region of high flux gradients all
three calculation methodologies agreed surprisingly well among each other and with
54Fe(n,p)54Mn activation data. Existing discrepancies, especially for the 

63Cu(n,p)60Co detec-
tors, can be explained by experimental errors, the not very detailed model input and uncer-
tainties of the nuclear data.
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INVESTIGATION OF CALCITE DISSOLUTION UNDER SATURATED
AND UNSATURATED WATER CONDITIONS

Roland Küchler, Klaus Noack and Torsten Zorn

1. Introduction

In recent years a system of numerical codes was developed that calculates the water and ra-
dio-nuclide transport through unsaturated soil. The main application will be the calculation of
the radio-nuclide transport through the dumps left behind by the former uranium mining in
Saxony and Thuringia. The water of the rainfall penetrating into the dump on its flow path
dissolves various minerals among them also those containing radio-nuclides and transports
the reacting species through the dump possibly down to the ground water. The developed
code system is based on a number of appropriate models describing the complex physical and
chemical processes in a mathematical way. These models and the parameters required by
them have to be verified by experiments. Although not resembling the full complexity of a
natural system batch and column experiments play an important role regarding the research in
this field in general and especially with respect to the code verification. By suitable modelling
the experiments may be focussed on certain single effects. Therefore, last year a laboratory
was built which allows to carry out batch and modelled column experiments.
This contribution reports on the first experiments performed, presents and discusses the most
important experimental results and compares them with results of computations.

2. Goal and description of batch and column experiments

The goal of the present experimental investigations of the dissolution of several minerals con-
sists in:
•  the partial verification of dissolution rate laws given in the literature for water saturated

conditions by batch experiments,
•  the verification of the applicability of the known dissolution rate laws in the source terms

of the radio-nuclide transport through the unsaturated zone.

For both types of experiments the mineral is crushed and sized by dry sieving to a typical
grain size. For the batch experiments a certain mass (a few grams) of the mineral powder is
mixed with sufficient MilliQ-water in a flask. It is permanently shaken to keep the mineral
particles in suspension. The electrolytic conductivity of the solution is measured by a conduc-
tivity meter in a predefined time sequence. This quantity is a measure of the ion concentration
produced by the mineral dissolution. So, it gives the possibility to check the dissolution rate
laws for saturated conditions.

In column experiments sea sand is used as an inert matrix which has to hold the mineral
grains and to form the water flow. Its chemical inertness must be checked for the mineral-
water system which is to be investigated. The grain size of the sand has been chosen from the
“fine sand” class. Two types of columns are presently in use: the “1 m – column” and the “0,5
m - column” which are schematically depicted in Fig. 1. They are filled with a homogeneous
mixture of sand and mineral. Peristaltic pumps control the feeding of distilled water at the
heads of the columns. Fraction collectors at the column feet take samples from the solution
leaking the columns. Both columns are equipped with in-situ conductivity electrodes which
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are equally distributed over the height. The 1 m – column has additionally pH-electrodes in
the same height positions. These in-situ measurements give information on the chemical
composition of the solution which results from the mineral dissolution and from the interac-
tions of the various species appearing in the water phase. The foot of the 1 m – column is kept
under saturated conditions. The water saturation s in the volume above it covers the range 0 <
s < 1. By contrast the 0,5 m – column is to form a saturation profile which is nearly constant
over the height. For that a vacuum pump at the foot produces the necessary subpressure [1].

The results of the in-situ measurements and of the chemical analysis of the leaking solution
are compared with the numerical solutions of the radio-nuclide transport through the column.
This comparison allows to judge about the applicability of the source terms used in further
calculations.

3. Batch and column experiments with calcite

The calcite used in the experiments is a natural double spar from Mexico Creel. Before the
experiments were started, the calcite powder was investigated with Scanning Electron Mi-
croscopy/Energy Dispersive Spectrometry (SEM/EDS) and X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD)
and the calcite solution with Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP/MS) to
check the purity of the mineral. No essential impurities were observed. The calcite was pre-
pared in the following way. After crushing and dry sieving the grain size was in the range
between 63 and 200 µm. Then the powder was washed with MilliQ-water and dried to remove
small particles. To clean up the minerals of possible impurities and to remove strong adhesive
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micro-particles, the samples mixed with MilliQ-water were additionally heated up to 65 °C
and the suspension was bubbled by 100 % C02 [2]. The calcite powder prepared in this way
was used in batch and column experiments.

In the first series of column experiments sea sand with a Gaussian grain size distribution with
the mean of 196 µm and a variance of 48 µm is used as inert matrix. To achieve inertness of
the sand against the calcite-water solution it was washed with NaOH and after that with Mil-
liQ-water because the reaction of the calcite solution will be basic. The calcite powder and the
sand were mixed in the ratio of 5 g per 1 kg.

To observe the dissolution of calcite in batch experiments a defined mass of several grams of
this powder was mixed with 400 ml MilliQ-water and the electrolytic conductivity κ was re-
corded. Fig. 2 illustrates the influence of the powder preparation. The equilibrium values

are relatively close to each other: 110, 105, 107 µS/cm for calcite washed, extra cleaned dry
and wet, respectively. They well compare with the calculated value of κ=109,5 µS/cm. But in
the start phase the powder which was not extra cleaned, in contrast to the others, shows a
steep rise followed by a relatively flat transition to the steady approach to equilibrium. In [2]
this fact was explained as consequence of a surface contamination of the powder by organic
inhibitors. By contrast, in section 4 this effect will be interpreted as result of calcite micro-
particles which are just present only in the starting phase. This interpretation is supported by
modelling results.

With the prospect of the column experiments several batch measurements were carried out to
study the chemical activity of the sea sand which should be an inert matrix. Two batch pH-
measurements were performed, one without and the other with sand, both under the CO2-
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partial pressure of air 3.037.10-4
 bar. The equilibrium pH-values were 8,28 and 8,30 without

and with sand, respectively, whereas the value calculated for the calcite-water system was
8,34 (see section 4.). Additionally, the conductivity was measured in a batch which was a
suspension of 200 g sand and 1 g of extra cleaned calcite powder in 400 ml MilliQ-water. In
difference to the measurement without sand a higher equilibrium value of κ=150 µS/cm was
obtained. So, one has to conclude that the especially prepared sea sand is not perfectly inert
for the calcite-water solution. It has a negligible effect on the pH-value, but remarkably in-
creases the electrolytic conductivity.

Fig. 3 shows the results of conductivity and pH-measurements of the solution leaking the
0,5m – column over a time period of 74 days after the start of the water injection. The as-
ymptotic pH-value agrees well with that measured in the batch. Also, the higher conductivity
appeared as it was in the batch with sea sand. The analysis by ICP/MS for the cations and by
Ion Chromatography (IC) for the anions confirmed this fact. So, from these measurements
one can conclude that both the pH-value and the electrolytic conductivity of the solution pro-
duced in the column under unsaturated conditions and those values measured in the batches
under saturated conditions agree well.

4. Modelling of batch and column experiments with calcite

In a part of the batch experiments described in section 3 the time course of the electrolytic
conductivity of the calcite-water solution was monitored by a conductivity measuring cell.
The conductivity is a linear combination of the different ion concentrations. Under the ex-
perimental conditions described in section 2 the following system of coupled differential
equations describes the dynamics of the chemical system in the solution [3]:

Fig. 3:  pH-value and electrolytic conductivity of the solution leaking the 0,5 m -
column in dependence on time after the start of the water injection
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where Ci is the concentration of the ion species i, pO  is the total surface area of the mineral

particles p, Vs is the volume of the solution and rip is the dissolution rate of the chemical com-
ponent i from the surface of mineral p. m is the number of components and species which are
involved in the reactions. In general, the dissolution rate depends on the chemical composi-
tion of the solution surrounding the mineral, especially, on its pH-value. Wi j,�  can be con-

sidered as the interaction rate which maintains the fast reactions in the water phase in equilib-
rium. This term determines the composition of the chemical solution on the basis of the mass
action laws.
In column tests, transport, storage, exchange, and dissolution/precipitation processes will be
investigated. The evaluation of column test data is based on the complete one-dimensional
migration model. Assuming a constant flow rate v of the solution through the column the
system of transport equations for the species is [4]:
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Here n s x⋅ ( )  means the soil water content, n is the porosity and s the water saturation of the
pores, v  the water flow per unit area , αL the longitudinal dispersion length (dispersivity) of
the medium, and V the matrix volume. The free outflow at the end of the column is described
by the boundary condition:

∂
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This boundary condition is a good approximation for the outlet to a non-dispersive porous
medium. At the column input a third-type boundary condition is usually applied:

vC vC v
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In the experiments this boundary condition is realised with peristaltic pumps leading to a ho-
mogeneous constant flow rate after a few centimetres.

The mixed kinetic-equilibrium system (1) for the calcite dissolution with the rate law accord-
ing to Plummer et al. [5] has the form:
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where the interaction term�
j

jiW , will be replaced by the equilibrium approximation:
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In equ. (3) k0, k1 and k2  are temperature dependent constants. γs is an activity coefficient of the
H+ ion at the calcite surface, KCO2

 is Henry’s law constant for the solubility of CO2  in water,
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K1 and K2 are the first and second dissociation constants of carbonic acid in water, Ksp is the
solubility product for calcite, and KW  is the dissociation constant of water. The activity coef-
ficients 21 ,γγ  were calculated using the Davies-Equation [6]. Solving equs. (3) one gets the
conductivity as a linear combination function of the ion concentrations. To solve the set of
equations (2) and (3), computer programs have been written in FORTRAN. These codes have
been used to analyse the experiments.

Fig. 4 shows the time courses of the electrolytic conductivity calculated and measured in
batch tests with calcite powder which was washed only but not especially cleaned (see section
3). The solid lines depict the fits to the experimental curves which are additionally marked by
the measuring points. As mentioned in section 3 the unexpected steep inclines just after the
start followed by slow approaches towards equilibrium can be explained by the dissolution of
very small micro-particles which were deposited on the surface of the grains during crushing
the calcite mineral. This statement may be supported by the following modelling. Because of
their high specific surface the micro-particles solve very fast, i.e. their lifetime tlife which is

proportional to their radius is very small compared to that of the normal grains. It is assumed
that the size of the small particles is Gauss-distributed. Furthermore, the steep rise of the
curves is used to estimate the average lifetime of the particles what gives tlife=0,2 h. Therefore,
the reacting surface is separated into two proportions:
- into the surface of small particles (index: sp) which vanishes according to the time law

f t erfc
t t

t
life( ) =

−
⋅

F
HG

I
KJ

1

2 2 ∆
, where erfc(x) is the error function and ∆t=0,28 h is the estimated

mean variation, and
- into the surface of the large particles (index: lp) which determines the solution behaviour

till the equilibrium is reached.
In this way, the model leads to the decomposition of the specific reactive surface of calcite:
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    Fig. 4: Time courses of the conductivity in batch experiments with calcite
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Table 1: Reactive surfaces of calcite derived from batch
measurements (γS=1)

Batch test Osp / cm2/L Olp  / cm2/L Osm / cm2/L
1 g 500 7600 681
3 g 7000 7900 2040
7 g 21000 8100 4770

10 g 31000 8300 6810

Using equ. (3) and the parameters in Table 1 the theoretical curves in Fig. 4 were calculated.
The larger deviations at the beginning of the measurements are due to the imperfect descrip-
tion of the dissolution of the micro-particles. However, these errors could be further reduced
by variation of the time distribution parameters tlife and ∆t.
Surprisingly, the increase of the surface of the large particles does not significantly influence
the solution process. A reason might be the surface roughness. A rough surface of a grain may
be much larger than the surface corresponding to its geometrical dimensions. As a result, the
surface controlled rate switches probably to a diffusion controlled rate, which should be inde-
pendent on the surface. This speculation is confirmed by the “sphere model” (index: sm) that
assumes all particles to be spheres. In the 1 g – batch test  the surface is less than a tenth of
the experimentally determined value. Just as in the case of the sphere model the surface of the
small particles is proportional to the sample mass. In any geological relevant situation of dis-
solution the grain surfaces may be assumed to be smooth and its surface is then close to the
geometric surface area. In such a case the above separation is not necessary.

For the 0,5 m - column Fig. 5 shows the calculated conductivity as function of space and of
time after the equilibrium has been reached. 3 g calcite were mixed per 1 litre sand. The sur-
face parameters of calcite were taken from the batch tests. The calculation shows that a fast
saturation arises. Also, the in-situ values of the conductivity in Fig. 6 are caused by a satu-
rated solution. This is confirmed by the curves measured at the points 0.05 m < x < 0.35 m
which are nearly independent on the position. The larger values at the foot of the column
(x=0.45 m) are caused by an increase in saturation. With the present low air pressure ar-
rangement it is not possible to adjust a saturation profile which is constant over a wider range
of the height of the column. The peaks in the measurement curves are due to temperature dif-
ferences between day and night. The larger changes are caused by air pressure, temperature

Fig. 5: Calculated conductivity for the
0,5 m - column
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and humidity variations. These influences also make the water distribution unstable. A control
to hold the system in a less varying state seems to be not possible because of the slow-acting
water movement.

6. Conclusions

The following conclusions may be drawn from the first experiments:
•  Batch tests have shown that the sea sand though especially prepared is not perfectly inert

for the basic calcite-water system: the pH-value is practically not affected whereas the
electrolytic conductivity is increased by almost 50%. The increase of the conductivity has
to be considered in the results of computations for column experiments. Generally, it be-
came clear that the effect of the sea sand on the measuring quantities has to be checked in
batch tests.

•  Batch tests have also shown, that the reactive surface of the mineral grains which were
produced by crushing does not correspond to their geometrical sizes. In spite of washing
the calcite powder micro-particles may be attached to the grains and the surface itself may
be of considerable roughness. This fact has to be considered in computations. The neces-
sary information for this correction has to be taken from batch tests.

•  The analysis of the solution leaking the 0,5 m – column has shown that both the pH-value
and the electrolytic conductivity correspond to those values observed in the batch tests
under saturated conditions.

•  The experiment with the 0,5 m – column has shown that it is very difficult in practice to
produce a constant saturation profile over the total height of the column.
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Thermo-fluiddynamics

H. Carl
A. Schaffrath
P. Schütz
W. Zimmermann

Thermal hydraulic test facility TOPFLOW
TOPFLOW is a large-scale high-temperature and high-pressure test
facility for generic research in the field of transient two-phase flow and
for studies of safety relevant fluid-dynamic problems in components of
nuclear power plants and chemical installations. The design project of
the facility is completed. The new facility will be built utilising
components of the former NOKO test facility of the Research Centre
Jülich, which helped to reduce costs to 9 - 10 million DM. The
parameters allow experiments with steam-water mixture at saturation
pressures of up to 7 MPa. The facility disposes of an electrical heating
power of 4 MW. The construction work of the building was started.

A. Böttger
G. Grunwald
T. Höhne
S. Kliem
H.-M. Prasser
K.-H. Richter ✞
M. Tamme
J. Zschau

funded by BMWi
and VGB

Coolant mixing in pressurised water reactors
The work aims at the determination of temperature and boron
concentration distributions at the core entrance during main steam-line
breaks and boron dilution transients. Experiments were carried out at the
mixing test facility ROCOM modelling the German KONVOI type
pressurised water reactor in the scale of 1:5. The disturbance is modelled
by injecting salt water as a tracer into the affected loop. A new quality of
tests is achieved by using mesh-sensors with numerous measuring
positions in the downcomer and at the core entrance, the high measuring
frequency (up to 200 Hz), the variability of the four-loop test facility and
the direct comparison to CFD calculations. By variation of throttle
orifices at the fuel element inlet positions the influence of the hydraulic
resistance of the core was studied. Experiments were carried out for
different lengths of the deborated plug for different scenarios of start-up
of the coolant circulation. For these experiments, the test facility was
equipped with a new fast-acting valve system to create short plugs.
Furthermore, the velocity field in the downcomer was investigated using
a Laser Doppler Anemometer. A repeated start-up combined with a
special ensemble averaging technique allowed to obtain transient
velocity distributions with a time resolution of 0.5 s. From the results the
time constant of  the development of large vortices in the downcomer
can be deduced.

A. Böttger
J. Fietz
F. Hensel
D. Hoppe
H.-M. Prasser
J. Zschau
C. Zippe
W. Zippe

Development and calibration of two-phase flow measurement
techniques
The qualification of the diversified level indication system for boiling
water reactors developed by FZR was continued according to the
German reactor safety regulations. The qualification procedure and the
series production will be accomplished by an industrial supplier of
measurement instrumentation. FZR contributes as a scientific consultant
and performed some finalising development tasks.

The new generation of signal acquisition units for the wire-mesh sensors
for high-speed visualisation of two-phase flows at 10,000 frames per
second for a 16 x 16 measuring points sensor was extended to 64 x 64
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measuring points for the application in a pipe of 200 mm diameter. The
framing rate for this sensor is 2,500 Hz. The sensor will be used for flow
pattern studies at the test facility TOPFLOW.

In co-operation with the Technical University of Nishny Novgorod
(Russia) a new ultrasonic mesh sensor was developed. The sensor is
based on a system of crossing ultrasonic wave-guides. It is
complementary to the electrical wire-mesh sensors of FZR, because it
can be applied to non-conducting fluids. The dimensions of the wave
guides were decreased to minimise the disturbance of the flow. The
project was completed by the test of the new sensor design in a steam-
water flow at up to 2.5 MPa.

For the investigation of transport processes in bubble columns and foam
layers, a PET detector is under construction. The scanner will allow to
measure the distribution of a tracer marked by a positron emitting
nuclide with a time resolution of better than 1 s. It consists of 8 axial
layers with 16 BGO detectors each. The spatial resolution will be in the
range of a centimetre. The mechanical construction of the  detector
arrays and the development of the signal acquisition circuitry was
finished. First tests with NaF labelled with F-18 are planned for the near
future.

In co-operation with the Technical University Dresden, a quasi-
stroboscopic gamma-tomograph for an axial turbo pump delivering an
air-water mixture was developed and constructed. The device was put
into operation. The first imaging of the gas fraction distribution inside
the rotating impeller of the pump were successfully recorded.

A. Grahn Thermoconvection and instabilities at the boundary layer of two
non-miscible liquid reacting components
Flow instability at the inter-phase surface between two non-miscible
liquids were investigated for the cases of non-reactive mass transfer
(extraction) and exothermal reactions at the phase boundary. The work
was concentrated at the continuation of the development of the
numerical model for the two-dimensional flow in the gap. It considers
the chemical reaction, the thermal and concentration effects on the fluid
density and the surface tension. The model is capable of predicting all
types of experimentally observed instabilities (density driven circulation
cells, double-diffusive fingering regimes, Marangony type instabilities).
The quantitative agreement concerning wave lengths and growth rates
must be further increased.

D. Baldauf
D. Lucas
E. Krepper
H.-M. Prasser
C. Zippe
W. Zippe

Transient two-phase flows in pipelines
In the frame of a project sponsored by BMWi flow patterns and their
evolution in a vertical tube are investigated. In the last year, experiments
were concentrated on transient flows induced by pulsed air injection.
The evaluation of previous measurements with the wire-mesh sensor
was continued. Most important result is the method to decompose radial
gas fraction profiles according to bubble-size classes. It was shown that
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changes of the bubble size lead to qualitatively different profiles.
Measurements taken by varying the inlet lengths allow to assess the non-
drag forces acting on the bubbles and to estimate coalescence and
fragmentation rates in dependence from the bubble diameter. Based on
these experimental results, a theoretical method was developed that
describes the evolution of the gas fraction profiles decomposed
according to bubble size classes. The model is able to predict flow
pattern transitions.

In the field of diabatic flows, a new type of local void probes was
developed and used for condensation tests at the NOKO test facility in
Jülich. The probes are equipped with a micro-thermocouple substituting
the traditional electrode wire. In this way it is possible to detect the
phase state and to measure the temperature at accurately the same
location. This allows to detect non-condensibles in the gas phase and to
characterise the boundary layer in the liquid phase. Four probes were
mounted into a cross section of the single tube of NOKO. They are
driven by step motors, developed by FZ Jülich, which translate the
probes through the boundary layer. The probes were placed at different
angular positions (0, 60, 120, 180 deg) of the horizontal pipe cross
section. The measured data show both thickness and structure of the
condensation layer.

Safety and effectiveness of chemical processes

G. Hessel
H. Kryk
W. Schmitt
T. Seiler
F.-P. Weiß

supported by
BMBF

Early detection of dangerous and undesired operating states in
chemical plants
Studies on the early detection of dangerous and undesired operating
states are accomplished  in cooperation with Fraunhofer UMSICHT and
an  industrial partner. During the reporting period the Arzneimittelwerk
Dresden left the project due to structural changes within the company. In
the meantime the Degussa-Huels AG has taken over this part.
The development of a monitoring system based on adaptive heat
balances for batch reactors is the most important contribution of FZR.
The adaptation of the heat balance model to the respective plant is done
by a neural network. For each relevant process fault there is a specially
adaptive monitor. The validation of the heat balance model and fault
monitors was conducted in batch reactors with different volumes (1–10–
70-litres) for an exothermically homogeneous esterification reaction.
Results of the online testing in the pilot plant (UMSICHT) showed that
the monitoring system was able to recognize undesired faults correctly.
In particular, the hazardous reactant accumulation could be detected
much earlier than by a monitor based on increasing rates of the reactor
temperature.
It is planned to develop an equivalent monitoring system for the
heterogeneous hydrogenation reaction in an industrial plant.
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Safe and ecofriendly process control
The knowledge of the thermochemistry during the normal and faulty
operation of batch reactors is a prerequisite for a safe and ecofriendly
process control of exothermal reactions in industrial chemical plants.
The investigation was focussed on the hydrogenation process carried out
by the Degussa-Huels AG. Preliminary tests conducted in an RC1
reaction calorimeter under conditions of the industrial plant showed that
the hydrogen transport from the gas phase to the liquid phase is the rate
determining step of this hydrogenation. Therfore, first this volumetric
mass transfer coefficient had to be measured using an additional
instrumentation in the  industrial plant due to be able to realize similar
conditions for process studies in laboratory reactors. Moreover, the
thermodynamic parameters of the industrial plant, e.g. the heat transfer
coefficient and the heat capacities of the reaction mixture and the
reactor, were determined by specific experiments.
Besides this, two production samples were taken  from all 16 conducted
batches at the end of hydrogenation and analysed by HPLC (high
performance liquid chromatography) in  the FZR (cooperation with the
Institute of Bioinorganic and Radio-Pharmaceutical Chemistry of FZR)
to assess the process courses regarding to the extent of hydrogenation
and the formation of side products as well as to obtain process data from
the normal operation for the development of a monitoring system. It was
found that  the products were completely hydrogenated and free from
side products to a great extent.

Accident analysis

U. Grundmann
S. Kliem
S. Mittag
U. Rohde
A. Seidel

Development, validation and application of the code complex
DYN3D – ATHLET
In the framework of an EU PHARE project under the leadership of FZR
with participants from 8 European countries, different coupled 3D-
neutronics/thermohydraulics code systems have been validated against
measurement data on real plant transients from VVER type reactors.
Two transients, the power drop of one generator down to house load
level at the NPP Loviisa (VVER-440) and turning off one of two
working feedwater pumps at the NPP Balakovo (VVER-1000), have
been analysed. For the key parameters, a good agreement between
measurements and calculations was achieved. It was found, that the
correct modelling of the heat transfer in the gas gap between fuel and
cladding is significant for the estimation of the fuel temperature Doppler
feedback, which influences the change of power level during the
transient. As a result of the project, the confidence of the results of the
different codes has been improved.
The solution of an OECD benchmark exercise comprising the analysis
of a main steam line break scenario for a Pressurized Water Reactor has
been completed. Due to the overcooling of the reactor connected with
positive reactivity insertion, re-criticality and return to power of the shut
down reactor can occur. More than 14 organisations from 7 countries
participated in the benchmark. The results obtained with DYN3D are in
good agreement with the other codes.
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A new version of the code DYN3D was elaborated combining the two
versions for quadratic and hexagonal geometry of fuel assemblies. A
new nodal method for hexagonal fuel assemblies with enhanced
accuracy of the neutronic calculation has been integrated. Assembly
discontinuity factors (ADF) can be taken into account. The flux
reconstruction method for hexagonal geometry was integrated in the
new version in co-operation with NRI Rez (Czech Republic). A nuclear
data library, generated for a KWU Konvoi reactor by TSO Bavaria using
the code CASMO, has been coupled to DYN3D.
A scientific conference on the development, validation and application
of coupled 3D-neutronics/thermohydraulic codes has been organised in
Rossendorf under the auspices of the German Nuclear Society. The
participation of about 100 experts from research institutes, nuclear
power plants and technical support organisations of the nuclear
authorities proved the scientific authority, which Rossendorf has gained
in this field.

E. Krepper
F. Schäfer

supported by
BMWi

Validation of thermohydraulic system codes
The analysis of an experiment performed at the Japanese test facility
CCTF simulating a large break loss-of-coolant accident (design basic
accident) with cold leg respective combined cold and hot leg ECC
injection by the help of the thermoydraulic code ATHLET (developed
by Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit) has been
completed. In this experiment, large counter current flows of water and
steam with condensation occur. The analysis aimed at the validation of
the six equation code version and of a new condensation model in
ATHLET. Space-dependent effects in the flooding of the heated-up
reactor core simulator had to be taken into account. In general, the
course of the transient  was calculated in good agreement with the
experiment.

E. Krepper
T. Höhne
S. Kliem
M. Kliem

Computational fluid dynamics simulations of  one and two-phase
flow
The experiments on coolant mixing in PWRs in the ROCOM test facility
have been accompanied with CFD simulations. Experiments with the
injection of plugs of a tracer fluid (salt water) into a steady state flow
field or during the start-up of circulation have been analysed. A good
agreement between calculation and measurement was achieved even for
the transport of the tracer in the complex instationary flow field during
the start-up of the circulation. Based on measured response functions for
quasi Dirac impulse shaped injections, time-dependent mixing curves
are obtained for each fuel element position by applying linear super-
position techniques. This Semi-Analytical Plug Reconstruction model
SAPR is going to be implemented into the code DYN3D.
The simulation of experiments performed at the Rossendorf two-phase
flow test loop by using the CFD code CFX has been continued. It
becomes clear, that for a realistic modelling of the radial gas profile in a
flow with higher gas fractions multi-bubble class models considering
bubble forces dependent on the bubble diameter and simulating
coalescence and break-up of the bubbles have to be applied.
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CFD simulations of the natural convection in tanks with local heat
sources have been performed. For the validation of the CFD models,
international benchmark problems have been solved. Calculations were
performed for experiments at the NOKO test facility modelling an
emergency condenser of a BWR power plant, and for side wall heated
tanks. Modelling the sub-cooled boiling near the heated walls, the flow
phenomena in the heated tank have been simulated in qualitatively good
agreement with the experiments. The formation of sharp layers with
different temperature has been observed, which break up suddenly if
boiling becomes more intensive.
The porous body model developed for 3D flow simulations for the
reactor core has been improved by implementing an an-isotropic drag
force model. An experimental set-up will be constructed to validate the
model against flow measurements in rod bundles.

Liquid metal magnetohydrodynamics

I. Grants
V. Galindo
V. Shatrov
G. Gerbeth

supported by
SMWK, BMBF,
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Basics of MHD flows
A spectral code has been developed to simulate the flow in a cylindrical
cavity driven by a rotating magnetic field. The high-precision spectral
approach delivered a number of important insights into the instability
details of that flow. First, the linear oscillatory instability is not of the
Taylor-Görtler type as it has been concluded in all foregoing
publications. Second, there is a high sensitivity of the flow to small but
finite disturbances already about 30% below the linear instability
threshold. This sensitivity indicates a non-linear route to turbulence in
such flows.
Numerical simulations have been performed for the flow inside a
magnetically levitated drop and in an inductively heated crucible. The
basically axisymmetric flow in a levitated drop becomes oscillatory
unstable in a 3d form with an azimuthal wavenumber of m=3. The flow
in an inductively heated melt is strongly 3d. The numerical results differ
from the experimental values due to the significant influence of free
surface flow phenomena not taken into account in the simulation up to
now.

A.Cramer
I. Grants
J. Priede
S. Eckert
G. Gerbeth

Crystal growth and metallurgy
The global heat modelling has been performed for the growth of GaAs
in the new Vertical Gradient Freeze facility of Bergakademie Freiberg.
The action of an external rotating magnetic field on the melt flow was
especially designed in order to obtain an almost flat phase boundary
during the growth process. For that, analytical as well as numerical
solutions for the Stefan problem of the unknown phase boundary
between melt and crystal have been developed. A significant influence
on the phase boundary geometry is possible which shall now be verified
in a set of growth experiments. The possibilities for flow control in the
Floating-Zone growth process has been analysed with the conclusion
that an influence on the phase boundary geometry is only possible if the
double vortex structure could be changed. For that a novel magnetic
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pump principle has been developed working with an additional magnetic
winding without own power supply. These theoretical-numerical
investigations lead to an experimental realization proposal which will be
installed at a Floating-Zone facility of Institut für Festkörper- und
Werkstoffforschung Dresden.

Systematic experiments at the melt extraction model facility gave
quantitative results on the influence of the meniscus oscillations on the
fibre diameter distribution. The counter measure based on a magnetic
ring on the rotating wheel lead to a significant reduction of the diameter
distribution and smaller mean diameters.

F. Stefani
Th. Gundrum
G. Gerbeth

supported by DFG

Dynamo effect
A second measuring campaign was performed at the Riga dynamo
facility in July 2000. During three different runs of the facility fully
reproducable results were obtained for the magnetic field generation
process consisting of the exponential field growth slightly above the
instability threshold, the magnetic field saturation at higher liquid metal
velocities and the exponential decrease of the field if the flow rate
finally decreases below its critical value. The results for the magnetic
field frequencies and growth rates agree very well with the numerical
simulations and, in addition, with the first experiments from November
1999. A non-trivial backreaction of the magnetic field on the flow has
been observed. It consists in an axial shift of the magnetic field
maximum due to the breaking Lorentz forces in azimuthal direction
which result in a decreasing swirl flow axially downwards from the
driving propeller.

T. Weier
U. Fey
G. Mutschke
J. Hüller
G. Gerbeth

supported by
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Boundary layer control in electrolytes
The electromagnetically controlled flow around two different airfoils
have been experimentally studied in a salt water flow basin of HSVA
Hamburg. Two leading effects have been identified: Production of lift
due to the electromagnetically induced circulation, and suppression of
vortex separation at inclined positions. The latter gives a serious lift
increase of up to 80% compared to the uncontrolled case. Numerical
simulations accompany these investigations. They reproduce the main
tendencies of the experiments, but are still limited with respect to the
Reynolds number due to the unknown type of turbulence modelling
being appropriate for this type of flow control.
Small scale model experiments were performed in order to demonstrate
the influence of an external magnetic field on the limiting current and
the flow distribution in electrochemical cells. Just by simple adding of
an external permanent magnet a strong influence on the limiting current
density as well as on the flow field has been found resulting, e.g., in a
change of flow direction close to the electrode surface in a bubble
producing electrochemical process.
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Levitation
Two different ways of active stabilization of electromagnetically
levitated samples were developed. One works with a ring of permanent
magnets, the other with an electrotechnical superposition of a direct
current to the high-frequency levitating coil. Both give a full
stabilization of the levitated sample. Both methods have been proposed
to the company Astrium GmbH for an installation into the hardware of
the levitation experiments on the International Space Station.

S. Eckert
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Measuring techniques
The ultrasonic Doppler velocimetry (UDV) has been tested at higher
temperatures for flows of sodium and lead-bismuth. The commercially
available transducers are limited to about 100 °C. Systematic
measurements have been performed with direct melt contact, through a
solid wall of the melt or with an additional wave-guide for temperatures
up to 250°C. Special care and design is needed for the channel wall
thickness, the coupling conditions at interfaces and the wetting of the
liquid metal to the contacting wall. If this is fulfilled UDV gives
instantaneously a complete velocity profile over the flow cross section
as demonstrated in the sodium and lead-bismuth experiments. An
industry oriented European project has been started in order to develop
UDV up to liquid steel temperatures for applications in metallurgical
industries.
The idea of a magnetic tomography, i.e. reconstruction of the flow field
out of external magnetic field measurements, has been developed. A
demonstration experiment based on external magnetic field Hall
measurements was designed which is currently being installed.

Materials and components safety

H.-W. Viehrig
S. Schneider

Radioisotope laboratory for machining of  specimens for mechanical
testing
In order to extent the potential to investigate radioactive materials a
second part of the radioisotope laboratory for mechanical testing is built.
It includes the hot cells with equipment for machining of specimens and
for additional mechanical tests. The construction of the hot cells is
finished and the machines have been installed. A CNC-controlled
electric discharge machine allows to produce testing specimens
according to the standards from pieces taken from components of
current or decommissioned nuclear installations like power plants,
research reactors or accelerators. Because the commercial machine was
not suitable for operation under hot cell conditions, the design and some
operational functions must be changed in a substantial extent. Essential
steps have already been taken, some new assemblies and techniques
were developed and successfully  tested.
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Evaluation of the neutron embrittlement of Russian reactor
pressure vessel steels
Basing on the results of the irradiation programme Rheinsberg the shift
of the ductile brittle transition temperature determined by the Charpy
impact test and the shift of the reference temperature TO using the code
ASTM E  1921-97 were compared with the prediction according to the
Russian guidelines. For the VVER 440-type reactor pressure vessel
steels the results are in accordance to the Russian guidelines. The VVER
1000-type vessel steels show a higher neutron embrittlement. In
particular the investigated 10KhNGMAA VVER 1000 weld metal
exhibits a very large shift of the transition temperature that is not
understandable on the base of the recent prediction formula.
The detrimental effect of nickel that can be derived from the results of
the Rheinsberg programme is not confirmed by recent investigations of
VVER 1000 weld metal with different content of nickel irradiated at
surveillance position of a VVER 1000.  In this study the heat with the
highest nickel content shows the lowest embrittlement.  Furthermore for
a better understanding of the embrittlement mechanism, the method of
thermal activation analysis was used. The study shows that the
irradiation effect is athermal regarding the interrelation between the
radiation-induced microstructural features and  gliding dislocations. The
effect does not depend on the nickel content.
The shift of the reference temperature TO and the Charpy transition
temperature shift correlate but the scattering is large. Thus TO data
cannot be substituted by the Charpy transition temperature in the frame
of safety assessments for the reactor pressure vessel.

H.-W. Viehrig
J. Dzugan
J. Böhmert

Methodical studies for the determination of fracture mechanics
parameters
The determination of fracture mechanics parameters from small
specimens to characterize irradiated materials is still an open issue.
Appropriate approaches are the Wallin’s master curve concept or the
determination of crack resistance curves by single-specimen techniques
like the unloading compliance method. Wallin`s master curve concept
was used to determine a dynamic master curve. For this purpose fracture
mechanics impact tests were performed  and compared with the static
master curve. Shape and scattering of the dynamic master curve are not
identical with the static one.  Thus the concept cannot be transferred
without modifying the approach. This needs further work.
The unloading compliance technique fails for materials of high
toughness. Under this condition the compliance is not only dependent on
the crack length but also on the displacement. Correction formula
consider this influence only insufficiently. On the base of a
comprehensive data bank  suitable approaches were developed  for a
better correction. In order to generalize the correction obtained
sensitivity studies by means of  FEM modelling  are planned.
A new method was developed for the determination of crack resistance
curves at 3-point bend specimens of Charpy geometry. The methods
bases on ultrasound flight time measurements of  a transverse wave
diffracted at the crack tip.  The method meets the demands according to
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the standards for a single specimen technique of crack growth
measurement.
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Modelling of the neutron embrittlement mechanism
Small angle neutron scattering experiments were carried out
accompanying the mechanical test of the materials from the Rheinsberg
irradiation programme. Heats of base and weld material were
investigated in as-received, irradiated and post-irradiation annealed
conditions.  The small angle neutron scattering intensity increases in the
scattering vector range between 0.8  and 3 nm-1

 for all compositions in
the irradiated state. The size distribution function of the irradiation
induced defects has a pronounced maximum at a radius of 1 nm. Their
volume contents vary between 0.1 and 0.7 vol.% depending on material
composition and increases with increasing neutron fluence. The
comparison between nuclear and magnetic scattering indicates that the
microstructural  features differ in their composition. Thermal annealing
reduces the volume fraction of the irradiation defects. The effects of
irradiation on the microstructure reflect the irradiation-caused shift of
the transition temperature (irradiation embrittlement) or the changes of
hardness (irradiation hardening). Further, the recovery of the mechanical
properties by annealing corresponds to the restoration of the small angle
neutron scattering curve of the as-received state. This is valid as a trend
but there are some irregularities in these relations.  Thus neither
irradiation embrittlement nor irradiation hardening can be attributed to a
simple microstructural parameter like the volume fraction of nanoscale
defects.

H.-G. Willschütz
E. Altstadt

In-vessel retention in LWRs
Considering the hypothetical core melt down scenario for a light water
reactor (LWR) the failure mode of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) has
to be investigated to determine the possible loads on the containment.
The FOREVER-experiments, currently underway at the KTH Stockholm
(Sweden), are simulating the thermal and pressure loads on the lower
head for a corium melt pool with internal heat sources. Due to the multi-
axial creep deformation of the vessel with a non-uniform temperature
field these experiments are an excellent source of data for the validation
of numerical creep models. Therefore, a Finite Element model has been
developed based on a commercial multi-purpose code. Using the CFD
module the temperature field within the vessel wall is evaluated. The
transient structural mechanical calculations are performed using a new
numerical approach which avoids the use of a single creep law
employing constants derived from the data for a limited stress and
temperature range. Instead of this a three-dimensional array is developed
where the creep strain rate is evaluated according to the values of the
actual total strain, temperature and equivalent stress. Care has to be
exercised in the comparison of the measured data and the numerical
results. Considering the FOREVER-C2 experiment, for example, the
recorded creep process appeared to be tertiary at the first glance. But it
could be shown that a small temperature increase during the creep
deformation caused the observed progressive behaviour. Such
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considerations provide insight and better predictive capability for the
vessel creep behaviour during prototypic severe accident scenarios. The
work has been performed in cooperation with KTH Stockholm (Prof.
Sehgal).

E. Altstadt
T. Mössner
T. Repp
R. Weiß

supported by
VDEW

Water hammers in pipelines
The pressure waves induced by a sudden slow down of the fluid flow in
a pipeline are modelled on the base of the finite element method. Special
attention is put on the influence of fluid-structure interaction if the pipe
diameter is relatively large in comparison with the wall thickness. The
FE-codes ADINA and ANSYS are used for modelling. The transient
velocity and pressure distribution is calculated in a straight pipe and in a
90° elbow assuming a slightly compressible fluid. The coupling between
the elastic pipe wall and the fluid is realized by boundary elements. It is
shown that there are local stresses in the elbow which are higher than
those calculated with conventional uncoupled calculations. It was also
found that pressure waves propagate in radial direction. These
calculations have to be validated. Therefore, at the FZR a cold water
hammer test facility has been installed. Pressure amplitudes of up to 200
bars can be generated. First tests have shown that it works as expected.
A one-dimensional model for the acceleration of the fluid was developed
and validated with the results of the first experiments. The bouncing
velocity is predicted quite well by this model, whereas the pressure
amplitude is over_estimated by some 30-50% since the effect of the
junction coupling is not yet included. The work is supported by the EC
(5th frame work programme).

M. Werner
E. Altstadt
S. Perov

Finite Element-Modelling of crack propagation and material
damage
A 3-dimensional FE-Model of a Charpy specimen has been developed.
This model includes the kinematics of the roll bearings as well as the
crack opening mechanism. Additionally the influence of the elastic
deformation of the test facility is considered. This might be of
importance for the correction of experimentally determined compliance
functions. Two different methods of crack modelling were used: (i) the
substructure technique based on the concept of linear-elastic fracture
mechanics and (ii) the elastic-plastic material behaviour coupled with a
simple damage based criterion for crack opening (crack opening is
realized by the node unlocking concept). In the latter concept the crack
opening is simulated in a time dependent calculation. The numerical
stability was found to be a problem in some cases with large plastic
strain. This might be due to the node unlocking concept. Therefore, an
element deactivation concept is now being tested.
In a parallel work the plasticity model of Gurson, Needleman and
Tveergard was integrated into the finite element code ANSYS. With that
model the description of porosity (development of mesoscaled cavities)
just before the ductile fracture is possible.
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Simulation of particle and radiation fields

R. Koch Prototypical nuclear data libraries for the European Pressurised
Reactor
The new version 1.6 of the neutron and gamma transport code HELIOS
for cell and depletion calculations was installed, tested and debugged. In
addition, some Fortran 90 programs and UNIX-shell scripts have been
written to automate the processing with different data and to extract the
results of HELIOS runs. With the help of HELIOS and this auxiliary
programs 310 two-groups sets, each for seven depletion steps, were
calculated and prepared for the use in reactor-dynamic calculations with
the DYN3D code. To analyse the cross-sections and other data
calculated with the Program HELIOS 1.6, a module was implemented to
import and plot these results. This module automates the graphical
representation of cross sections over depletion as 2D-plots.

R. Küchler
K. Noack
T. Zorn

work performed in
cooperation with
the Institute of
Radiochemistry of
FZR

Transport of radio-nuclides in the unsaturated zone
In recent years numerical codes have been developed and were used for
transport calculations of water and chemical species of radio-nuclides
through the unsaturated soil. Now the mathematical models of the
various physical and geo-chemical phenomena and the parameters
required by them have to be verified by appropriate experiments.
Therefore, a laboratory was built which allows to carry out batch and
column experiments. The columns are filled with modelled mixtures
consisting of sea sand as quasi-inert matrix and certain minerals which
are of great importance for the radio-nuclide transport in the dumps of
the former uranium mining in Saxony. At present, research is focused on
the dissolution rates of those minerals under unsaturated conditions.
Additionally to the collection of samples of the leaking solution at the
feet of the columns the stand for the column experiments is equipped
with in-situ measuring techniques of the electrolytic conductivity and of
the pH-value. In the first series of experiments the dissolution behaviour
of gypsum and calcite was determined and compared with results of
calculations based on published dissolution rates. The developed data
acquisition and experiment control proved to work stable over the
experiment time of some months.

K. Noack
A. Rogov*

Neutron Laboratory at ELBE
The neutron laboratory at the electron accelerator ELBE will be
equipped with a photo-neutron source. The target material stops the
electrons which produce Bremsstrahlung the photons of which then
generate neutrons by photo-nuclear reactions. The production of photo-
neutrons was calculated for different directions around a specified target
by means of the Monte Carlo code MCNP-4B and the results compared
to those which were independently achieved with the code FLUKA by
the TU Dresden. In contrast to FLUKA the MCNP code does not yet
allow an automatic run simulating the three coupled particle transports.
So, the task was solved by two steps: first, the photon flux distribution
inside the target was calculated in an electron/photon transport problem
and, second, applying a published reaction model the distribution of
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* Visitor to
Forschungszentrum
Rossendorf

emitted photo-neutrons was calculated and used as source in the
subsequent neutron transport simulation. The results of both codes
showed a very good agreement so that both can be used for target
optimisation further on.

B. Böhmer
J. Konheiser
H. Kumpf
P. Vladimirov

supported by
BMWi

supported by EU

Neutron and Gamma dosimetry of reactor pressure vessels
As contribution to the BMWi project „Influence of the gamma
irradiation on the deterioration of reactor pressure vessel materials and
on reactor dosimetry measurements“ neutron and gamma flux spectra
have been calculated for two Russian and two German reactor types,
partly in co-operation with Russian scientists. Using the calculated flux
spectra damage parameters for the highest flux regions of the reactor
pressure vessels have been obtained. More detailed investigations of the
impact of high gamma fluences on the pressure vessel embrittlement
were prepared. Additionally, a model of the development of atomic
displacement cascades, the formation of copper precipitates, and of the
influence of gamma irradiation on these processes has been developed.

The recently upgraded geometrical module of the Rossendorf Monte
Carlo code TRAMO was successfully tested through fluence
calculations for the irradiation experiment at the Russian VVER-1000
Novovonesh-5. The work was carried out within the EU TACIS project
SRR2/95. The obtained calculation results were compared with
experimental values and with results of independent calculations. In both
cases a reasonable agreement was found.

B. Böhmer
J. Konheiser
H. Kumpf
K. Noack

supported by DFG

Increasing the accuracy of neutron and gamma fluence
determination
A new research project was started that aims at extension and
verification of TRAMO for solving neutron-gamma transport problems
and at testing nuclear data libraries. In this project which is supported by
DFG partners are involved from the TU Dresden (TUD) and from the
HTWS Zittau/Görlitz. First test measurements of neutron and gamma
spectra were performed at the horizontal neutron beam channel of the
training reactor of the TUD. The measurements were performed in the
open beam as well as behind iron and water layers. Calculations with the
code MCNP were used to optimise the measurement set-up. The code
TRAMO was qualified for coupled neutron-gamma calculations and for
an improved treatment of thermal neutrons. The needed thermal
scattering matrices were calculated with the code NJOY.
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